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VICTIMS OF RAPE

THURSDAY. JUNE 28, 1990

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN,

Yourn AND FAMILIES,
Washington, DC

The select committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:35 a.m., in
Room 2218, Rayburn House Office Building, the Honorable George
Miller [chairman] presiding.

Members present: Representatives Miller, Weiss, Boxer, Evans,
Durbin, Sarpalius, Bliley, Wolf, Holloway, Weldon, Peter Smith,
Walsh and Machtley.

Staff present: Karabelle Pizzigati, staff director; Jill B. Kagan,
deputy staff director; May Kennedy, professional staff; Dennis G.
Smith, minority staff director; Carol Statuto, minority deputy staff
director; Jeff Hollingsworth, professional staff; and Joan Godley,
committee clerk.

Chairman MILLER. The Select Committee on Children. Youth.
and Families will come to order. My apologies for being a few min.
utes late. We had a Democratic Whip's meeting that ran a little bit
long.

This morning's hearing is an effort to try to come to grips and to
transfer some information from not only the victims of rape, but
also those people who have worked in this field and have helped
victims of rape, who have studied this crime, to try and help us as
Members of Congress understand the trauma and the turmoil and
the aftermath of the crime of rape.

As the FBI tells us, rape is reported every six minutes. Yet we
also know from studies that tens of thousands of rapes go unreport-
ed every year.

Women fail to report rape to police for many reasons, including
the fear of reprisal from the rapist. This fear can be especially
daunting when the rapist is not a stranger. A recent survey of a
large group of college students revealed that only 11 percent of
those raped were raped by strangers.

Rape victims are so traumatized and so badly treated that as few
as one in ten report the crime to the authorities. More than 40 per-
cent of the rape victims report continued difficulties and depression
up to two and a half years after the assault.

A rape victim's recovery is largely a process of regaining a sense
of control; recovery is not to be undercut by usurping her decisions
to report the crime, to terminate a resulting pregnancy, or to seek
counseling.
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Young men and women in volunteer, grassroots organizations in
several parts of the country are developing educational and skill-
building interventions designed to stop rape. Many of these inter-
ventions take place in high schools and colleges, and use tech-
niques ranging from music videos to rap groups to debunk the
myths and to teach adolescents nonviolent ways to communicate
about sex.

In the near future, the select committee hopes to explore promis-
ing efforts to prevent rape, but there is a pressing matter that de-
mands our attention today: the need to reverse the trend for law-
makers and law enforcement officials to add to the trauma the
rape victim suffers.

In the fall of 1987, witnesses at the select committee's hearing
entitled "Women, Violence, and the Law" testified that it is ex-
tremely difficult to press charges in cases of marital rape, to obtain
protection orders and victim's compensation in cases of domestic vi-
olence, and to fund training for law enforcement officials who deal
with violence against women.

The latest available statistics suggest that this cruel situation
has improved little since our hearing in 1987. Like aggravated as-
sault rates, the rate of rape has increased over the last few years.
However, unlike aggravated assault, arrest rates for rape have de-
creased.

In recent months, Congress has debated adding new hurdles to
the legal obstacle course that must be traversed by the victims of
rape before they can get help they need. In the confusion and
terror of the immediate aftermath of rape, some would require a
woman to initiate a formal legal process that is frequently humi-
liating and all too often futile.

Although rape victims suffer acutely for a longer time than
other victims of crime, only 14 percent of the Victims of Crime As-
sistance monies have been spent on sexual assau- The need for
further education about the plight of the rape victim is clearly in-
dicated.

I think also what is clearly indicated is to go back and read at
this point the debate in the House surrounding the Health and
Human Services appropriation bill and the amendment by Mrs.
Boxer. The need will be for people to see how ignorant many of us
are about the aftermath of rape, about the turmoil and the notion
that we can set arbitrary timetables for the victims of rape, that
we can set up a bureaucratic process for dealing with those individ-
uals or to otherwise deny them decisions that they may desire to
make or options that may be available to them, or the control over
their own future.

I think it is a frightening prospect, when this question of the
aftermath of rape is dealt with without benefit of an understanding
of the facts as they really are with the victims of rape.

It is the intent of this hearing to try and create a database and
an informational base for the members so that when we again have
that debate people will understand exactly the kinds of decisions
that they will be making for others should they choose to vote one
way or the other because I think it's highly likelyall of the signs
indicate that we will again have that debate on the floor of the
Congress later this year. I think it's one that is just terribly impor-
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tant and obviously has risen in visibility throughout the country as
women are confronted with the notion that lawmakers and policy-
makers are attempting to make many of these decisions for them.
So that is the context in which I have asked the staff to put togeth-
er in this hearing.

[Opening statement of Hon. George Miller follows:]

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. GEORGE MILLER. A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM
THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA AND CHAIRMAN, SELECT COMMTFTEE ON CHILDREN,

YOUTH, AND FAMILIES

In the last 15 years the rate of rape has risen four times us fast as the overall
crime rate. A rape is reported to the FBI every six minutes, yet tens of thousands of
rapes go unreported every year.

Women fail to report rape to police for many reasons, including fear of reprisal
from the rapist. This fear can be especially daunting when the rapist was not a
stranger. A recent survey of a large group of college students revealed that only
11% of those raped were raped by strangers.

Rape victims are so traumatized and so badly treated that as few as one in ten
report the crime to the authorities. More than 40% of rape victims report continued
difficulties and depression up to two and a half years after the a-ssault.

A rape victim's recovery is largely a process of regaining a sense of controL mos,-
ery must not be undercut by usurping her decisions to report the crime, to termi-
nate a resulting pregnancy, or to aeek counseling.

Young men and women in volunteer. grassroots organizations in several parts of
the country are developing educational and skillbuilding interventions designed to
stop rape. Many f these interventions take place in high schools and colleges, and
use techniques ranging from music videos to rap-groups to debunk myths and to
teach adolescents non-violent ways to communicate about sex.

In the near future, the Select Committee hopes to explore promising efforts to
prevent rape. But there is a pressing matter that demands our attention todaythe
need to reverse the trend for law makers and law enforcement officials to add to the
trauma a rape victim suffers.

In the fall of l9a7. witnesses at the Select committee's hearing. entitled "Women,
Violence and the Law,- testifisd that it is extremely difficult to press charges in
cases of marital rape, to obtain protection orders and victim's compensation in cases
of domestic violence, and to fund training for the law enforcement officials who deal
with violence against women

The latest available statistics suggest that this cruel situation has improved little
since our hearing in 19$7. Like aggravated assault rates, the rate of rape has in
creased over the last few years. However, unlike aggravated assault. arrest rates for
rape have decreased.

In recent months. Congress has debated adding new hurdles tu the i-gal obstacle
course that must be traversed by victims of rape before they can I 0, help they
need. In the confusion and terror of the immediate aftermath of ..,s., some would
require a woman to initiate a formal legal process that is freaii-itly humiliating
and all too often futile.

Although rape victims suffer more acutely and for a longer tune than other vic-
tims of crime, only l4r*e of Victims of Crime Assistance monies have been spent on
sexual asisault. A need for further education about the plight of rape victims is
clearly indicated.

Today we will hear about what women undergo as a result of rape. and what
kinds of support they need to begin to regain a sense: of control over their lives. Wit-
nesses will also describe what is known about patterns of rape and barriers to rape
reporting, and about the status of federal efforts to eliminate those barriers

We will learn about new data that estimate the actual number of rapes in the Los
Angeles area, indicate the number of sexual assaults that go unreported, and de-
scribe the exceptional inaults that African-American women often suffer when they
attempt to report rapes to the police.

Among our witnesses today are leading scientists and experienced service provid-
ers who can offer the. best available, information about the needs of rape victims. We
also welcome a prosecutor from a sex crimes unit. She will describe how arbitrary
time limits could interfere with reporting this must repeated and mast violating of
crimes.
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We are especially pleased to welcome a woman who survived both child sexual
abuse and acquaintance rape, and who now helps other women recover from as-
saults.

I look forward to your testimony. and thank you all for coming.

11
d
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VICTIMS OF RAPE

A FACT SHEET

VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN REACHES ALL-TIMFOUGH

In 1988, the FBI received reports of 92,486 forcible rapes of
females over age 12. The actual number of rapes occurring
annually are estimated to be between 200,000 and 900,000.

(Uniform Crime Report, 1989; Koss, 1985)

Based on reports to police, 16 rapes are attempted and 10 women
are raped every hour. Au estimated one out of every 12 rape
victims is male. (Uniform Crime Report, 1989; National Crime
Sunny, 1989)

Since 1974, the rate of assaults against women ages 20-24 has
risen 48%, but assault rates against men in the same age group
declined 12%. (National Crime Sutvey, 1989)

Rape rates have risen four times as fast as the total crime rate in
the last 10 years. (Uniform Crime Report, 1989)

An estimated 15% to 40% of women are victims of attempted or
completed rapes during their lifetimes. Estimates vary widely due
to low rape reporting rates, different survey techniques, and the
fact that many victims do not define their sexual assaults as rape.
(Koss, 1988; Russell, 1983)

A mman is 20 times more likely to be raped in the United States
than in Japan. The U.S. rape rate is 13 times higher than that of
England, and nearly four times higher than that of Germany.
(U.S. Department of Justice, 1988)

FEW RAPISTS ARE STRANGERS

An estimated 60% to 80% of rape is date or acquaintance rape.
(ICoss, 1988; Russell, 1990)

In a survey of 3,187 college women, 478 reported having been
raped. Of those raw', 10.6% were raped by strangers, 24.9%
were raped by non romantic acquaintances, 21% were raped by
casual dates, 30% by steady dates, and &9% were raped by family
members. (Koss, 1988)
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In a study of college students, 35% of men indiatted some
likelihood that they would commit a violent rape of a woman who
had rebuffed an advance if they were assured of getting away with
it. (Malamuth, 1986)

An estimated one of every seven married women will be raped by
her husband. (Russell, 1990)

UNDERREPORTING/DEIAYED REPORTING OF mn TO

As few as one in ten rapes arc reported to authorities. Nearly
half of all date rape victims never discuss the attack with anyone.
(Koss, 1985; Wanhaw, 1988)

In a survey of college women, 38% reported =nal victimizations
which met the legal definition of rape or atumpted rape, yet only
one out of every 25 reported their assault to the police. Victims
of stranger rape were ten times more likely to report their attack
to the police than victims of acquaintance rape. (Kos.s, 1985)

A recent study found that only 16.3% of adolescents ages 11-17
who had been raped reported the attack, while 28.6% of young
adults ages 18-24 reported, and 31.6% of adults over 29 years old
reported. (Kilpatrick, 1990)

Records from one rape CAMS center inuicate that of the 40 sexual
assault victims who called in July 1989, 28% of adults called
within 1 week of an assault, and 68% waited up to 3 years to
make an initial contact. Of the callers who were minors, 22%
called within 1 month of being 0-.'rtimized, while 53% waited 6
months or more following the attack. (Anne Arundel County
Sexual Assault Crisis Center, 1989)

uTni SUPPORT FOR VICI1MS FROM MEDICAL AND LfGAL
SYSTEMS

Police frequently either regard women's rape reports as false
accusations or accuse victims of precipitating attacks. One study
showed that only 53.8% of rape reports women filed were listed as
rape by police in statistics sent to the FBL (Taylor, 1987)
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In a survey of social support following sexual attack, rape victims
rated the helpfulness of the mounts they used. Rape crisis
centers were perceived most often as helpful (94.2%), and physici-
ans and police were described least often as helpful (55.6% and
38.2% respectively). (Cyodling, et al, 1989)

In a survey of victims who did not report tape or attempted rape
to police, 43% cited as their reason that nothing could be done,
12% said that they were afraid of the police response, 27% said
they felt it was a personal or private matter, and 12% said it was
not important enough. (U.S. Department of Justice, 1979)

Rdn--l&nfflt-MgELRUMna-CEThIFs-IBEI-Cfanlg31_ms
ARKIARE

Convicted rapists are more likely to repeat their offense than
convicted perpetrators of other violent crimes. (U.S. Department
of Justice, 1989)

In 1986, 91,460 rapes were reported to the police. In that same
year, only 19,685 individuals were Lonvicted of rape. (U.S.
Department of Justice, 1989)

Although rapes accounted for 6% of tbe violent crimes committed
in 1988, arrests for rape accounted for only 1.8% of the total
number of affests for violent crimes. Rape rates (number per
100,000 citizens) increased 53% in the past five years, while arrest
rates for rape increased only 3%. (U.S. Department of Justice,
1989; National Crime Suivey, 1989)

In 1986, 71% of those arrested and charged with rape in
Manhattan had their cases dismissed, while the average for all
felons was a 37% dismissal rate. Similarly, in Washington, DC,
50% of arrests for rape resulted iu dismissals, compared with 29%
cf all felony arrests. (U.S. Department of Justice, 1986)

RECOVERy FROM RAPE TAM.=

In a recent study of 4,009 women, rape victims were over twice as
likely as nonvictims to have had major depression (54.6% vs
21.9%). (Kilpatrick, 1990)
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In a study comparing rape victims with nonvictims, victims more
oftes experience symptoms of fear, inability to feel and ups=
emotions, disturbances of self-esteem, problemr with parents and
other authority figures, sexual dysfunction, and reduced effective-
ness on the job for up to 2 years post-assault. (Kilpatrick, et al,
1988; Koss & Burkhart. 1989)

Non-stranger rape victims blame themselves more and rate
themselves as less recovered than victims of stranger rape for up
to 3 years after the rape. (Katz & Burt, 1986)

When compared with nonvictims, rape victims have been found to
be 8.7 times more likely to have made a suicide attempt.
(Kilpatrick, et al, 1985)

June 28, 1990
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Chairman Mzu.aa. With that, I will recognize the ranking minor-
ity member, Mr. Bhley from Virginia.

Mr. BLILEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We cannot hope to
achieve a final victory over the hatred and moral and physical evil
which is embodied in the crime of rape in a single hearing. We
cannot expect that the pain and suffering of so many women and
their families will be washed away forever by our proceedings this
morning. But we can offer our compassion as a constant source of
strength to them. We can hope that the steadfast assurances ofjus-
tice will be consoling to them.

Justice is a vital part of the compact between citizens and their
government. Locke describes the two great powers in the state of
nature, the power to preserve one's own life, liberty, and posses-
sions, and the power to punish crimes against the natural law of
self-preservation.

In a civil society we hand over the right to punish to the authori-
ties. We relinquish this right only with the understanding that the
community will exercise the power of punishment. As a society,
therefore, we owe it to the victim to assure that our criminal jus-
tice system punishes the offender.

Part of our responsibility today as a select committee must be to
understand the antecedents of this violent act against the victim
and against society. First, we must acknowledge that we live in a
violent world. Between 1970 and 1987 the estimated rape or forci-
ble rape increased exactly 100 percent, from 18.7 rapes per 100,000
people to 37.4 rapes per 100,000. However, it is also important to
understand that most of that increase occurred between 1970 and
1980. Between 1970 and 1980 the rate increased 96 percent.

In his testimony today, Dr. Dean Kilpatrick will tell us that thE
rape statistics are fundamentally flawed so it is not possible to
draw accurate conclusions about the true incidents of rape. To
make my point, therefore, we need to consid. r other crimes as well.

Between 1970 and 1987, assault increased 113 percent. However,
it is important to realize that the greatest increase, again, occurred
during the 1970s. Between 1970 and 1980 the rate of assault in-
creased by 81 percent. In the past seven years it has increased by
18 percent.

Robbery increased by 40 percent between 1970 and '80, but has
actually declined by 18 percent since 1980.

All violent crimes increased by 07 percent between 1970 and 1987
but, again, the greatest proportion of increases occurred during the
perhd between 1970 and '80.

Taus, I think that we can conclude that the decade of the '70s
was a decade of violence for our society and we have remained at a
high level of crime. The effects of that social upheaval during the
'70s is still rippling through our land.

Second, we find once again the brutal effects of drugs. In over
half of all the rape cases the criminal was under the influence of
drugs and/or alcohol at the time of the offense. The use of' drugs
should never be an excuse or rationalization. A person who is
under the influence of drugs is still culpable for his actions. Unless
we hold the offender accountable, the victim's right to justice will
be thwarted
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Finally?, we must understand the violence within families if we
are to urderstand rape. Rape is an individual ae of violence, but it
is also a reflection of a decaying culture. The modern world has
been unfaithful to the traditions of the family. The mass culture
bombards the family with messages of violence, pornography, self-
worship, and social disorder. Authentic love within the home is
challenged by today's culture, which thrives on mistrust, vanity,
and malice.

It should be no surprise to us that rape is generally committed
against a young person by a young person. Forty-three percent of
those arrested for forcible rape were under the age of 25. A young
person is most vulnerable to the false promises of those destructive
messages. It should be no surprise to us that in three-quarters of
spousal assault cases the victims are divorced or separated at the
time of the incident.

The experience of history demonstrates that when the stability of
the family is shaken the rest of society feels the shock waves. The
trauma of rape is one of those shock waves. If we are to deal with
the effect of family violence, we must deal with its cause. We can
point to a great deal of progress the states have made to help vic-
tims take the offender to trial. We can explore the extent to which
medical services have assisted the victim to overcome their trauma.
We can generate support for victim compensation programs.

For example, I am the co-sponsor of a bill to provide a victim of
rape or sexual assault with a cause of action against producers and
distributors of pornographic material, and I look forward to the
recommendations of the panelists who will offer suggestions for im-
provement. But I am not certain we can ever give an adequate
reply to those who would ask whether the federal government can
possibly heal the wounds of the victims of rape. That would indeed
stretch far beyond our poor capabilities.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Opening statement of Hon. Thomas J. Bliley. Jr., follows:]

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. THOMAS J BUM'. JR.. A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF VIRGINIA AND RANKING REPt7BLICAN MEMBER

We cannot hope to achieve a final victory over the hated and moral and physical
evil which is embodied in the crime of rape in a single hearing. We Lannot expect
that the pain and suffering of so many women and their families will be washed
away forever by our proceedings this morning. But we can offer our compassion as a
constant source of strength to them. We can hope that the steadfast assurances of
justice will be consoling to them.

Justice is a vital part of the compact between citi7ens and their government
Locke describes the two great powers in the state of nature: the power to preserve
own's life. liberty. and possessions; and the power to punish crimes against the natu-
ral law of self preservation. In a civil society. we hand over the right to punish to
the authorities, We relinquish this right only with the understanding that the com-
munity will exercise the power of punishment. As a society, therefore, we owe it to
the victim to assure that our criminal justice system punishes the offender.

Part of our responsibility today. as a select committee, must be to understand the
antecedents of this violent act aganist the victim and against society. l'irst. we must
acknowledge that we live in a violent world. Between 1970 and 19$7. the estimated
rate of forcible rape increased exactly 100 percent, from IS.? rapes per 100,000
people to 37 4 rapes per 100,000. However, it is also important to understand that
most of that increase occurred between 1970 and 1950. Between 1970 and 1950, the
rate increased 96 p.2rcent.

in his testimony today. Dr Dean Kilpatrick will tell us that the rape statistics are
fundamentally flawed, so it is not possible to draw accurate conclusions about the
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true incidence of rape. To lake my point. therefore. we need to consider other
crimes as well.

Between 1970 and 1987, assault increased 113 percent. However. it is important to
realize that the greatest increase occurred during the 1970s. Between 1970 and 1980,
the rate of assault increased by 81 percent, In the past seven years. it has increased
by 18 percent. Robbery increased by 46 percent between 1970 and 1980. but has ac-
tually declined by 18 percent since 1980. All violent crimes increased by 67 percent
between 1970 and 1987, but again, the greatest proportion of increase occurred
during the period between 1970 and 1980. Thus, I think that we can conclude that
the decade of' the seventies was a decade of violence for our society and we have
remained at a high level of crime. The effects of that social upheaval during the
1970s is still rippling through our land.

Second, we find once again the brutal affects of drugs. In over half of all rape
cases. the criminal was under the influence of drugs and/or alcohol at the time of
the offense. The use of drugs should never be an excuse or a rationalizeition. A
person who is under the 'nfluence of drugs is still culpable for his actions. Unless
we hold the offender accountable, the victim's right to justice will be thwarted.

Finally, we must understand the violence within families if we are to understand
rape. Rape is an individual act of violence. But it is also a reflection of a decaying
culture. The modern world has been unfaithful to the traditions of the family. The
mass-culture bombards the family with messages of violence. pornography. sellwor-
ship, and social disorder. Authentic love within the home is challenged by today's
culture which thrives on mistrust, vanity, and malice.. It should then he na surprise
to us that rape is generally committed against a young person 4 a young person. 43
percent of those arrested for forcible rape were under the age of 2:". A young person
is most vulnerable to the false promises of those destructive messages. It should be
no surprise to us that in three quarters of "spousal assault- cases, the victims are
divorced or separated at the time of the incident.

The experience of history demonstrates that when the stability of the family is
shaken, the rest of society feels the shockwaves. The trauma of rape is one of those
shockwaves. It' we are to deal with the effect of family violence, we must deal with
its cause.

We can point to a great deal of progress the states have made to help the victim
take the offender to trial We can explore the extent to which medical services have
assisted the victims to overwme their trauma Are. ilite generate' support for victim
compensation programs. For example, I am the cosponsor of a bell to pruvide a
victim of rape or sexual assault with a cause of act Inn against producers and distrib-
utors of pornographic material And I look forward to the recommendations of the
panelists who will offer suggestions for improvements But. I ani not certain wheth
er we can ever give an adequate reply to those who would ask whether the federal
government can possihly heal the wounds al the victims of rapt, That would indeed
stretch far beyond our poor capabilities
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RAM NAIII1 AND FINDINGS

INA NAT= AND NOONA Of RAPE

o Forcible rape comprises 6% of all reported violent crises in
the U.S. Historical trends show that The rate of forcible rape
per 100,000 people has risen by 100% since 1970. The rate per
100,000 was 18.7 in 1970, 26.3 in 1975, 36.8 in 1980, and 36.4 in
1957. Mitre lures; et Invest 1setiat, gplfges Crtaa Omen tat ttta thttidumag, 1SI. p. 16; P.S.
Ast Ica Dap., arm of Aortae Statistics, Mom twat_ at Criminal .lutrt(ca Itattottca 1911. Table 3.1131
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"It is still a fact that sexual assaults remain the most
ander-reported cases within the criminal justice system. This is
true despite the fact that during the last two decades, in almost
every state...significant legislative changes were enacted for
the purpose of increasing the ability to successfully prosecute
sex offenders. Evan with these modifications, victims remain
reluctant to report crimes of sexual assault to law enforcement
agencies." Mrs WWI statement Of Lints fairStain, AIM District Atty., Asp Torii Canty, CT., to
'As U.S. $mut italicise/ Comittee haseire 'violence Noma mew 6/20/9D, pp, 1, 2,1

o "Goverment estimates suggest that for every rape reported,
3-10 rapes ere committed but not reported...Likewise, it is
difficult to obtain realistic estimates of the nuMber of men who
perpetrate rape because only a fraction of reported rapes
eventually result in conviction. The authors of the (National
Criss Survey) have observed...that 'rape is clearly an infrequent
crime' and that it is 'the rarest of NCS measured violent
offenses." Moss, Velvet A itisnienedi, "rid Scow of Was !middies an Prsysisnts of Seindi
Appressisn and victinizaticn In s National Sadie of Slew Ideation tridents.' jrni of ComitIrsi
ciinism Pm-Wing, vot. 55, so. 2. P. 162 (1902)3

o As of 1988, the clearance rate (i.e., arrest or other
conclusive disposition) for reported forcible rapes nationwide
was 52%. Clearance rates are highest in the South (56%) and by
rural law enforcement agencies (55%); the lowest clearance rates
are in the Midwest (45%) and by urban authorities (52%). For the
5-year period 1984 through 1988, rape arrests nationwide
increased by 3%. woffiffeCrimAtmor_tc m.otA

O Forcible rape has the third highest clearance rate of all
Uniform Crime Reports Index crimes. Only murders and aggravated
assaults have higher clearance-by-arrest rates. fu.s.Astic.D4mt..iweim
of Justice 5tittstics Assort to 0, lation_crt".elose and Justice. jecond Ed (tic% lurch MB. p,b81

RAPE: CRIAN AND YUNISENINT

O "There is nothing in the conviction/sentencing outcomes to
suggest that rape is responded to less vigorously, or less
effectively, than other felony cases. Instead, (excepting
homicide) it would be more accurate to conclude that justice
officials deal more severely with rape cases than with other
major felonies." CD. J. Steffsnsedisr, "Unippeness of awe Disposition and tentorcino Quern's of
typo in Crignrison to Othor Major Itionias, author abstract, lociolosw 4 Socual tristrct, Apr It 14651

o Forcible rape in which the victim dies from injuries is
ranked by the public as a more severe crime than any other.
tpurcem( of Cripinol Justice 5tati5io091M, op. cit, iftio 2 37]

o The public preferred that the death penalty be imposed most
often in cases of homicide during forcible rape when surveyed
about three ma:ior homicide offenses. Execution for that crime was
favored by 41.7% of respondents; for homicide during armed
robbery by 37.1%1 for murder by 29.7%. OMOTIMoZ.38)
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o Among more than two dozen major crimes, the public prefers
the longest prison or jail sentences for rape resulting in the
victis!s death (average suggested sentences 416 months). This is
followed by armed robbery resulting in homicide (365 months) and

murder (349 months). tods.,Tasuptan

o A rape conviction will result in a sentence to prison or
jail more often than any other crime except murder. Of convicted
rapists as of 1986, 88% were sentenced to incarceration, a higher

rate than for all other felonies besides murder. A. of 1984,

among all felons, convicted rapists were exceeded only by
convicted murderers in average length of sentence, average time
served, and average length of parole. mow, rowil5.31, 6.69. ess; m6 am,

660, tam

TR, UPI VICTIM

o Based on analyses of victimization rates as of 1987, the
most likely victim of a forcible rape is a black female between

16 and 24 years old who:
- -has never been married,
--has not completed high school,
- -resides in the central city,
--comes from a single-parent, female-headed household,
--earns $7,500 or less annually, and
--will be assaulted by a stranger. 6.14.041024.0t.botico, krooloof

hostico Statistics, Osinti VtglIviAation In sae mitstam_ 1967, Ialuiss 4, o, 7, IL IL IL ID, IC

44. Washington, D.C.. Juno MAI

O Evidence is consistent that violence involving non-
strangers, particularly relatives, is under-reported and victims

are often reluctant to discuss it with either police or with
survey researdhers. However, a victim is raped by a stranger in
56% of the known (i.e., reported) cases; by a non-stranger in 40%

of the cases. Perpetrators of unestablished relationship account
for 4% of rapes. of the strangers, 49% were completely unknown to
the victim while 7% were known by sight only. Of the non-
strangers, 35% were acquaintances: 164 were identified aS °Casual
acquaintances." t5evou of Justice Statistfts, ftiokunt Crime by Wanton ond lionstrongers,' PP.

I, C. Wesbington, D.C.: Jou. inn

o Resistance or some form of self-protective measure
(screaming, talking, etc.) is used by nearly 85% of rape victims
(89% of whites, 72% of blacks). The leading strategy is

o nonviolent resistance, including evasion," employed in 38.8% of

cases. mminnismnuoustaninumumnesuni TowelM4

o Adolescent rape tends to involve coercion more than
violence. Adolescents are more likely to be raped than older
females, they suffer more severe mental and emotional trauma, and
experience greater difficulty obtaining help. DIMoPoystorthoCure
lootitotion for Untamed two victims,* journa of Cantdoccuorv Vot. 13, 10. 2, Inn
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HMI RAPIN AXD ePOCSAL RAPX

o Research has identified three categories of most-likely
victims of spousal rape: Battered women, women in relationships
plagued by specific sexual conflicts, and women married to men
having bizarre sexual obsessions. Moat victims do not resist
assault due to fear of more abuse, salf-blame, or feelings of
futility about resistance. meettexe4riet. fteemeemme.fme6Mecall
zatiuggigusamaLlagjun, Jahns Machine kink,. I. of Public 100040. gattimre. 7000.

o Adolescent date rape is prevalent; high school dating is
known to include sexual coercion and violence. Risk factors for
adolescent date rape include miscommunication about sex, alrohol
andior drug abuse, male acceptance of the rape myth, and
*parking.* fterrows & Deffner, Vat* lams Prevalence, Risk Packers, and a Proposed Nadel,.
from yiatarte I. DatIna Retationahias, Prosser ihNfobles, NOW Tart, 151107

o The Moss-MIL Magazine research on date and acquaintance rape
determined that teenagers, college students, younger, single
working women, and older women are most at risk for rape of this
type. Risk factors include interpersonal violence, alcohol and
drug abuse, and miscommunication about sex. m ift-oft

aaa waiver A Pow, sew
York, 10001

. a a , .1. LI .i..1

Preventing date rape includes developing more assertiveness,
avoiding situations where alcohol abuse can occur, insisting on
being treated respectfully, and being straightforward with dates
about feelings and attitudes toward sex. qftiftwtopetRafteefteeintgeR
gm Poo Publishing drew, tre., low York, 10007

TM RAPIST

o More convicted rapists - - 56.7% - - were under the
influence of alcohol or drugs at the time the rape was committed
than any other criminals except kidnappers. More rapists were
under the influence of both alcohol and drugs at the time (25.2%)
than the perpetrators of any other felony. [Immo:oaf CriPIYMI(14tICk
MIUMacop. cit.,YMM06.0)

o "Of the forcible rape arrestees in 1988, 43 percent were
Nersons under the age of 25, with 29 percent of the total being
in the 16- to 24-year age group. Fifty-three percent of those
arrested were white, 46 percent were black, and all other races
comprised the remainder." wfonicriertmortu

o The crime of rape is most often committed by a lone
perpetrator against a lone victim, usually in or near the
victim's home at night. meoect to tRetationor,Cupe acci1tAVct

o Youthful violent sex offenders tend to come from single-
parent families in which there is a history of violence or child
abuse, to have few female friends, to report less sexual activity
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or experience than average, and to have fewer internal behavioral
0311t4n31.11. Mapemnottmns of Sweat hassant Among Volmmt footiffiummfo.° klingLigjggiggijel

him& va4. 3, MO. 3.4, TM

O Black intra-racial rapes involve persons well acquainted or
sharing an intimate relationship more often than white intra-
racial and black-white interracial rapes, which ars more likely
to involve strangers. Whites, more than blacks, are most prone to
use weapons and to be serial rapists. 1.simmilownmeomIrimm,hmumm
otitaisi.lizone. on- MC

TIERORTISI Of RIPS

Research has identified several categorical profiles of the
rapist:

- -"pseudo-unselfish," who does %tat the victim permits;
- -"selfish,* who does whatever he wants to the victim;
- -"power reassuranes," who repos to reassure himself of his

seoculinity:
- -"power assertive," who rapes to express dominance over

women;
- -"anger retaliatory,* who rapes to "get even" with women;
- -warmer excitation," stimulated by inflicting pain and

humiliation;
- -"opportunistic," who rapes as an afterthought to some

other crime;
- -"gang rapist," involving two or more with an apparent

logdger. Minstyzing the toe And Prefilino dm Wenger,. fres EaggaLissiguLAIss
provetigglion, op.

o "Regarding exposure to violent forms of pornography,
evidence suggests that it is much sore likely to incite
aggression, specifically toward women, than exposure to
nonviolent forms...(E)xplicitness... say not be nearly as
important as the degree to which sexuality is incerwoven with
aggression and violence." IWO., imo.m473

O "...(P) ornography harms those women who are coerced into and
brutalized in the process of producing pornography. The second
harmful effect...is a general increase in sexual violence
directed against women...that would not have occurred but for the
massive circulation nf pornography. A final source of evidence
concerning the harm caused by pornography is victim testimony
showing that many perpetrators of sexual violence use
pornography." Vire. C. O. srforetn, 'Vernaproper and the First A1,flf tL Lam

Sept. 19110, pp. S95, 597, Km

o *The liberalization of pornography laws in the United
States, Britain, Australia and the Scandinavian countries has
been accompanied by a rise in reported rape rates. In countries
where pornography laws have not been liberalized, there has been
a less steep rise in reported rapes. And in countries where
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restrictions have been adopted, reported rapes have decreased.

o "(Inhere there is evidence showing a causal relationship
between exposure to violent pornography and aggressive behavi
the stimulus...contains two elements, the violence and the sex."

ter, p. VO3* . . I a t

"Since the...evidence supports the conclusion that there is
a causal relationship between exposure to sexually violent
materials and an increase in aggressive behavior directed
towards women,...we have reached the conclusion, unanimously and
confidently, that the availeble evidence strongly supports the
hypothesis that substantial exposure to sexually violent
materials...bears a causal relationship to antisocial acts of
sexual violence and, for some subgroups, possibly to unlawful
acts of sexual violence." oforia".125-an

WORMS OP ZAPS LAWS

o Over the past decade, 4$ states have enacted new or revised
rape victim "shield" laws and one state (Arizona) has attained
the same result through a state court ruling. These laws restrict
use of evidence of rape plaintiffs, prior sexual conduct in order
to encourage rape reporting, reduce use of irrelevant evidence,
and end diatoms* tactics that put the victim on trial. allernfC.bwm,
the miessief Supreme Court confronts the Sixth toiretsenc in its interpretation et the Ripe Victim Shield

Rota," latiatl-imartlize. IU 1967. SP. 92S-263

o Changes in rape laws, such as removing the victim
corroboration requirement, ars considered by legal experts to
improve the chances that prosecutors will pursue a rape case,
increase the likelihood of conviction, and enhance victim
cooperation with police. mom & mow, nape tor Wens ("feistier: Practitioners'
Perceptions at me iffsctiveness et Specific Previelene,o teammel, rot. ID, to. 4, Igen

o Third-party liability civil suits against institutions such
as colleges, fraternity chapters, and their individual members is
a growing option by victims of gang rapes, making it possible for
students to bring charges for not being warned against known
hazardous situations or for ot correcting such situations. mvisart

Sandler, 'forty SOPt.' 1.031,2L01.42311L12tiatia_bitilMlikein, vim. 9. ito. 1. 19.610

As of 1988, 30 states had repealed spousal exemption
provisions in their rape statutes. In the remaining 20, causes of
action xist undr various limitations, such as only if the
parties ars legally separated, living apart, or divorced, dtamt
Center On Weeen end family tee rilleft, ',WSW Alica,. 19901

f)'
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nzax RAV2 VICTIMS

o Rape victims have wide-ranging reactions to the aseerience,
but common onss aro fear, shame, guilt, anger, and feelings of
powerlessness. Reporting rape to the police, Obtaining medical
care, and seeking counseling can help allwviate or overmmas these
insiaCtiOns. moo& AbOrlmaat, IMilsrettanaims Smoot Memo smil Ma Amps,' ities Treatment Canter.

eras theles, Cm1.1 Retort IMO ahem PammdaStan, Seterty mitt., Cad., teen

cloaringhouses
families.
si

2,700 local, 266 state, and 100 national agencies,
sorvice facilities, research cantors, and
exist to help sexual assault victims and their

Oros Press, Peameds, Aria., Mal

o In FY 1939, under the Victims of Crime Act (VOCA) Victim
Assistanco Grant Program, the 50 states and other U.S.
jurisdictions received $6,183,639 (as of 6/18/90) in Frderal
funds to support programs helping sexual assault victims, both
adults and children. This was 239 of all funds given to the
states. By comparison, $5.6 million was awarded for this purpose
in FY 1986, or 166 of all funds awarded statas. cu.s..4.ticsimm.,mke
of Amite Proems-04Mo for skit= of Crtme. Proems Saiwary "mit, Wetn

o States awardad $29,037,654 for 25,232 claims made in FY 1989
by sexual assault victims. In some instances, a victim had more
than one claim approvad for paymant. Most af the compensation is

to cover medical expanses, including mental health counseling.
The figures cover all 42 participating states except New York,
which combings all assaults, including sex offenses, into one
category. By comparison, 34 states paid $11.1 million to cover
9,126 claims in FY 1966. tibtiCI

o The Pornography Victims Compensation Act (H.R.3785-
Tauke/9.1226-41cConnoll) wauld permit a private right of action
under appropriate Federal or state laws to sex orison' victims,
their guardians, and/or estates against distributors, producers,
exhibitors and sellers of pornography, jointly and severally, if
tha plaintiff(s) can demonstrate that the material t least
influenced or incited the sex offender to commit the crime.
(Porrarfor victims Camporsotioh Act of 1994 "Summery,' 04c. of Son. Mitch oaccaelsil (UV), o.w. S.

mcconhaii,s Itstfalfto of irtrottction, S.flS, igaittu(imiLtissol, 612249, p. SW)
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Chairman MILLER. Thank you. Mrs. Boxer.
Mrs. Boxza. Thank you, very much, Mr. Chairman, for holding

this hearing. It is very timely. As you point out, the Boxer Amend-
ment will be coming back which deals with making Medicaid fund-
ing available to a victim of rape or incest if that woman feels that
she wants to have the choice to end a pregnancy of violence.

I think that rape is one of the most heinous crimes that there is
in the world. It's dehumanizing. It's shocking. It's violent. When we
look at statistics and we hear statistics thrown around and we're
not sure exactly what they arethis percent, that percerait
really isn't the story. I think the story is what yee':c about to tell
us today, and that's why this statement is going to be v.my brief.
Why do you think it happens? What can we do to cut down on it?
And how can we help the victims of' rape?

There are many theories as to why there's an increase in the
crime of rape. Some people, and you've heard it her': ioday, equate
it with pornography. Others say the society in the last ten years,
with all its promises, isn't living up to those promises.

I don't know what the answer is. I only know one thing: A
woman who is raped should not be forced to bear a child if that's
one of the results of it. For a society thrt says there are too many
Willie Hortons out on the streetand I agree with that, there are
too many people out on the street who belong behind barsfor
that same society to say but you have to bear the child of that
Willie Horton is an absurdity.

So I hope that you will teach us and you will talk to us and you
will enlighten us, because I think we need that kind of enlighten-
ment. I don't think any cf us has the answers today.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you. Mr. Weldon.
Mr. WELDON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Let me also add my

congratulations to you and the committee staff and the ranking
member, Mr. Bliley, for putting together what I think will be a
much needed and very important hearing for the Members of Con-
gress to listen to the very real-life testimony of not just the victims
of rape, but those who have spent years in the trenches counselling
people who have been subject of this gross crime. I'm here as one of
those who hopes to learn from this proceeding and hopefully can
then translate the lessons that we learn into legislative action.

I want to welcome our distinguished witness list. I've looked over
their testimony and I'm eagerly awaiting their very personal com-
ments today because I think they bring a very broad range of per-
spectives to a problem that Congress needs to focus on.

I want to especially welcome '4omeone from my own congression-
al district, Joyce Dale, who will be our final witness. She's current-
ly the Executive Director of the National Network for Victims of
Sexual Assault. Long before it was the "in thing for Congress to
be talking about and dealing with rape, Joyce Dale started a very
proactive effort in our home county. Delaware Countya county of
about 560,000 people. She formed the Women Against Rape, one of
the most successful programs not just in our state but perhaps in
the nation.

Joyce has focused an awareness in our county and in all of Penn-
sylvania on the need tbr government to respond with appropriate
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assistance to victims of rape, and also the other parameters that
perhaps tend to be overlooked. Besides the outstanding counselling
services that are available through Women Against Rape, the
Center also offers a tremendous outreach programgoing into our
public schools and educating our teachers and our young people on
the problems and the potentialities that can lead to a situation
that would invite rape.

In addition, Women Against Rape champions a very strong effort
to educate and sensitize our law enforcement personnel, our police
dvartments, our judges, our prosecutors, our attorneys, so that ev-
eryone is aware of the problem of rape, the impact that it has on
the victims, and how each in their respective role must be sensitive
to the concerns of one person, and that one person is th... victim.

I'm looking forward to hearing the recommendations of all of
you. I think you have a lot of important information that we need
to hear and that needs to be placed on the record. I thank you all
for coming today, look forward to your testimony, and Joyce, specif-
ically, let me welcome you to Washington and we look forward to
your testimony as well.

Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. Mr. Machtley.
Mr. MACHTLEY. Thank you, very much, Mr. Chairman. I, too,

would like to join my colleagues in commending you for this hear-
ing today.

This crime of rape is certainly not a new one. It is a violent and
violating crime. In the United States alone a woman is raped ap-
proximately every six minutes, and one woman in three will be
sexually assaulted dui ing her lifetime.

In the State of Rhode Island, where come from, in 1989 we had
1,400 cases of sexual assault reported. That's up 50 percent over
the last 15 years. These figures represent, I'm afraid, just the tip of
the iceberg, because the FBI has estimated that only one in ten
rapes are ever reported and that in 85 percent of all rapes the
victim knew or would know their assailant.

I think it's important that government understands the human-
ness of this crime, the violence of this crime, and that we try and
deal with it on a human basis as opposed to a bureaucratic basis.
How long are we going to allow the obscene violation of innocent
victims to continue before we try and figure out a solution?

I think that this issue has to be dealt with openly and honestly
in a forum such as this. Victims need not be blamed. They need not
be required to hide and blame themselves for what was obviously a
terrible act and, in fact, becomes a terrible secret for them.

Programs encouraging victims to come forward must be encour-
aged. In my state of Rhode Island, again, I'm proud that we have
an Adolescent Assault Awareness Program which is targeted at
young victims, encouraging them to talk about this crime.

Certainly, some progress has been made and there has been
shield laws and some reforms, but I doubt if we've gone far
enoughI doubt if we even know how to proceed. So this hearing
will in fact share some of the answers to the questions that we're
not even smart enough to ask at this point.
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I think this problem is one of overwhelming proportions, and it
certainly needs our attention and our response, and I welcome the
opportunity to hear the testimony today.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you. Congressman Walsh.
Mr. WALSH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to join my

colleagues in congratulating you for holding this important hearing
and thank you for doing it, and I would just like to say very briefly
that I would like to identify with much of what has been said al-
ready.

Rape is a despicable crime. It has no place in a civilized world,
and we have a responsibility, we Members of Congress, to do what-
ever we can to eliminate this crime from aif we're to be a pro-
gressive society, we're going to have to see these statistics go down
and down and down to a point where they disappear. It's just not
something that we can tolerate in our society.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you. I thank all of my colleagues and
committee members for attending this morning's hearing.

Now we'll get on with the testimony. Let me say again that obvi-
ously there are many, many aspects of the crime cf rape that we
could discuss here this morning. It is my concern that we try, to
the extent we can, to discuss the aftermath of this crime because it
is that which we see the Congress actively engaged in dealing with
either in terms of reporting requirements or, as I said, limiting
access to abortion or to whatever options people might seek or
c hoose.

But obviously there is a wide panorama here and the committee
will hold additional hearings on this subject dealing with the
issues. as I said, of prevention and law enforcement response and
all that. Some of' that is part of' your testimony and well should be,
but if we can try keep to some extent to enlightening us about the
aftermathso we will begin.

I believe every member of the panel is here this morning, which
is made up of Martha Zehner. who has a Masters in Social Work.
and is a survivor of rape and now a psychotherapist at the Spring
Garden Psychological Association in Ilellam. Pennsylvania; Dr.
Gail El17:11)eth Wyatt. who is Associate Professor of Medical Psy-
cholog). University of California at Los Angeles; Dr. Dean Kilpa-
trick, uho is Professor of Clinical Psychology and Director of the
Crime Victims Research and Treatment Center of' the Medical Uni-
versity of South Carolina in Charleston. South Carolina; Wanda
Keyes-Robinson, who is the Division Chief' of the Sex Offense Unit.
Office of' State's Attorney in Baltimore City; Jane Nady Burnley,
who is the Director of' Office of Victims of Crimes. U.S. Department
of Justice here in Washington; and B. Joyce Dale. who is the Exec-
utive Director of Delaware County Women Against Rape, Media.
Pennsylvania. and President of the National Network for Victims
of Sexeal Assault in Arlington. Virginia.

Ms. Zehner. wo'll start with you, and the extent to which you
can keep your statements within five or ten minute's so that. there
will be plenty of time for members of the panel to ask questions
and excuse me. we just had a new member join is.

Mr. Sarpalius, if you have any statement you'd like to mak' wel-
come.

Mr. SARPALIUS, No.

(.3
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Chairman MILLER. Okay. Martha, we'll start with you. Thank
you,

STATEMENT OF MARTHA ZEHNER. M.S.W., SURVIVOR OF RAPE
AND PSYCHOTHERAPIST, SPRING GARDEN PSYCHOLOGICAL
ASSOCIATES, HELLAM. PA
MS. ZEHNER. Thank you. My name is Martha Zehner, and I am a

clinical social worker specializing in work with victims of rape and
child sexual abuse. I am also a victim-survivor of rape. It happened
to me in July of 1967 when I was working at a hospital in a social
services department.

Chairman MILLER. We need you to move the microphone a little
bit closer to you from theyes.

Ms. ZENNER. Okay. Is that better?
Chairman MILLER. That's fine.
Ms. ZENNER. Okay. I worked at this hospital during my years in

college and became a full staff member in June of '66 when I grad-
uated. One of my jobs at the hospital was to liaison with staff from
other agencies who were called in to provide services to patients in
the hospital. Michael, representing the Probation Department, had
been serving in this role for approximately two years and I had
known him during that time.

One day in July Michael asked me for a date. We went out to
dinner together and afterwards were driving around the city when
he began to make sexual advances to me. I wasn't comfortable with
this and told him so. He began to drive around again, but in si-
lence. Then, several minutes later, he pulled out a gun and placed
it on the seat beside him and offhandedly said that he was too full
after dinner to keep it tucked inside his coat.

I was shocked, and I asked what an earth he was doing carrying
around a gun. He then told me that working for the Probation De-
partment was only a cover, and that he really worked for the FBI.
He continued driving around in angry silence. and I began to feel
scared. He then drove us to a secluded area of a park and, there.
he proceeded to rape me.

I tried to push him away. I told him to stop. But it didn't help.
All the time, I had the vision of that gun laying beside him. He
was strong. He knew what he wanted, and he went about it in a
very cold, calculated manner. I was terrified, I was in pain, and I

was mortified.
Afterwards, he just proceeded to drive me home. I went into the

house and I spoke to no one. I was numb. I just went in and I took
a long shower. I felt dirty. I was in a lot of pain. I was sore all over.
and my mind just alternated between being completely dull to
racing nonsensically. I got into bed, but I didn't sleep at all that
night. My mind kept picturing what had happened and asking
why, what more I might have done to have stopped him. I felt
ashamed, as if something was wrong with me.

I didn't at this point know anyone that this had happened to
and, somehow, I was afraid that it had been my fault. I kept re-
hearsing the scene over and over in my mind, trying to see how I
could have made it be different, what I'd missed that might have
warned me he would try this, he would rape me.
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I spent the next 24 to 36 hours in a daze, explaining to my family
that I just didn't feel well. It never really crossed my mind to tell
them what had happened. I alternated between hiding from the
world in my room and feeling so trapped that I would get in my
car and ride around, just to assure myself I could run away if I
needed to.

Monday came and I went through the motions of going to work.
When I got into the hospital I basically buried myself in my work.
I avoicW all my colleagues and all my friends. I couldn't imagine
looking at a friend and having a conversation, I was terrified that
someone would see that I was different. I certainly felt different.

There was a manic quality about my existence the next several
days, weeks, and months. I think I felt that if I kept moving and
kept busy, I wouldn't know what I was feeling or thinking, and
that I could make believe nothing had happened. I didn't tell
anyone what had happenedthat I had been rapednot until I
learned that I was pregnant. Then, I knew that I needed help.

Why didn't I tell anyone? One reason was that I was just too
scared and I was too much in shock. I didn't think anyone would
believe me. I couldn't believe myself'. I felt that if' I tried to tell
anybody officially about it that they would question Michael and
he would deny it. I wasn't sure who he really was by this time. but
I knew that he frightened me and I thought he would be much
more convincing than I was. I was really afraid of him at this
point. Underneath all of that. I just couldn't believe that this had
happened to me. I wanted to make believe it hadn't happened. I
wanted to make it go away.

Why didn't I report it to the police? Well, despite what you're
supposed to learn, when I Was young, I really didn't learn that the
police were my friends. I could not imagine walking into a police
station and trying to tell a policeman about this. I wa., too scared. I
was too embarrassed. Again, I also believed if I did try and report
it, they would contact Michael, and I really felt he would talk his
way out of' it. Somehow, I felt that I would be in more trouble than
I already was if I tried to talk to the police.

The media at this point certainly had not painted a pretty pic-
ture of how women were treated when they reported rape. As I
said, beneath it all I just wanted to forget it. I wanted to make it
go away.

I now understand that this impulse to try and forget what hap-
pened is a common psychological defense, one that I had learned
well, People use different defenses in order to cope with what
seems too difficult to handle, and indeed this rape experience was
both unacceptable to me and overwhelming. So. in order to emo-
tionally survive it mv mind automatically called in this defense
mechanism and I just numbed myself out. That's how I handled it.
That's what I needed to get through.

I still experienced nightiaares, a preoccupation with a soreness
and a discomfort in my whole body. and I avoided all social situa-
tions, but basically my mind concentrated its energy on trying to
believe that nothing had happened. that I could handle this, that I
could maybe just try and be the same as I always had been.

Years later, when I had created enough emotional distance from
this experience. I could begin to understand what happened to me,
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how frightened I was, and really how ill-equipped I was to handle
it. Years later I could understand it wasn't my fault, that there is
no way i could have guessed what would happen, and really no
way I could have stopped him. Years later I could begin to heal
myself, and I now work with other women to help them heal them-
selves from this experience of sexual assault.

Thank you for listening to my testimony.
[Prepored statement of Martha Zehner follows:1

PIIReARED STATEMENT OF MARTHA ZEHNER, M.S.W., SURVIVOR OP RAPE AND
PSYCHOTHERAPIST, SPRING GARDEN PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSO('IATES, HELLAM, PA

My name is Martha Zehner. I am a clinical social worker, specializing in work
with victims of rape and/or childhood sexual abuse. I am also a victim of rape. It
happened to me in July of 1967 when 1 was working at a hospital in a social service
department.

I had worked at this hospital summers, while attending college, and becanw a Cull
time staff member upon graduation in June of 1966. One of my jobs at the hospital
was to liaison with staff from other agencies who were called in to provide services
to hospital patients, Michael, representing the Probation Department, had been
serving in this role for approximately two years and I had thus known him casually
during this time.

One day in July, Michael asked me for a date. We went out to dinner together
and afterwards were driving around the city. when he began to make sexual ad-
vances towards me. I wasn't comfortable with this and told him so. He began to
drive around again, but in silence. Then, several minutes later, he pulled out a gun
and placed it on the seat beside him and off-handedly said that he was too full to
keep it tucked inside his jacket. I was shocked and asked what on earth he was
doing carrying around a gun. He then told me that working for the Probation De-
partment was only a "cover- and that he really worked for the F.B.I. He continued
driving around and I began to feel scared. He drove us to a secluded area of a park
and there he proceeded to rape me. I tried ia push him away, told him to stop. but it
didn't help; and all the time I had the vision of that gun laying beside him. He was
strong, he knew what he wanted, and he just went about it in a very cold, calculat-
ed manner. I was terrified. I was in pain, and I was mortified. He then proceeded to
drive me home.

I went into the house, spoke to no one and proceeded to take a long shower, I felt
dirty, I was in a lot of pain, I felt sore all over, and my mind alternated between
being completely dull to racing nonsensically. I got into bed, but didn't sleep at all
that night. My mind kept picturing what had happened, asking why, and what more
could I have done to stop him. I felt so ashamed, as if something was wrong with
me. I e'dn't know anyone this had happened to and somehow I was afraid that in
some way it had been my fault, I kept rehearsing the scene over and over in my
mind, trying to see how I could have made it be differentwhat had I missed that
might have warned me he would do this to me.

I spent the next 24-36 hours in a daze. explaining to my family that I just didn't
feel well. I alternated between hiding from the world in my room and feeling so
trapped that I'd get in my car and ride around to assure myself that I could run
away.

Monday came and I went through the motions of going to work. When I got to the
hospital I buried myself in my work, avoiding all colleagues and friends. I couldn't
imagine looking at a friend and having a conversation. I was terrified that someone
would see that I was different. There was a manic quality about my existence the
next several days, weeks and months. I think I knew that it' I kept moving and kept
buoy that I wouldn't know what I was feeling or thinking, and that I could make
believe nothing happened. I didn't tell anyone what had happened, that I had been
ra not until I learned that I was pregnant. Then I knew that I needed help.

hy didn't I tell anyone? One reason was that I was too scared, too much in
shock. I didn't think anyone would believe me, I felt that if I tried to tell anyone
officially about it, that Mike would deny it. I wasn't sure who he really was. but he
frightened me and I thought he would be more convincing than I was. But under.
neath all that. I couldn't believe this had happened to me. I wanted to make believe
it hadn't happened.

Why didn t I report it to the police'? First of all. I didn't learn that the police were
my friends, I could not imagine walking into a police station and trying to te!I a
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pc?liceman about this. I was too scared, too embarrassed. And. I also believed that
Mike would talk his way out of anything I said about him. Somehow I felt that I
would be in more trouble than I already was if I tried to talk to the police. The
media did not paint a pretty picture of how women were treated when they reported
rape and beneath it all I just wanted to !..y to forget it.

I now understand that this impulse to try and forget what happened is a common
psychological defense mechanism, learned in childhood. People use defense mecha-
nisms in order to cope with what seems too difficult to handle. And indeed this rape
experience was both unacceptable to me and overwhelming. So in order to emotion-
ally survive, my mind automatically called on a basic defense mechanism. I still ex-
perienced nightmares, a preoccupation with soreness and discomfort in my body and
an avoidance of social situations: but basically, my mind concentrated its energy on
believing that nothing happened and that I was all right.

Years later, when I had created enough emotional distance from this rape experi-
ence, I could begin to understand what happened to me. how frightened I was and
how ill equipped I was to deal with the experience Years later I could understand
that it wasn't my fault, that there was no way I could have guessed what would
happen. And years later I could begin to help myself and other wonwn learn how to
heal from the experience of sexual assault

Chairman MILLER. Thank you. We're going to hear from the
entire panel and then we'll open it up for questions.

Let me just say, in case you're---I assume the staff told you, but
your written statements and supporting statements that you think
are importantthis will all be made part of' the formal record so
you can proceed in the manner in which you're most comfortable.

Dr. Wyatt.

STATEMENT OF GAIL ELIZABETH WyArr. PH.D., ASSOCIATE PRO-
FESSMI OF MEDICAL PSYCHOIMGY. UNIVERSITY OF CLIFOR-
NIA AT LOS ANGELES, CA

Ms. WYATT. Good morning. Thank you, Congressman Miller, for
inviting me to attend this session, and I'd like to thank--

Chairman MILLER. Dr. Wyatt, you're going to have to speak up.
You have something to say here, and they can't hear

Ms. WYATT. All right.
Chairman MILLER icontinuingl. in the back. You may want to

bend that microphone down a little bit.
Ms. WvArr. Can you hear me'?
Chairman MILLER. Yes.
MS. WYATT. Thank you. Congressman Miller. for asking me to

attend this session, and the variety of groups that made it possible.
I'm going to he reporting about a community sample of' women,

24S women, that we interviewed face-to-face in Los Angeles, Cali-
fornia. which I think is a good reflection of the kind of information
that can be gathered regarding rape or attempts of rape that are
not reported nor treated. These women for the most part were
matched demographically so we not only could obtain the incidence
and prevalence of rape and attempted rape in their lives, but we
also could examine ethnic differences, which I'd also like to discuss
within the context of my testimony.

First of all, prevalence for rape at any point in a woman's life
was one in three women. There were no ethnic differences in the
prevalence of' rape which is contradictory to other reports that you
will read. You have to remember that this is a community sample.
and these are women who did not report their rape experiences for
the most part.
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In essence, the data suggest that the reported rapes may be
biased in terms of the representation of those ethnic groups who
may be more visible in the community, but it does not necessarily
speak to those who are sexually assaulted. I also want to clarify
that women tend to be raped by people of their own ethnic groups.
It is not just the Willie Hortons who are raping women today.

In terms of disclosure, we found for the most part that very few
women mentioned the incident to anyone. We're not just talking
about when to report rape, we're talking about if we can get people
to report rape at all. For the most part, when they did disclose it, it
was weeks, months, and sometimes years after the incidents. When
they reported, they tended to use their family and their loved ones
as their resources and for their comfort.

Unfortunately, however, families and loved ones don't seem to
know much about rape and how to help women to cope with their
experiences and so consequently many times they call the families
together, have a family dinner, they pray with the victim survivor,
th2y wish them a good night's sleep, and then they tell them to
snap out of it and get on with their lives. Unfortunately, these
were women who often receive no help. who have no solace, or who
seek solace through their church, through their friends, or they
just try to go it alone.

These are what we call the walking wounded of women, some of
whom survive, but many of whom are still victimized by the fact
that their families do not understand. Those who did utilize the
police sometimes were not believed based on the kind of response
that they received. Many women gave vignettes of the police them-
selves questioring where they were, what they had on, why they
were at this particular house or apartment, and what was, in fact,
their intent. What did they say? Did they say no loudly enough?
Those kinds of questions to attribute the cause of the rape suggest
that the woman was not b?ing definitive enough in her response to
the perpetrator. There were even some vignettes where police
themselves assaulted the victims after the rape.

Now, in terms of reasons for nondisclosure, I think those are
fairly consistent. I think it's important to note, though, that some
women feel they have no one to tell. This is a very difficult experi-
ence to disclose to individuals. It's not easy to talk about the fact
that someone may have graphically violated your body, that you
have bruises and lacerations, and also the kinds of feelings that
one has7 they are sometimes indescribable. Many victim survivors
do not even know how to describe their situation presently or even
in retrospect.

Sadly, sometimes when victims disclose even to families and
friends they are again blamed for having been in the wrong place
at the wrong time. You can see from the testimony that rarely do
these eases come to trial, perpetrators are rarely caught, and that
sometimes families attempt to take care of (punish) the perpetra-
tors themselves.

This most often happened in African-American families. I want
to make note that African-American women were two and a half
times more likely to tell no one, and I think the reason for that is
that in our society. we have a highly sexualized climate in which
women are describedand for over 250 years of slavery and the
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years beyond, African-American women have been stereotyped as
sexual objects and I think they still are today. This may be part of
the reason why some African-American victim survivors feel there
is really no reason for disclosing their experiences. They are some-
times more apt to be misunderstood by the legal and the mental
health agencies that attempt to help them.

There were quite a few psychological sequelae that I think are
well documented in the literature. The significant ones that these
women encounter in my research are consistent and persistent
bouts of depression as well as sexual problems. When we asked
women why they felt that they had been victimized many saidI
think it was reflected in ycur testimonythat they were simply in
the wrong place at the wrong time, they had on the wrong cloth-
ing, there was something about them that they felt they should
blame themselves for.

I think that these results reflect the fact that our community as
well as our professional organizations still do not know enough
about rape and its dynamics and how to comfort, treat and help in-
dividuals who do and do not want to seek professional help. It is
sad to say that so many people are not seeking the current services
that we have and they are not included in the statistics that we
hear and that are printed on these pages because they feel that
they will not be treated in a fair manner; that there is something
about them that makes them different, and that makes them dis-
criminable. I think that it's unfortunate that these individuals will
not come forward until we can convince them that their past expe-
riences will not be reflected in their present treatment.

Secondly, I think it's important to know that community re-
search is the only way that we will really be able to get to the
prevalence of these kinds of assaults. If we simply look at reported
crime we will begin to assume that all rape is perpetrated by indi-
viduals that the victims know. While rape perpetrated by someone
known is the most common type of rape, African-American women
are second most likely to be raped by strangers. The reason is that
they're out in the world and more likely not to be defended by
other individuals or to have the kinds of positions or transportation
that might protect them.

So I think we not only need to look at acquaintance rape, we
need to examine the effects of stranger rape as well. This is not a
safe world, not just for women, not just for children, but also for
men. We have a lot to learn about rape, and I think we need to
continue to press for education and for professional training in our
legal, mental health, and our medical facilities so that we can more
adequately treat the whole dynamic of rape. Thank you.

[Prepared statement of Gail Elizabeth Wyatt follows:j
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF GAIL ELIZABETH WYATT, PHD , ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF
MEDICAL PSYCHOLOGY, UCLA, Los ANGELES. CA

A study funded by National Institute of Mental Health will
be the context of my findings regarding the prevalence, effects
and reporting patterns of female rape victims. The study was
based upon a stratified random sample of 246 African American and
White American women in Los Angeles County, la to 36 years of age
and demographically comparable on education, ranging frost lens
than 10th grade to graduate and professional degrees, marital
status, the presence of children and as much as possible, on
income. The samples were drawn by the Institute of Social Science
Research at UCLA and over 11,000 random phone numbers were called
to recruit the respondents for the study. Women were interviewed
face to face by an experienced female interviewer who matched
their ethnicity. They were paid for their time, as well as for
transportation and babysitting costs. Among questions regarding a
range of sexual experiences, questions about incidents and
circumstances of rape and attempted rape were asked.

We found that ana in four African American woman and one in
five White women reported at least one incident of an attempted
or completed raps since the age of 16. The incidence was slightly
higher among Black women but the difference was not significant.
Black women however, were more likely to also have 2 or more of
these incidents par person. Regardless of their ethnicity, one in

three wymen, were likely to experience an incident of attempted
or completed rape at any ties in their life.

Background Information

.Wosen tended to be young (between the ages of 16 and 26),
and married when theae incidents occurred.

They also were likely to know their perpetrators, who were
members of the same ethnic group as their victim.

Incidents of sexual assault were most likely perpetrated
in the home of the victim or perpetrator.

Disclosure Patterns

. Immediate disclosure for both groups was infrequent but
African American women ware most likely to disclose their sexual
assault to no one.

The most common confidante were friends and family
members.

.0ne woman disclosed years later, one told a medical
professional, one disclosed to a therapist. Overall, three
percent were reported to police including one in four incidents
occurring among African American women and one in three incidents
for White women. Overall almost 7gt of incidents involved no
legal, medical or mental health agency involvement, whatsoever.

33-659 0 - 90 - 2
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Reasons for Nondisclosure

Fourteen percent of women felt they had no one to tell about
their asexual assault. One in four felt aehamed to diacloee and
nine percent felt they would be blamed.

Confidante Actions

One in three confidants liatened to victims, but took no
action.

One in three simply diecussed the incident.
Fourteen percent called the police - no follow up WAG

noted by police.
Twelve percent of victims were reprimanded for the

incident having occurred.

The Outcome of Sexual Assault

Two perpetrator's were caught.
Two cases were heard in court.

. Six families or victims attempted to catch the perpetrator
themeelvea.

Phyaical Effecte on Victims

One in five sustained minor injuries' ( e.g., bruises,
lacerations).

Four percent sustained major injuries (e.g., broken
bones).

Two women contracted sexually transmitted diseases.
One woman became pregnant.

psychological Effect's on Victims 5 112 years later
(on the average)

Two out of three women reported feeling depressed.
. One in three reported avoidance of sex.
. One in two described sexual problema.

Reasono for Victimization

.Two out of three women blamed themselves for incidents of
attempted or completed rape (e.g., due to their appearance, being
lonely, or going out with the perpetrator).

Summary: The results of this community 'sample of women in Los
Angeles' County reveals; that disclosure of rape la unlikely,
particularly for African American women, and that most victims
experience physical and psychological problems for which they
rarely receive professional help. Although family and friends
more often become the confidante to victims about these
incidents, they appeared to lack the knowledge of understanding
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aexual aaaault and the needs' of victima.

Women described a lack of trust in police and other agencies
because of past treatment which discriminated against them due to
their racial or ethnic background, economic level, physical
appearances or gender. Even though knowledge of rape and the need
for appropriate care has increased, the victims utilization of
mervices may be morn dependent upon their anticipation of
treatment similar to past rather than current practices.

The results suggest research with community samples about
these experiences, and more education targetting communities and
professionale can help to increase victims acknowledgement of
their rights to receive help for sexual assault and a decrease in
the reluctance to report these incidents,
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Chairman MIII.Fat. Thank you. Dr. Kilpatrick.

STATEMENT OF DEAN G. KILPATRICK, PROFESSOR OF CLINICAL
PSYCHOLOGY AND DIRECTOR OF CRIME VICTIMS RESEARCH
AND TREATMENT CENTER, MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, CHARLESTON, SC

Dr. KILPATRICK. Thank you, very much, Mr. Chairman and the
committee, for holding these hearings because I think it's incred-
ibly important that you do so.

I'm under somewhat of a handicap being from the South, being
asked to address anything in five minutes[laughter]and I just
want to let you know that. As you saw, just giving my title takes
up about two and a half minutes of that, so I'm glad you did that.

I'd like to say two things up front. One is that I think it's really
important to get some historical perspective on this problem be-
cause it's been around a long time, and I think if we don't know
where we've been and where we are now, it's real hard to know
where we're going to go in the future.

Secondlyand perhaps this comes from my research back-
groundI really do think it's important to have as good data as we
can on this so that we can improve the public policy decision-
making.

I'm going to briefly try to summarize some of the things that are
developed in more depth in my handout. First of all, I think in
terms of the scope of rape there are some differences in statistics in
terms of how many women have been raped during their lifetime. I
think that's understandable because there have been very few na-
tional studies if any. and--

Chairman Mum Excuse me. If I just mightthe people that
are standing in the doorway, if you want to come up and sit up
here in the corner or overwhateveryou're more than welcome
to. I don't know if we'll have other members, but you could take a
couple of these chairs up here if you would like to do that. We
won't let you ask any questions, but[laughter]---but you're more
than welcome to come in and stand over here, there, or wherever
you'd like to, or sit on the floor. It's pretty relaxed here.

Excuse me, Doctor.
Dr. KILPATRICK, Okay. In any case, even though there are some

variations in statistics, one statistic that I would like to mention is
that our national study that was funded by the National Institute
of Drug Abuse found that approximately 13 percent of all adult
women surveyed had been victims of rape sometime durfrig their
lifetime. Thirteen percent may not sound like a lot, but if you
translate that into how many adult women there are in the United
States, that comes up to almost 12,000,000 women, each of whom
has had an experience that has profoundly affected her life.

With respect to data on incidence of rape, one of the points that I
wish to really stress is that I think we don't have good information
on how many new rape cases we have each year simply because
the National Crime Survey, which is the chief way that we would
know that, has never over it's 6 , 17 year history gathered informa-
tion in such a way that would provide information on how many
new rape cases we have each year. I don't believe that's a partisan
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issue at all because it's taken place for so long, but I really do
think we should fix that.

In terms of mental health impact, I would just state that there's
no question at this point that rape has a profound mental impact
on many victims and that there are a lot of walking wounded out
there who are living their lives but who basically are not getting
effective mental health services partially because they don't know
that such services exist, partially because they may not be able to
afford such services. They basically are out there and it's having
an impact on them in terms of their emotional life and their ability
to work and do things in the world.

In terms of nonreporting, I think we need to realize again that
the National Crime Survey estimates are substantially higher in
terms of what they say about the proportion of rape cases that are
reported than any other careful studies. So that's really a shame
because we could learn a lot for prevention, we could learn a lot
about how our programs that we're implementing are working in
terms of increasing reporting if we did have better data from the
National Crime Survey.

From our own research we have found that reporting rates go up
as the age of the victim at the time of the rape gets older. I think
that it's really important to note that it appears that with children
and adolescents, reporting rates are lower than for adult women.
However, even for adult women, we found that less than a third of
rape cases were reported. We also did not find any evidence that
reporting rates were going up as a function of how close to the
present time the rape occurred.

The other thing that I would like to stress is that certainly child-
hood and adolescence is a very high risk time for forcible rape and
that in our national study we found that over six out of ten of all
the forcible rapes occurred before the victim was age 18. We found
that 213 percent of those had occurred before the victim was age 11.

I think it's important for us to note that I think we have made
some progress. I became involved in this field in 1974, and since
then we've had substantial reform in rape statutes, we've had sub-
stantial improvement in funding for rape victim services including
rape crisis centers. Now, that started out at a pretty low level, so
having substantial improvement was not difficult to achieve.

I think we've also had, in general, much more improvement in
knowledge about the issue of stranger rape than we have about ac-
quaintance rape. Unfortunately, however, acquaintance rape seems
to be the norm as opposed to stranger rape.

I would also like to specifically state that I think the federal gov-
ernment has played a very important role in a lot of the progress,
ranging from the National Center for Prevention and Control of
Rape, which has funded a lot of the research including a lot of
mine and Gail Wyatt's and other people's. I think, also, the Vic-
tims of Crime Act has had a substantial impact on rape victim
services in addition tc general crime victim services.

I'd like to say a nice word about the Office for Victims of Crime
because I think they're really in a very key spot in that they are
charged with basically dealing with improving services for all
crime victims, not just sexual assault victims, and so they wind up
getting caught up at times in controversies because all of the
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victim constituency groups know that their victims need more serv-
ices, need more training. So it really does create some difficulties if
you are administering a program that has to set policies and prior-
ities that can be interpreted by constituency groups as that if you
give something to one group of victims it takes gomething away
from another group of victims.

Finally, in terms of recommendations, I would stress three
things. One, I think we need to give much more attention to the
issue of acquaintance rape, particularly that which occurs during
childhood and adolescence. Again, the reason for that is most of us,
including victims themselves, have a very narrow definition of
rape, and when they think of rape they think of an adult rape
victim who is attacked by a stranger.

They don't think of male rape victims, they don't think about
children who are assaulted by family members or other acquaint-
ances, they don't think about women or college students who are
raped by fraternity brothers or by a date. So that I think we really
need to focus in on acquaintance rape because a lot of the progress
has been made in other areas, but not so much in the acquaintance
area.

Secondly. I would really recommend that Congress consider
having a careful study, or suggesting that the Bureau of Justice
Statistics do a careful study of the National Crime Survey's method
for measuring rape. I believe that now it is feasible to improve the
information that's gathered by that survey, and I think it's time in
a nonpartisan way to say that we need this better information.

Thirdly, I believe that clearly the mental impact and the long-
term mental health impact is pretty profound and that certainly
some more research and some more service delivery programs need
to be made available with respect to dealing with the mental
health effects of sexual assault, not to mention other types of vio-
lent crime.

The final recommendation has to do with suggesting that you
take a look at raising the cap on the Victims of Crime Act a little
bit and making some technical changes in or language that would
provide more information or provide more funds for training of the
groups that have been mentioned before, and also additional serv-
ice money. The need is certainly very great and as a taxpayer I'm
certainly not in favor of throwing taxpayers' money at problems.
However, the Victim of Crime Act is funded by fines from crimi-
nals, and so I guess I would feel a little more positively perhaps
about using some of Michael Milken's money or other people like
that to perhaps provide a judicious increase in funds on the VOCA
cap.

Thank you, very much.
(Prepared statement of' Dean G. Kilpatrick followsi
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DEAN G. KILPATRICK, PH,D., PROFESSOR OF CLINWAL PSY
CHOLOGY, AND DIRECTOR, THE CRIME VICTIMS RESEARCH AND TREATMENT CENTER,
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA, CHARLESTON, SC

1 wish to thank the Committee for giving me the opportunity to testitSc and for holding
this hearing on the important topic of victims of tape. My nunarks sre hued on kmowledge
and opinions I have accumulated over the past 16 years as a founding member of a rape crisis
center in Charleston, South Catalina, as a researcher on the scope of rape and its mental
health impact, as a provider of mental health treatment rervices so rape victims, sad as a
member of the Board of Directors of the National Organization for Victims Assistance, the
South Carolina Victims Auistance Network, Ind the South Carolina Crime Victims Advisory
Board.

Because of my status as an *old buffalo* in the field arid my research background, two
key principles shape my beliefs and guide my testimony. The fim principle is that historical
perspective is important. If you don't know where you are and where you have been, it is
difficult to know where you at going or how to get then. Thc second principle is that the
quality of decision making rarely exceeds the quality of information provided to decision
makers. Since rape is a topic that generates sums opinions and emotions, it is a tropic that
benefits most from the *light' of empirical mutiny rather than the °heat' of emotional
reaction.

My testimony will address the following issues: 1) What is the scope of the rape
proMem in the United States and what is rape's psychological impact? 2) What do we know
about reporting of rape cases and factors related to nonteporung? 3) To what extent has
progress been made in the treatment of and services for rape victims? and 4) What ale
problem areas that require attention if treatment of rape victims and services for rape victims
are to be improved?
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The Scope of the Rape Problem in the_United States

The scope of the repe problem can be estimated in several ways including: 1) the lifetime
prevaktiee of rape (the percentage of adult women who have experienced at least one rape during their
lifetime), 2) the point prevalence of rape (the percentage of women who are raped within a given penod
of time, e.g., 6 months or later), and 3) the incidence of rape (how many separate cases of tape occur
in a given period of time).

There is disagnemem among experts as to the exact lifetime prevalence of rape because different
studies have used samples of women front different pans of the nation, different definitions of rape, and
different survey methods. The two major national U.S. Goventmem data sources on crime, the FBI
Uniform Crime Reports and the National Crime Survey (NCS). were not designed to collect information
about lifetime prevalence of crime.

However. a National Institute on Ding Abuse - funded research project that my contest= and I are
conducting (NIDA Grant No, ROI DA05220-01A1/2 'Risk Factors for Substance Atast: A
Longitudinal Study") provides one of the first estimates of the lifetime prevalence of rape from a
nationally representative sample of adult warner, The project was designed to examine risk factors for
substance abuse in adult women and included camful measurement of lifetime history of completed
forcible rape, other types of sexual assault, aggravated assault, the homicide death of family or friends,
and other types of traumatic events (e.g., national disasters or serious accidents). 11): 4009 women
surveyed consisted of 2009 women randomly selected to be representative of the adult (age 18 or older)
U.S. household population and an oversample of 2000 women between the ages of 18 and 34. Of the
2009 women in the nationally representative sample, 260, or 12.9%, had been victims of at least one
forcible completed tape.

This lifetime rape prevalence estimate of 12.9% is lower than some others based on surveys cl
women in local jurisdictions. However, if we apply our lifetime rape prevalence of 12.9% to the
estimated number of adult women in the U.S. adult female population (91.8 million aceording to 1988
Bureau of the Census estimates), We PrtliCia ihm at lati 1L8 trtiThon adult min= in ihs UnnrAl States
have tan victim et me or Meal Wale =pitted cam. Clearly, the scope of the rape Problem is

-a if only because so many women are rape victims.

With respect to the point prevalence of rape (the percentage of women who are raped each six
months or each year) and the incidence of rape (bow many rape cases occur each six months or each
year), sound national data do not currently exist. The FBI Uniform Crime Report provides yearly data
on forcible rape cases that are reported to police but obviously provides no information on unreported
cases. The National Crime Survey (NCS) is supposed to provide data on unrepooed as weIl as reported
crime cases including forcible rape that occurred within the past six months. However, virtually all rape
experts agree that the NCS estimates of the number of rape cases are substantially inaccurate and low
because of technical problems with the sun ey and how it screens for rape cases. These technical
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preblems with the NCS and its inability to measure rape cases art not new and have existed since the
inceptice of the NCS in 1973.

WbatiLbsizablissisalIMAKLX.Sept?

During the past 16 ran, a great deal has been learned about the psychological impaca of rape.
The need for further research remains great, but it is imponam to acknow1allge the impatient role the
Federal Government has played by supporting reseamh proerams on rape and other crime victim issues
funded by the National Institute of Mental Health, the Nations] Institute of Justice, and the National
Institute on Drug Abuse. The best data we have came from research funded try these agencies.

Briefly summarized, the research evidence is DOW clear that many rape Wail= IDIStaill profound
long-term psychological injuries. Our research has found that a history of rape is a major risk factor for
a host of maltn mental health disorders and problems. For example, when compared to nonvictims,
completed rape victims were 8.7 times more likely to have made e suicide attempt (19.2% vs 2.2%)
(Kilpatrick, Bess, Vesonen, Amick, Villeponteaux, & Ruff, 1985). Amon: women in our NIDA study,
nme victims were over twice as likely as nonvictims to have had major depressioo (54.6% vs 21.9%)
and they were 3.6 times more likely to have had major substance abuse problems (26.5% vs 7,3%).

Post-traumatic Stress Disorder (PrsD) is a debilitating mental health disorder that results from
exposure to an extremely uaumatic event such as military combat, natural disasters, or violent crime
including ape. Data from our NIDA study indicated that over one-third (33.8%) teal! rape victims
developed FTSD sumetime after their rape and thet one rape victim in eight (12%) still had MD at the
time they wen: assessed. Based on our estimate that 11.8 million adult women in the United States have
been rape victims, we can reasonably project that 3.9 million adult women have developed rape-related
FTSD at some time and that 1.4 million women in the United States have rape-related PTSD currently.
This suggests that the United States probably has more rape victims with PTSD than combat veterans
with PTSD. It also suggests that many rape victims are not receiving effective mental health treatment
for their rape-related mental health problems.

NanIegOrliti8 oflape CagLa Fac1oriRc1itcdio Nous:IX/tat

The National Crime Survey estimates that slightly over 50% of all rape cases are reported to police
(Bureau of Justice Statistics, 1989). This estimate of reporting is substantially higher than that obtained
by any other expert who has studied nonreporting. For example, Koss (1985) found that only 8% of
rap ,. victims from a representative sample of female college students had reported to polio:, and our
research group (Kilpatrick, Saunders, Veranen, Best, & Von, 1987) found that only 7% of all rape
cases were mported to police in a community sample of adult women from Charleston County, SC.
Data from our NIDA-funded study of a national sample of 4009 women indicate that 15.9% of the 878
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rape cases experienced by these women were reported to police or other authorities. Based on these low
reporting rapes, it is clear that the criminal justice system was irrelevant in the vast majority of rape
CUM

The possibility exists that improvements in the ctiminal justice system and victim services over the
past few years have resulted in incmased reporting rates. If the National Crime Survey were not so
flawed in its detection of tape cases, we could use it to see if rape reporting rates are increasing. Since
this is not possible, we must rely on data &libeled from aossectional studies that measure rapes that
occurred throughout women's lifetimes and see whether recent cases have higher reporting rates than
ones that occurred looser ago.

In our study of community women in Charleston County, wc divided rape cases into those that had
occurred within the past five years and those that had occurred more than 5 years ago. The molting
rate for recent caws was slightly higher than for nonrecent cases (10% vs 6.3%), but the diffezence was
not statistically significant. A similar analysis conducted on rape cases from our NIDA study national
sample produced similar results. Rape CAWS occurring within the Ian 5 yearswere slightly more likely
to have been reported than those occurring more than 5 years ago (20.4% vs 15.5%), but the difference
was not statistically significant. In summary, we have no substantial evidence to suggest that major
increases in reporting rates for rape cases are cm:curling.

An impoltant finding of our NIDA study is that forcible rape occurs throughout the life span but
that chi . and adolescans are at particularly high risk (see Table 1). Six out of ten rapes (62.1%)
occurret, et m the victim was age 18, and one out of four (25.2%) occurred before she was age 11. It
is reasona.,;.e to assume that reporting rates might differ depending ce the victim's age at the time of the
rape. Momover, an analysis of reporting rates for recent (within the past 5 years) and noon:cent (more
than 5 years ago) rape cases controlling for the victims age at the time of the rape would provide a more
sophisticated look at whether reporting rates are changing.

The results of such an analysis are shown in Table 2 and yielded two major findings. First, there
is clear evidence that cases of rape occurring before age 18 are web less likely to be reported don
those occurring after that age. Second, there is no evidence that recent rape cases are significantly more
likely to have been reponed than nonrecent cases even when victim's age at the time of rape was
controlled. These major differences in reporting rates depending on the victim's age at the time of the
rape suggest that we probably need different strategies to encourage increased reporting of child rapes,
adolescent rapes, and adult rapes.

Data from our N1DA study provide information shout other factors that distinguished reported from
nonreported rape cases. First, cases involving perpetrators who were total strangers (only 15% of all
cases) were significantly more likely than acquaintance cases (85% of all cases) to have been reported
(34% vs 13%). Second, victims who sustained serious or minor physical injuries were significantly
more likely to report than those who sustained no injuries (49% vs 23% vs 11%). Third, victims who
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thoght they svar at risk at being icffied or seriously injured during the rape were more likely to report
than those without such thoughts (23% vs 8%). Reporting TRAC was unrelated to papnrator's
intoxication from alcohol and/or drugs or to victim's consumption of alcohol andfor drugs (Note: 93%
of victhns mported no consumptico, but in almOS1 4 out of 10 cases (38%), victims stated that the
perpetrator was intoxicated). Reporting rate was also unrelated to the Victim's racial status, current
income, educational status, and vocational status.

Finally, our Charleston County study gathered information about major reasons for reporting crimes
and far not reporting them. Interestingly, there were no significant differences across crime tries with
respect to reasons given for reporting of nomeporting. The most important finding about victim's
reasons for noturporting to police was that victims did not think of what happened as constituting a
crime (30%). Since underreporting was most likely to occur with the crimes of sexual assault and
aggravated assault, it was disturbing to learn than many victims do not conceptualize these types of
violent snacks as crimes. However, failure on the part of victims to define events as crimes has been
identified by other investigators as a major reason for nonreporting (e.g., Block & Block. 1984; Sparks,
1982).

Another mason for nonreporting was the victim's belief that reporting would be futile in that
nothing could be done or that her report would not be believed (19%). Clearly, such an expectation
would do little to encourage a woma,, to repo:t. Nor would victim's feelings of shame or
embarrassment, a reason for nonreporting given by 10% of victims. Ten percent of victimg r,rerifically
stated that they did not report because they know their assailant. Interestingly, only 7% of victims did
not report because they feared how others would react, and only 3% because of fears for their safety
should they report Victims reported crimes to police primarily because they felt they had a metal
obligation So so (42%), or because ofa need to file a report or make a records of what happened.
(20%).

These findings have the following implications for attempts to increase reporting of crimes to
police. First, a great deal of education is required to inform the public about the true nature of what
crime is and about the importance of reporting it to police. It is highly likely that many individuals
have strongly held, albeit incorrect, beliefs that violent sexual or physical attacks are not crimes unless
they are perpetrated by strangers. However, aggravated assaults and completed rapes are much more
likely to involve assailants who are acquaintances than strangers. More rapes and aggravated assaults
were perpetuated by the victim's friends, boyfriends, and husbands than by strangers. As the Artorney
General's Task Force on Family Violence Report (1984) stated, the public should be informed that
violent attack and/or unwanted, forced sexual activity are crimes that should be reported to police,
regardless of the assailants identity or relationship to the victims. Second. a major motivation for
reporting identified by victims was a sense of legal or moral obligation to do so as well as a desire to
make some official record of the incident. These factors might be incorporated in public education
efforts. For example, efforts might emphasize the fact that many assailants are recidivists who are
likely to attack the same or other victims unless they are apprehended. They could be informed that

a
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ment evidence that rep:Ojos to police appears to Induce recidivism of family violence. Such emphasis
on the positive outcomes of reporting for other potential victims as well as for the victim herself might
strengthen misting motivations for reporting to police.

4/1e41- 411 it SI, 41,i v, ,
Without question, majOr peOretts has been made since the early 1970's in the tseatment of mpe

victims by the criminal Justice syssem and in the savices that rape victims can moot to receive. On
the state and federal level, criminal rape statutes have been reformed in virtually all jurisdictions.
According to the National Organisation of Victim Assisance Lesislative Directory of Victim Rights and
Services (1989), 37 States have adopted gender neutral statutes, 43 states define any sort of sexual
penetration as sexual assault, 33 states have different degrees of sexual assault based co the amount of
force used, 29 states have removed the marital rape exception, end 37 states provide some psymem for
rape examinations. Many states also limit the extent to which a victim's prior sexual history can be
introduced into evidence at trial through rape shield statutes. Clearly these changes are beneficial to
many rape victims.

Progress has also been made in funding for rape victim services. Here the role of the Federal
Government has been critically important. Federal funding of rape crisis centers in 1981 through block
grants, and the passase of the Victim of Crime Act (VOCA) in 1984 provided substantial mounts for
rape victim services. VOCA funding also provided services to those rape victims who reported to police
through its compensation provisions. Rape victims have also benefined from state kgislative and service
initiatives such as crime victims bills of rights that encourage (and sometimes fund) the involvement of
victim advocates in various elements of the criminal justice system.

Also without question, there has been some improvement in the last 16 years in knowledge about
rape and in positive attitudes about rape victims. Unfortunately, much of this improvement in
knowledge and attitudes is limited to the topic of stranger rape. 'Thus, women or children *fortunate'
enough to be raped by a stranger are likely to be treated better and much more sympathetically than they
would have been 16 years ago. Considerably less progress has been made in the treatment of victims
unfortunate enough to have been raped by a family member, date, friend, or other acquaintance.

Apin on the Federal level, establishment of the Office for Victims of Crime (OVC) in the Justice
Department has been a positive Step for rape victim services as well as for services for other types of
crime victims. I think the OVC was, is, and ever shall be somewhat controversial. There is a tendency
for all victim advocacy groups to think that their victims are more traumatized and more deserving of
service than other types of victims. In what is often perceived to be a zero sum game in which various
victim constituency groups are competing for limited resources, it is inevitable that administrative
decisions to provide more funding for services or training for one type of victim program might be
viewed critically by those - interested in other types of victim programs. Saying that el crime vkliMS

4 ti
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are imponant and equally dot:Tying of servic% and having to make tough priority decisicos about
funding issues are thankless tasks that rarely generate universe support. Nevertheless, the OVC has

played and should centinue to play an extremely important rote in improving services for all crime
victims, including victims of rape.

FlablcalaciassaingAzcaun-

Most major problems have been identified earlier in my testimony. These include the massive

scope of the rape problem, the fact that the vast majority of rape cases still go unreported, the long-term
mental health problems developed by many rape victims, and the fact that many tape victims still lack

access to quality mental health and othes victim services. The magnitude of these problems is such that

they do not lend themselves to easy solutions.

Another major problem is that most of us, including victims themselves, have an extremely IWTow
definition of rape. When we think of rape, we tend so think of an adult woman who is brutally attacked

by an unsavoiy total stranger. We don't think about the male rape victims, or the child who is raped by
her father. or the woman who is raped by her husband, or the college student who is raped by her
boyfriend. We focus on the small fraction of rape cases that come to the attention of thecriminal
justice system and forget about the vast maionty of rape victims for whom the criminal justice system

and the services it provides are irrelevant. Without increased attention to these rape victims whose cases

do not fit the narrow definition, progress in treatment of rape victims will remain limited to female adult

stranger rape cases.

Other problem arms exist that I will briefly mention. The issue of how to address rape victim's

concerns about contracting AIDS via a rape experience is important and poses difficult public policy
issues. The recent controversy about news media's disclosure of rape victim's names is a major

potential problem. I am certain that the possibility of disclosure of victims' names by the media against

the victim's wishes will have a chilling negative effect on willingness to report rapes to police. Another
problem is that a need exists for standardization of victim services provided by rape cnsis centers and

other victim service agencies.

Two final problem areas that have been alluded to are: l) a need for additional training regarding
rape victim issues for virtually any person or group that works with rape victims, and 2) a need for
expansion of services, particularly to undcrserved types of rape victims.

Rcommtnitatimu

1. Much more attention needs to be directed to the issue of acquaintance rape, particularly that which

occurs during childhood and adolescence.
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2. Congress should consider ftquesting the Bureau of Justice Statistks to study the fossibWty of
revising the National ChM Survey's procedures sad rape screening questions its obtain more
accurate estimates of rape incidence. More accurate informatico on rape incident's, on the extent of
neereporting, and on the diffeances between mooted and troomponed cases would greatly enhance
our ability to make intelligent decisions about public policy and service delivery issues. MC: this
recommendation should not be interpreted as a criticism of cattrent IITS officials or policy. As I
previously mentioned, the NCS's measurement V rape has remained unchanged for at least 16
years, so supporting this change should not be a partisan issue. Moreover, making this change in
the NCS should be relatively inexpensive.

3, Violent crime in general and rape in perticular ase mejor risk factors for a host of major mental
health problems among women including depression, suicide, substance abuse, and Post-traumatic
Stress Disorder. Many rape victims have long-term mental health problems and do not get
effective mental health treatment. We need more and better reseatch on the mental health impact
of rape, particularly on underserved mid underfunded victims. Research is also needed on
develoonsent and evaluation of treatment pmcedures.

4. AU minor gmups who come in contact with rape victims could benefit from additional training
focusing upon the scope of rape, the true nature of rape, rape's psychological impact, and how
treatment of rape victims can be improved. In need of additional training are members of the
criminal justice system (e.g., police, pmsecutors, victim/witness advocates, judges, corrections and
probation personnel), mental health professionals, clergy, lawyers, physicians, and rape crisis
center personnel. Current funds to support training and technical assistance regarding crime
victim's issues are limited. Congress should consider encouraging reallocation of existing training
and technical assistance funds to support training and technical assistance in the crime victims area.
The Office for Victims of Crime is itte lead agency in the Federal Government dealing with crime
victim issues. The current Victim of Crime Act (VOCA) funding formula provides extremely
limited funds to support training and technical assistance. Since VOCA funds are generated by
fines paid by criminals rather than by taxpayers, Congress might wish to consider raising the
VOCA cap and adjusting the VOCA formula to provide additional funds for training and technical
assistance.

5. Federal funding provided by VOCA to crime victim compensation and victim nssistance programs
has been a key factor enabling the development and expansion of existing crime victim services.
There is no possible way that the Federal government can provide sufficient funding to matt all the
crime victim assistance and service needs. However, Congress should consider raising the VOCA
cap to permit additional funding of victim assistance and compensation programs. These funds are
extremely cost efficient and have the advantage of being supplied by criminals, not taxpayers.
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Table 1

Victim Age at Time of Completed Rape

Age Range

Less than 11 years

Number

221

am
25.2%

Cumulative Percent

25.2%

11 - 17 years 324 36.9% 62,1%

18 - 24 years 212 24.1% 86.2%

25 - 29 years 55 6.3% 92.5%

Greater than 30 years 36 4.1% 96.6%

Not sure 30 3.4% 100.0%
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Table 2

Rapes Reported to Police or Other Authorities by Victim's Age
At Time of Rape Controlling for Recovery of Rape Case:

Data from NIDA Study of 4009 Women

Rape Reported
Matz Bo=

Ectim..81.taLlints_d_Ras

Less than 11 years old
Occurred Within Past 5 Years°
Occurred More than 5 years Ago

Total

11 - 17 years old

ZO
20

9..11
9.3%

Occurred Within Past 5 Years 5 12.2%
Occurred Mine than 5 years Ago 4 .1c9s

Total 53 16.3%

18 - 24 years old
Occurred Within Past 5 Years 14 19.4%
Occurred More than 5 years Ago 11,41

Total 40 28.6%

25 - 29 years old
Occurred Within Past 5 Years 6 28.6%
Occurred More than 5 years Ago J 2,4.21

Total 14 25.9%

Greater than 29 years old
Occurred Within Past 5 Years 7 30.4%
Occurred More than 5 years Ago aus.

Total 12 31.6%

°Mar BMW weave had to be at least 111 years old to participate in the Survey. it was impossible for easy
of them to hive had a rape within the past five years that occurred before age H.

4 :/
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Chairman MILLER. Thank you. Ms. Robinson.

STATEMENT OF WANDA KEYES-ROB1NSON. DIVISION CHIEF, SEX
OFFENSE UNIT, OFFICE OF STATE'S ATTORNEY FOR BALTI-
MORE CITY, BALTIMORE. MD

Ms. KEYES-ROBINSON. Good morning Chairman Miller, honorable
legislators, legislative staff, ladies and gentlemen. My name is
Wanda Robinson. I'm the Chief Prosecutor of the Sex Offense Unit
in Baltimore City State's Attorney's Office. It is a distinct pleasure
and honor that I have to present testimony today to your commit-
tee and give you some insight into prosecution of rape cases.

What I'm going to do is skip through my testimony a little bit
because there are some areas that I think need to be brought to
your attention. I'm going to try to give you a clear idea of what
we're dealing with in major metropolitan cities when confronted
with a rape case. I'm also going to try to give you an idea what it's
like to be raped.

When one thinks of rape, it is truly, as we've all said, an act of
violence committed by individuals that are friends, acquaintances,
associates, relatives, even spouses. The crime is notit is not about
the act of sex, but rather the sexual act is a tool that the perpetra-
tor uses to commit a violent crime. Medical experts will tell us, and
have told us as prosecutors, that many rapists do not even ejacu-
late. You see, the act is not about sex as normal adults think of it.

In the majority of cases prosecuted in my jurisdiction, the victim
knows her assailant, but the public has a general preconceived
notion that they are generally and most likely stranger rapes
where a victim is pulled into an alley at knife point and is brutally
rapedand marks are left, they are maimed, they are bleeding.
I'm here to tell you that 75 percent of the cases prosecuted in Balti-
more Cityand I daresay around the countryinvolve perpetra-
tors in one of the following categories: They are friends that you
know, they are relatives that you ve seen, they are a child care pro-
vider that you trust, a co-worker that you see every day, an ac-
quaintance, a parent, a spouse, a former boyfriend. Seventy-five
percent of our cases.

Now, I'm going to try and give you an example of what it's like
to be raped. It's the same scenario I give to the police officers when
I lecture to them because you don't understand it. You think it's
sex. Well, it's not. You left this morning to go to work. Walked out
of your house, locked the door. You find out when you go home
that someone has entered your home and ransacked it. That gold
pocket watch that your grandfather gave you has been destroyed
stomped on. Not taken. It's there. You can see it. But it's no longer
of any value.

The only photo of your parentsyou don't have any negatives
it's been torn to shreds. It's destroyed. Valuable art work has been
slashed and destroyed. These items have value to the insurance
company. They may be able to reimburse you. But the value to you
personally can never be replaced. The individual who entered your
home committed this act for no monetary gain or benefit. They
didn't pawn or sell the items. They only received the thrill of de-
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stroying what was not theirs and the feeling of power and control
that they had when they entered something that was not theirs.

You, on the other hand, are left feeling violated, betrayed, angry.
The offender has taken something from you that can never be re-
placed. You, in a sense, have been raped, although this cannot
truly compare to the actual feeling that a woman experiences
when living with her husband or boyfriend who beats her and sex-
ually assaults her, or the feeling of a child who is raped by a father
or stepfather, who is charged with the responsibility of her care,
her upbringing. That child has been violated.

But, in each instance, the perpetrator has taken something from
the victim that is personal to her and cannot be replaced. He ex-
hibits power and control forcing sexual intercourse and betrays
that trust, love, and respect by a violent act. These victims that
I've outlined for you do not fit society's image of what a rape
victim should be, but, nevertheless, they are victims of rape.

Although much has been done in my community to help educate
law enforcement officials and medical staff there continues to be a
myth about rape. Baltimore City held a rape awareness week, and
I was riding to work in the morninghere I am, the Chief of the
Sex Offense Unit, very proud that we're having a rape awareness
weekand on the radio there is a question posed to the listeners
asking whether a woman who wears a tightly fitted dress was more
likely to be raped than a woman who was not dressed in such a
fashion.

Listeners phoned in. I was shocked at the responses. It reaf-
firmed an.l reinforced the myth that it is the way you dress and
the manner in which you move and where you are that decides
whether you are raped, once again reaffirming that stereotype that
only certain types of people are rapedthose that ask for it.

These are, again, preconceived notions, and they are inaccurate.
Victims of rape know that it is difficult to come forward. They're
confronted with police officers, nurses, doctors, judges. and even
prosecutors who handle these cases but need to ly Aucated.
Within the court system individuals often have personal opinions
about whether or not this is a good rape case or not and whether
there should have been activity that the rape victim should have
done during the course of the rape.

But, as I stated before, most of our cases involve acquaintances,
and in most of our cases there is little or no evidence of physical
rape. That is, no blood, no laceration, no marks, no stabbing, and
the victim knows her assailant. So victims become reluctant to step
forward. They often believe, as you've heard, that they have done
something wrong, and the delay in reporting rape makes it even
more difficult for us to prosecute. The evidence, if there was any,
has been washed away. It doesn't exist any more. We expect them
to come forward immediately, not understanding the fear and em-
barrassment, feelings of guilt and betrayal that they're exhibiting.

She's questioning her own judgment. She's questioning whether
she caused the rape, and she delays and delays and delays in re-
porting. I've interviewed children as well as adults who believe
that the sexual assault was their own fault. An eight-year-old
girleight years oldtold me that it was her fault. It was not her
fault. The victim has been threatened first hand and has seen first
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hand the power and control of the perpetrator. They fear and truly
believe that no one can protect them.

They've heard the horror stories about the criminal justice
system. They watch rapists go unpunished or let off due to legal
technicalities or receive light sentences, and they do not tell They
do not report until they're able to muster the courage or the sup-
port to come forward and tell their story.

What I'm hoping that you'll gather from this today is when those
victims come forward, let us not say, oops, you waited too long. You
should have come forward within 48 hours. We'll give you an abor-
tion if you do that.

Tell me, what do I tell that twelve-year-old who is carrying her
stepfather's baby, who has been sexually abused since she was
nine? That is a real case. What do I tell her? A crime has been
committed. It is rape. Perpetrators walk among us. If not caught, if
not prosecuted, they will rape again.

As I've briefly indicated to you, the increase of number of reports
of sexual assault and the like are, I think, partly due to public
awareness and understanding. I think victim witness and advocacy
groups have helped tremendously in getting victims through the
process. They hold their hands while the prosecutor is in courtroom
and say, I'll be there for you no matter what, when the families
turn their backs. When the husbands can't handle the stres.s, the
advocacy groups are there for them.

Special units in offices like Baltimore City State's Attorney's
Office have been organized in other large jurisdictions. Investiga-
tors, police and prosecutors, and some judges have been trained to
handle these sensitive cases. But much, much more needs to be
done. Rape is a crime, whether it's date rape. interfamilial rape,
acquaintance rape, stranger rape, spousal rape, it's all rape. The ju-
dicial system and legislators should affirmatively support rape vic-
tims wheneverwhenever they are able to speak and step forward.
Thank you.

(Prepared statement of Wanda Keyes-Robinson follows:j
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF WANDA KEYES-ROBINSON. DIVISION CHIEF. SEXUAL OFFENSE
UNIT. OFFICE OF THE STATE'S ATTORNEY POR BALTIMORE CITY. BALTIMORE. MD

iMNI.21,.1121

GOOD AFTERNOON CHAIRMAN MILLER. NONORAILE IJOISLATORS, LEGISLATIVE

STAFF, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN. mY NAME IS w 41* LETES-ROIINION AND I AR

THE OlvISION CHIEF OF THE SEx OFFENSE UNIT OF TNE STATE,s ATTORNEY'S

OFFICE FOR IALTIMORE CITY. IT IS MY OISTINCT PLEASURE AND mONOR TO

PRESENT TESTIMONY TODAY TO PROvIDE YOuR COmmITTEE WITH INSIGHT :NTO TNE

PROSECUTION OF RAPE CASES.

FOR PROSECUTORS IN MY UNIT AND THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY WHO HANDLE

RAPE CASES, IT IS ESSENTIAL TWAT WE NAVE THE SuPPORT OF COOPERATIVE

VICTIM IN ORDER TO EFFECTIVELY INvESTIGATE, CHARGE AND PROSECUTE CASES

INVOLVING RARE, 101EN ONE THINEs OF RAPE OR SEX OFFENSES, ONE

OFTENTIMES FINDS IT DIFFICULT TO SEPARATE THE CRIME FROM ONE'S OWN

PERSONAL FEELINGS MUT "SEX", UNFORTUNATELY, SOCIETY GENERALLY HOLDS

A NuMIER OF MYTHS OR STEREOTYPES ABOUT RAPE AND SEX OFFENSES. RAPE IS
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AN ACT OF VIOLENCE. RAPE IS COMMITTED BY INDIVIDUALS WHO OFTENTIMES

ADE FRIENDS, ACQUAINTANCES, ASSOCIATES, RELATIVES OR EVEN SPOUSES OF

TRf vICTIMS TNEY ASSAULT. THE CRIME IS NOT ABOuT THE ACT OF "SEX" IUT

RATNER ?ME SEXUAL ACT IS THE TOOL THAT THE PERPETRATOR USES TO COMMIT A

VIOLENT CRIME. mrucAL EXPERTS TELL US THAT MANY RAPISTS MAY NO? EVEN

EIACULATE, YOU SEE, THE ACT IS NOT ABOUT -SEX" AS NORMAL ADULTS KNOw

:T. :N THE MAJORITY OF CASES PROSECUTED, THE VICTIM ANOWS KIR

ASSAILANT. THE PUBLIC GENERALLY HAS THE PRECONCEIVED NOTION THAT RAPE

INVOLVES A STRANGER WHO PULLS A VICTIM :NTO AN ALLEY, AT INIFEPOINT,

AND WHO BRUTALLY RAPES AND MAIMS THE VICTIM. I AM HERE TODAY TO TELL

You THAT SEVENTY FIVE PERCENT OF THE CASES PROSECUTED IN 'IALTImORE CITY

INVOLVE PERPETRATORS WHO FALL INTO ONE OF SEVERAL CATEGORIES. !ME

CATEGORIES ARE: A FRIEND, A RELATIvE, A CHILD CARE PROVIDER, A

CO-WORIER, AN ACQUAINTANCE, A PARENT/sTEPPARENT, A SPOUSE OR FORMER

BOYFRIEND OF THE VICTIM. SEVEN'Y ::vE PERCENT!'

LET ME GIVE YOU AN EXAMPLE THAT MIGHT HELP YOU UNDERSTAND WHAT

RAPE IS. LET'S SAY THAT You LEAVE YOUR HOME, 50 TO WORK ONE MORNING

AND uPON YOUR RETURN YOu FiNO THPT SOhEONE HAS ENTERED TOUR HOME AND
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HAI RANSACKED YOUR HOUSE. THE GOLD POCKETWATCN TNAT HAS SEEN HANDED

DOWN :N TOUR FAMILY HAS BEEN STOMPED 14 ANO DESTROYED, YOUR ONLY PHOTO

OF YOUR PARENTS HAS SEEN TORN TO PIECES. SEVERAL vALUA1L ART ITEMS IN

YOUR HOME HAVE BEEN SLASHED ANO DESTROYED Al wELL. ALTHOUSH SOmf OF

THESE ITEMS MIGHT HAVE VALUE wHICH YOU mAY SE REIMBURSED FOR BY AN

INSURANCE COMPANY, muCH OF THE VALUE IS PERSONAL ONLY TO YOU, THIS

VALUE CAN NEVER BE REPLACED, THE INDIVIDUAL NHO ENTERED TOUR mONE HAS

COMMITTED AN ACT FOR NO MONETARY GAIN OR BENEFIT. HE ONLY RECEIVED THE

THRILL OF DESTROyINO WHAT wAs NoT HIS AND THE FZELINO OF POWER AND

CONTROL. YOU, ON THE OTNER NAND, ARE LEFT FEELINO vIOLATED, BETRAYED,

ANO ANGRY 'HE OFFENDER HAS 'AtEN :"EwS FROm YOu 'HAT CAN NEVER BE

REPLACED, ,YOU, IN A iENSE, HAVE BEEN RAPED, ALTHOuBH TRULY NOTHING CAN

COMPARE, THIS FEELING OF VIOLATION IS SIMILAR TO THE WOMAN wsO IS

LIYINO wITH HER HUSBAND OR BOYFRIEND Imo BEATs HER AND SEXUALLY

ASSAULTS HER. 'NIS FEELING :$ SIMILAR 72 A omIL: ..1m0 II RAPE: ey A

FATHER DR STEPFATHER CHARRED Wm THE RESPONSIBILITY oF NER CARE AND

uPIRINSINI BOY BETRAYS 'HAT RESPONSIBILITY AND VIOLATES 'NAY CHILD. IN

EACH INSTANCE, THE PERPE'RATOR :S AtING SOHE'NINO FROM *HE vICTIM TmAT
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IS PERSONAL TO NH AND SOMETHING THAT CANNOT IE REPLACED. HE EXHIElTS

POWER AND CONTROL OVER HER BY FORCING SEXUAL INTERCOuRSE AND BETRAYS

TRUST, LOVE, RESPECT By A VIOLENT ACT, THESE VICTIMS 00 NOT FIT

SOCIETY'S !MARE OF WHAT A RAFE VICTIM IS BUT THEY ARE NEVERTHELESS

VICTIMS OF RAPE,

ALTHOUGH MUCH HAS BEEN DONE IN MY COmmuNITY TO mELP EDUCATE Tml

PUBLIC, LAW ENFORCEMENT PERSONNEL, AND MEDICAL STAFFS, THERE CONTINUES

TO BE A MYTH ABOUT WHO THE RAPE VICTIM IS. RECENTLY BALTIMORE CITY MAD

A RAPE AWARENESS WEER AID A LOCAL RADIO STATION POSED A QUEST:ON re

IT's LISTENERS ASSING WHETHER A WOMAN WHO WEAR! A TIOHTLy FITTED DRESS

WAS MORE LISELY TO BE RAPED THAN A WOMAN WHO IS NOT DRESSED :N SuCm A

FASHION, LISTENERS PHONED iN A VARIETY OF OPINIONS REAER/RmINg THE

myTm THAT AN INDIVIDUAL WHO DRESSES IN A CERTAIN wAy AFFECTS THE

DECISION BY A RAPIST OF WHETHER OR NOT TO RAPE, ONCE AGAIN, THIS

REAFFIRmi A STEREOTYPE THAT ONLY CERTAIN "TYPES" OF INDIVIDUALS ARE

RAPED... THOSE WHO "ASs FOR ST" IY THEIR MANNER OF OREM WORDS OR

BEHAVIOR, THEREBY SETTING WHAT THEY DESERVE,
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THESE STEREOTYPES AND MYTHS FACTOR IN WHIN VICTIMS REPORT THE

CRIMES. THESE PRECONCEIVED NOTIONS OF WHO IS A RAPE VICTIM AND WHAT

RAPE IS, ARE HELD IT THOSE WHO SIM AS JURORS AND ALSO BY PEOPLE WHO

COME INTO CONTACT wITH VICTIMS. POLICE OFFICERS, NURSES, DOCTORS,

SUMS, AND EVEN PROSECUTORS WHO HANDLE THESES CASES NEED TO OE

EDUCATED. WITHIN THE COURT sTslEm. INo:vtovALs OFTEN HAvE PERSONAL

OPINIONS ABOUT THE :NAL IMAGE OF WHAT A RAPE "VICTIM" SHOULD PE AND

THE TYPE OF VIOLENCE THAT SHOULD HATE BEEN PERPETRATED IN A GIVEN RAPE

CASE. Be PROSECUTORS AROUND THE COUNTRY WILL TELL YOu THAT lila IN

BALTIMORE, THE MA:ORITY OF THEIR CASES INVOLVE RAPE WHERE THERE IS

,ITTLE OR NO PHYSICAL EVIDENCE AND THE VICTIM RNOWS HER ASSAILANT,

VICTIMS BECOME RELUCTANT To STEP FORWARD, THEY OFTEN BELIEVE THAT

THEY HAVE DONE SOMETHING wRONI. IT IS THE DELAY IN REPORT:NO THE RAPE

wNICH MAKES IT EVEN MORE DIFFTOULT TO PROSECUTE THE CASE BECAUSE PEOPLE

EXPECT RAPE VICTIMS 70 comE FORWARD IMMEDIATELY NOT UNDERSTAND:NO THEIR

FEAR, INIAARASSmENT, FEEL:NOS OF GuILT AND BETRAYAL. SHE HOPEI SHE

MUST HAVE CAUSED ThE RAPE, 2NE QUESTI1NS HER OWN lig/BEMENT.

C
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VICTIMS DELAY REPORTING BECAUSE Of MANY REASONS BUT MOSTLY SECAuSE OF

THEIR OWN FEELINGS ABOUT THEMSFIVES AND THEIS ASSAILANT.

HAVE INTERvIEWED CHILDREN AS WELL AS ADULTS WHO BELIEVED THAT

THEY WERE AT FAULT FOR THE SEXUAL ASSAULT. THE VICTIM USUALLY HAS BEEN

THREATENED ANO WAS SEEN FIRSTHAND THE POWER ANO CONTROL THAT THE

PERPETRATOR CAN EXHIBIT. 'HEY FEAR THE PERPETRATOR AND TRuLT BELIEVE

THAT NO ONE CAN PROTEr 'HEM. THEY mAvE HEARD HORROR STORIES ABOUT THE

CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM. 'HEY WATCH RAPISTS 60 uNPUNISNED OR LET OFF

DUE TO LEGAL TECHNICALITIES OR LIGHT SENTENCES. VICTIMS, 'HEN, DO NOT

TELL OR THEY DELAY IN REPORTING oNT THEY ARE ABLE TO MUSTER THE

COURAGE ANO/OR SUPPORT '0 STEP FORWARD. wE muST NOT THEN SAr TO THE

VICTIM, -00p5,......T00 LATE. YOU WAITED TOO LONG". A CRIME HAS BEEN

COMMITTED, THE PERPETRATOR wALES AMONG S AND HE tLL RAPE AGAIN,

THE COMMuNITY AND SOCIAL vIEws '0wARD RAPE AND SEXUAL OFFENSES

HAVE COME A LONG WAY OVER THE YEARS RuT *ANy MYTH$ AND STEREOTYPES

STILL REMAIN. wE HAVE SEEN AN INCREASE :N THE NUMBER OF REPORTS of

RAPE AND SEXUAL (WENS ES DUE '0 PuGL::: AWARENESS AND UNDERSTANDING oF

THESE TYPES OF OFFENSES, rICTImrwiTsUts AND ADVOCACY GROUPS ASO HAVE
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NELPED vICTIMS TNROUON THE PROCESS. SPECIAL ONITS HAVE PEEN ORGANI:ED

IN SOME CITIES AND SOME INVESTTGATORg, POLICE, PROSECUTORS, AND IMES

NAVE PEEN TRAINED TO NANDLF THE SFNSITIVF NATURE OF THESE CASES. num

RUCH MORE NEEDS TO GE PONE IN THE AREAS OF TRAINING AND EDUCATION.

ToE NESSAGE THAT SHOULD GO OUT TODAY IS THAT RAPF IS A CRIME, WHETHER

IT SE DATE RAPE, INTRAFAMILIAR RhPC, ACOUAINTANCE RAPE, STRANGER RAPE

OR SPOUSAL RAPE, RAPE IS ;APE. 'HF ;1c:4. sysTEm AND LEGISLATORS

SHOULD AFFIRMATIVELY c14,;10. Ir VS INEgyE! THEY ARE ABLE To

STEP FORWARD AND SPEAV

THAW YOUll
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Chairman MILLER. Thank you. Dr. Burnley.

STATEMENT OF JANE NADY BURNLEY. DIRECTOR. OFFICE FOR
VICTIMS OF CRIMES, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE. WASHING-
TON. DC

Ms. BURNLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the
Committee. It's a pleasure for me to be here in my capacity as Di-
rector of the Office of Victims of Crime as we discuss this very im-
portant issue. It's been over three years since I came before your
committee--

Chairman MILLER. Right.
Ms. BURNLEY [continuing]. When I was with the Department of

Health and Human Services, and I appreciate the opportunity to
come before you representing the Department of Justice.

I appreciate the opportunity not only to represent our office but
also to speak on behalf of victims, many of whom are served by
programs that the Victims of Crime Act funds. As you are familiar
with victims' rights movements, it really originated in the late '60s
and '70s withas a result of efforts of sexual assault advocates ar,d
victims and domestic violence victims as they tried to help thaw
victims recover from those crimes and help them cope with the
criminal justice victim, which often revictimized those victims,
blaming them for what had happened.

Fortunately, a lot has changed in the last decade. In particular,
we've had an enormous amount of victim's rights legislation in
every state in the country and landmark federal legislation also
that articulates the rights and protections for crimes in the federal
criminal justice system. The Victims of Crime Act, which has al-
ready been referred to here, has also I think been a major piece of
legislation to benefit victims of crime. It isit does generate funds
from federal criminal fines and penalties. Today more than $500
million has been collected and deposited into the fund, and there
are thousands of victim assistance programs across the United
States, many of which are prosecutor-based, law-enforcement
based, and, in addition, specialized services such as shelters for bat-
tered women t nd rape crisis programs and sexual abuse treatment
programs.

We administer the crime victims fund. I'm pleased to say collec-
tions have steadily gone up in the last few years, and last year for
the first time we exceeded the cap of $125 million, so this year
and thp./ represented a $30 million rise in collections and deposits
in ore year, so we'll give out awards this year totalling $125 mil-
lion to states for their local programs, to national organizations for
training and technical assistance, and to Indian tribes, and I'd like
to speak about that in a moment.

All states in the last decade have enacted significant amounts of
legislative reform on behalf of crime victims requiring things such
as victim notification and participation in criminal justice proceed-
ings and restitution and other measures, numerous measures
which I won't go into

Many states have enacted legislation specifically to protect vic-
tims of sex crimes, for example, specifically enacting legislation
which would have the state pay the cost of medical examinations

6
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for rape victims. It was not at all uncommon in 1980 for rape vic-
tims to pay the cost of forensic examinations, unlike victims of
other crimes don't have to pay fordidn't use to ever have to pay
for the investigative costs of those crimes, but all states have done
something in the way of rape shield laws, which I think have rep-
resented some improvements in the legal framework with regard to
our ability then to attend to the rights and needs of victims as they
participate in criminal justice proceedings.

It really is imperative that the criminal justice system be fair
and responsive and sensitive to crime victims becausenot only be-
cause it's the right thing to do, but we need participation in the
criminal justice system of victims as witnesses if we are going to
end crimes. One of the things we know about sex offenders is that
they are recidivists. If they are not stopped, they will continue to
commit sex crimes.

In the last decade, I think we've learnedyou've heard testimo-
ny this morning about increases in our understanding of the psy-
chological impact of rape upon victims. We know that victims in-
clude men, women, teenagers, young children, and even infants
who suffer psychological and physical trauma as a result of their
victimization. You've had testimony on this subject, but we do
know that research demonstrates that many victims suffer post-
traumatic stress syndrome long past the time of the assault and, in
fact, many victims never feel completely free of the impact of the
experience.

I think this impact now is one of the issues that we're hearing
about from victim assistance service providers. It's even more com-
plicated and even more emotionally traumatic for sexual assault
victims these days because of the problem of AIDS. It is not at all
unusual foras it is reported to me by service providing agencies
for rape victims very soon after a sexual assault and even children
who have been victims of sexual abuse not only to fear about sexu-
ally transmitted diseases but also to ask questions early on after
their victimization about whether or not they could possibly have
contracted AIDS as a result of that sexual victimization.

We have been involved in several multiple-victim cases where
there's been federal jurisdiction where this has been a very signifi-
cant issue for literally hundreds of children after the time of the
arrest and investigation of a child molester, and have come to see
close hand the amount of devastation that can happen to a commu-
nity when there is tremendous fear that literally hundreds of its
children may have been exposed to the AIDS virus as a result of
their victimization.

Since VOCA was enacted and our Victims of Crime Act pro-
grams have been funded in 1986, all States have used a significant
portion of their crime victim assistance funds to support services to
adult and child victims of sexual assault, and, as I said, some of
them have been law enforcement based and medical service based.
Others are specialized services such as rape crisis programs and
child sexual abuse treatment programs. Tens of millions of dollars
have supported these specialized services, but in addition to that
the generic services such as victim witness programs which support
victim advocates in the kind of situation that were just described
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here are really vital to assisting victims in their participation
through the criminal justice process.

In addition, el:me victim compensation funds have steadily in-
creased as a resource for victims of sexual assault and sexual
abuse. In 1986, the number of crime victim compensation claims
for adult and child victims of sex offenses was something like 9,000
claims. It's risen to about 25,000 claims in 1989, and that's not with
all States reporting yet. In the same years we've seen claims paid
on behalf of sexual assaultadult and child sexual assault vic-
timsrise from over $11 million to over $29 million.

These funds are primarily used for medical expenses for victims
and mental health counseling expenses. One of the things that
we're seeing in the Victims of Crime funding and compensation in
particular is that compensation is becoming a major source of fund-
ing of mental health treatment for victims of all kinds of crimes, in
particular, child abuse.

The State of Utah, for exampleI was just thereuses more
than half of its compensation money for child abuse victims and
the vast majority of that is for child sexual abuse victim treatment.
These are services which otherwise would not have been reim-
bursed to victims or possibly victims who have not had funds to
seek servicesmuch-needed mental health servicesthere now are
additional financial resources which are available to them.

In addition to supporting an expansion of direct service pro-
grams, our office has conducted a variety of training programs, re-
gional and national, for law enforcement prosecutors, the clergy,
medical professionals, mental health professionals, and direct serv-
ice providers in victim assistance settings.

We have expanded the focus ef that training to clergy and
mental health providers, for example, because we have discovered
that not only are they people to whom victims may turn, they are
people who don't understand violent crime and have fallen into the
pattern often times of blaming the victim and see that it's very im-
portant. As a psychologist, it's hardI find it particularly trou-
bling that mental health providerspractitioners are oftentimes no
better versed in meeting the needs of violent crime victims than
others who may come in contact with them.

We have also sponsored the standardization of procedures for
medicalhospital personnel in the examination, collection, and
preservation of physical evidence for victims of sexual assault and
have provided training in 14 states for their adoption of this stand-
ardization of rape evidence protocol throughout the last two years.

The other aspect of our efforts which I would like to very briefly
allude to is that since 1987 our office has initiated a number of ac-
tivities to address the problem of the almost complete lack of serv-
ices for victims of violent crimes on Indian reservations. This is an
enormous problem, as you know.

When it comes to serious crime, the Justice Department has re-
sponsibility for prosecuting those cases. There has been enormous
increase since changes in the Major Crimes Act in 1986 in the pros-
ecution particularly of child sexual abuse cases, but that's how our
office first became involved in those cases because of the crying
need for services in a number of multiple-victim child molestation
cases.
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As we got into the reservations and began to work with tribes,
we found that all victims of violent crimes literally have nowhere
to turn, so we have initiated activities in a variety of ways to
attend to those needs, and have used the bulk of the mere $1.7 mil-
lion that we have discretion over to support the development of
services for victims of violent crimes on Indian reservations.

I'm pleased to say that we have services now on approximately
46 reservations, many of which serve victims of violent crime. We
will continue to place an emphasis on improving and increasing
the services available on reservations and will see that we have
while we've made progress in terms of the legal structure and
system that proscribes the fair treatment of crime victims, in many
instances we fall short on full implementation across the country.

I'm pleased to say that there is additional funding over these last
few years$45 million increase over a two-year period. The crime
victims fund is slated to increase in another year's time to $150
million for services, and we will continue to press forward for the
utilization of those funds to assist victims to recover from these
crimes. Thank you.

[Prepared statement of Jane Nady Burnley follows:1
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JANE NADY BURNLEY, PH.D., DIRECTOR. OFFICE FOR VICTIMS
OF CRIME, OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JuSTICE, WASHING-
TON. DC

Good morning. Thank you, Hr. Chairean, and the other

members of this Select Committee. It is a pleasure for me to

appear before this Committee in the capacity of the Director of

the Office for Victims of Crime, a position in which I have

served for a little more than 3 years. Prior to going to the

Department of Justice, I was the Associate Commissioner for the

Children's Bureau in the Department of Health and Human Services.

In that capacity, I oversaw the National Center on Child Abuse

and Neglect and Federal programs in foster care and adoption.

I appreciate the opportunity to not only represent the

Office for Victims of Crime but, more importantly, to speak on

behalf of innocent citizens who have bean victimized by crime,

in particular, sexual assault.

The crime victims rights movement had its origins in the

1970's, in grassroots efforts of courageous individuals to assist

victims of rape and domestic violence and to help them to recover

from their victimization and cope with the demands of an Often

insensitive criminal justice system. A criminal justice system

which tended to blame the victim -- sending the message that the

victimization was the result of their own negligence -- a system

that inflicted further trauma, and invested more in attending to

the rights of offenders than assisting the victims of their

crimes.

6 ,
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Fortunately, much of this has changed. In the past 10 years

a new emphasis has been placed on crime victims rights and we

have seen enormous change. Victims Rights began to receive

national attention when former President Reagan appointed the

President's Task Force on Victims of Crime in 1981 which examined

this issue and developed a blueprint for how the criminal justice

system and others should improve the response to crime victims.

Since then we have seen significant legislative efforts directed

at helping victims of crime.

Landeark Federal legislation articulating protection and

fair treatment of victims and witnesses of Federal crimes was

enacted in 1982. The Federal Crime Victims Fund was established

by enactment of the Victims of Crime Act of 1984 which has

substantially contributed to the development and expansion of

crime victim assistance and compensation programs across the

United States. To date more than $500 million -- $500 million

-- has been collected from Federal criminals and applied to-the

rehabilitation, recovery, and compensation of innocent crime

victims. There are thousands of victim assistance programs

across the United States. These programs include prosecutor-

based victim and witness assistance, law enforcoment-based crisis

intervention, rape crisis programa, shelters for battered women,

treateent programs for child abuse victims, and support groups

for victims of other violent crimes, such as survivors of

homicide victims and victims of drunk driving crashes.

33-659 0 - 90 - 3
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The Crime Victims Fund is administered by the Office for

Victims of Crime. In fiscal years 1988 and 1989, deposits were

up $15 million and 30 million, respectively. This year we will

award a record $125 million in grants to states, Indian tribes

and national and local organizations for these purposes.

In addition, nearly all states have enacted Victims Bills

of Rights and other legislation to protect the rights of victims,

laws requiring victim notification and participation in

criminal justice proceedings; restitution; warrantless arrest in

domestic violence cases; and special court room accommodations

for child victims who are witnesses.

We have also seen legislation in most states to address the

specific needs of sex crime victims. Thirty-seven states have

enacted legislation to cover the costs of medical examinations

for rape victims. In addition, these costs are sometimes covered

by VOCA funds, through either victims assistance or Victim

compensation. It is no longer routine in most communities for

victims to bear this cost. Twenty-four states have provided

state funds for sexual assault services. All 50 states have some

type of protection to shield rape complainants from having to

disclose publicly their past sexual activities. The majority

have accomplished this goal through legislation, but a few states

have relied upon judicial opinions or court rules. Generally,
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laws have been successful in limiting the type of inquiry in rape

cases, thus improving the treatment of raps victims and

increasing the number of rape reports and prosecutions.

These strides are important because they form the legal

framework for attending to the rights and needs of vicl"is who

participate in criminal justice proceedings. In 1988, . .rly 6

million persons were victims of violent crimes (i.e.., rape,

robbery, simple and aggravated assault). It is imperative that

victims be given sensitive and fair treatment that they deserve

-- not only because it's the right thing to do but because it

will improve cooperation and participation in criminal justice

proceedings and it will reduce additional trauma to victims.

Despite efforts to improve the criminal justice system's

response to rape v:mtims, rape is still one of the most under-

reported crimes to police. Reporting rates vary, depending upon

the source or study, from near 10 percent to approximately half.

Research suggests that women do not report rapes because they

felt the incident was too personal or private to talk about or

that it would do no good to report it. According to a survey by

the Bureau of Justice Statistics, approximately 55 percent of

rapes are committed by strangers, while 40 percent are committed

by non-strangers, i.e,, relatives or acquaintances. Less than

50 percent of reported rapes result in an arrest and, although

surveys of the public indicate a preference for prison sentences
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of 12 years for the crime of rape, the average sentence for

rape was 4.5 years at the time of the survey.

In the last decade we have also made progress in our

understanding of the psychological impact of rape and sexual

abuse upon victims. Victims of sexual assault include men,

women, teenagers, young children, and even infants who suffer

tremendous psychological and physical trauma which must be

addressed in order for victims to recover from the trauma of

their victimization. Adult victims of rape often suffer

psychological stress which may last for many years after the

attack. Such victims perceive the incident am life-threatening

regardless of whether or not there is an overt use of force.

Victims view themselves as powerless, helpless and xperience

extreme fear of serious physical injury or of being killed. As

a result, victims of rape often suffer symptoms of rape trauma

syndrome which include high levels of fear and anxiety, shame,

self-blame, and anger.

Research demonstrates that many victims develop post-

traumatic stress disorder which can plague a victim for several

years following the assault, evidencing itself through

depression, difficulty concentrating, intrusive thoughts and

images about the incident with flashbacks, sleep disorders, and

phobias. Indeed, some victims report post-traumatic stress

symptoms 15 and 20 years after being subjected to the terror of
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rape. Some victims never feel completely free of the impact of

that experience.

The physical and emotimal trauma resulting from rape is

magnified many Uses by the fear of contracting AIDS, as a result

of the attack. Sexual assault and child sexual abuse victims

must now fear that they not only may have contracted a sexually

transmitted disease like gonorrhea, but also a life threatening

disease for which there is no known cure. AIDS furthers the

trauma and the post-traumatic stress of the victim. This has

become a serious issue in several multiple victim child

molestation cases.

The trauma of rape or sexual abuse can be even more

devastating for child victims. As you know, child sexaal abuse

occurs within our society at an alarming rate. It is estimated

that sore than 100,000 children are sexually abused each year.

Most victims of child sexual abuse are victimized by a family

member or an adult who is known to, and trusted by, the and.

The experience of local, state and Federal authorities charged

with investigation, prosecution and provision of supportive

services in this area indicates that regardless of whether the

perpetrator of the abuse is a family member or non-family member,

the most effective response to child sexual abuse is a well-

coordinated, multidisciplinary team. Such an approach engages

social services, law enforcement, mental health, medicine, and
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community-based services in a concerted effort to protect and

treat victims and their families and to deal effectively with

perpetrators.

The effects of sexual abuse on child victims vary depending

upon several factors including the nature and extent of the

abuse, the age and developmental level of the child, the

relationship between the child and the perpetrator and the period

of time over which the abuse took place. Sexually abused

children often suffer many of the same symptoms as their adult

cow...rparts. These disorders can, however be more severe.

Child victims often suffer enormous emotional distress and

develop maladaptive behavior tn an effort to cope. School

grades, and academic and social skills suffer as a result of the

inability to concentrate. Self-esteem plummets. The propensity

for acting out behavior, subritance abuse, and juvenile

delinquency increases as does the likelihood that the child will

sexually victimize others.

Since VOCA grant programs began in 1986, all states have

used a significant portion of their crime victim assistance

formula grant funds to support direct services to adult and child

victims of sexual assault. These programs have included rape

crisis hotlines, emergency counseling, child sexual abuse

treatment and other specialized services for sexual assault

victims. In addition, numerous law enforcement, prosecutor,
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mental health and hospital-based programa have been developed

which provide assistance and support to rape victims.

Approximately $70 million from the Crime Victims Fund has been

Committed to support such services. I would add that during the

last few years, counsteling for adult victims of child molestation

has steadily increased as a new area of specialized service in

victim assistance programs.

Crime victim conpensation t de are also steadily increasing

as a resource for victims of sexual assault and sexual abuse.

Since 1986, the number of crime compensation claims for adult and

child victims of sax offenses has risen from approximately, 9,100

to 25,200 in fiscal year 1969. During the same years, the total

amount paid in claims has risen from $11.1 million to $29.04

million. The bulk of these funds has been used to pay medical

and eental health counseling expenses. These funds represent

reimbursement for expenses which, prior to the enactment of VOCA,

were often paid by the victim and a new resource for victims-who

might not otherwise have funds to seek needed services.

In addition to supporting the expansion of direct services

to crime victims, the Office for Victims of Crime has supported

a number of training programs for law enforcement, prosecutors,

the clergy, medical, mental health, and victim assistance

professionals, 411 of whom come into contact with victims of

sexual assault and abuse. Thcse projects have included the
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development of a model sexual assault medical examination

protocol which standardized prucedures for hospital permonnel in

the eXamination, collection and preservation of physical evidence

from victims of sexual assault and abuse -- while minimizing the

additional physical and psychological trauma to the victims.

This effort was duplicated in 14 states.

In collaboration with the Bureau of Justice Assistance, the

Office for Victims of Crime has also supported a sexual assault

prevention training program in which the 50 state leaders of the

General Federation of Women's Clubs received training from the

FBI on sexual assault, response to victims and prevention.

Activities were conducted in all 50 states following the national

training.

The last aspect of our programs which I would like to

discuss is the work of the Office for Victims of Crime to develop

services for victims of crime on Indian reservations.

The Office for Victims of Crime first became involved in the

effort to develop services for victims of child sexual abuse in

Indian country in early 1987. Shortly after the investigation

was begun into the John Boone case on the Hopi Reservation, we

received a request from Jan Emmerich, the victim-witness

coordinator for the Arizona U.S. Attorney's Office, for funds to

support emergency consultation throughout the =duct of the

investigation. There were as many as 140 alleged child sexual
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abuse victims in one community on the Hopi Reservation involved

in this single case. We responded affirmatively with support.

The thorough investigation and handling of the case by the

Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and U.S. Attorney resulted

in a guilty plea by Boone and he was sentenced in early June.

However, it soon became apparent that while Boone was no longer

a threat, the Hopi community had an enormous need for education,

consultation with professionals, and treatment for the child

victims and their families. I Visited the Hopi community in the

spring of 1987 and met with the local Child Abuse Task Team,

schoolteachers, counselors, and families of the victimized boys.

The urgent need for treatment was almost overwhelming.

In an attempt to better serve these victims, our Office

decided to identify and provide funding for professionals with

expertise in child sexual abuse treatment to provide such

treatment. We worked with the victim-witness coordinator to

arrange for two therapists to be available in the communIty 4

days per month for a period of several months. Cur goal in doing

this was to provide short term treatment funds so these children

and their families would have a place to turn.

Our involvement in the Hopi case marked the first time that

the Crime Victims Fund was used to support treatment for child

sexual abuse victims in Indian country. A short time later, we
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received another request from the U.S. Attorney in Arizona to

support additional expertise in consultation in another multiple

victim case on the Navajo Reservation and we responded with

funding for that case which involved more than 200 alleged dhild

sexual abuse victims.

Our experience with these and other cases in Arizona which

came to our attention, convinced us that there was a clear and

pressing need for treatment services for victims of these crimes.

Again and again it was apparent that many victims of violent

crime in Indian country do not have access to victim assistance

services which are available in many communities. Large nulbers

of child sexual abuse victims were receiving no treatment at all

months after disclosure of the abuse and even prosecution.

In response to these and other cases which came to our

attention, in 1988, our Office undertook the development of

victim aseistance programs on Indian reservations as the highest

priority for the use of that portion of the Fund which is set

aside for services to victims of Federal crime. As a result, we

have initiated a number of activities which have enabled us to

be responsive to some of these needs. In 1988, we established

a special fund totaling $250,000 to provide emergency assistance

and services to victims of Federal crimes. The money is made

available to the U.S. Attorney's Offices to meet emergency

situations in which victims involved in Federal prosecutions need
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services which are unavailable through any other sourcesimilar

to those experienced in the Hopi and Navajo cases. We tapped

that fund in March 1988 to provide approximately 3 months of

therapy for 15 to 20 elementary school girls who Imre victims of

child sexual abuse at the Rocky Ford School on the Pine Ridge

Indian Reservation. The victim-witness coordinator in the U.S.

Attorney's Office for the District of South Dakota worked with

local service providers to arrange for the treatment of the

children involved in this case. Our funding supported the

initial evaluation and treatment and, it is our understanding,

that local service providers supported extended treatment for any

of the victims who needed it.

Since we began the utilization of this Fund, we have

approved 44 requests and provided approximately $300,000 through

17 U.S. Attorney's Offices for services to assist victims of

Federal crimes. More than two-thirds of this amount has been

utilized to provide emergency assistance services to Native

American crime victims on Indian reservations. Some examprift of

services supported include:

o $3,000 to provide a 3-day education program on child

sexual abuse for parents, staff, and other persons on

the Navajo Indian Reservation affected by the cases of

multiple child sexual abuse at Kayenta Community

School.
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$1,000 to pay for psychologlcal evaluation and

treatment of a 4-1/2 year old Native American girl who

was sexually assaulted by her uncle on the Quinault

Reservation.

o $12,000 to assist Colorado River Indian Tribe to

provide short term evaluation and treatment for three

6-year old children in the reservation's day care

center who were sexually abused.

o Approximately $8,000 to pay for 90 days of residential

care through the Rain Dancers Youth Services, Inc., for

a 16-year old Navajo youth who was molested by a public

school teacher in a reservation school.

o Approximately $6,000 to continue mental health

treatment services for two children who were victims

of sexual molestation by a ran-Indian minister on Lower

Brule Indian Reservation.

$38,000 to cover the costs of two therapists to provide

treatment services for child sexual abuse victims on

the Navajo Reservation.

These are but a few of the examples of direct services funding

which our Office has initiated in response to requests for
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support for treatment services. In each of these cases, the

victim-witness coordinator in the U.S. Attorney's Office worked

with local service providers on the reservation to identify

treatment alternatives for these victims and their families. In

each case, no treatment was available and, thus, the request was

made for support fram our Office. We have continued to make such

emergency funds available since we developed thin program 2 years

ago. Most of the treatment services we have supported have been

short term in nature, primarily because of the limited amount of

funding which we have available. In all cases, the Office for

Victims of Crime has coordinated treatment with appropriate

criminal justice officials, as this linkage is absolutely

essential to ensure that victims' needs are met and offenders are

held accountable for their crimes.

Because of the profound lack of services for adult and child

victims of crimn in Indian country, last year the Office for

Victims of Crime began a systematic effort to develop victim

assistance treatment services in Indian country. Early in fiscal

year 1989, approximately $1 million was awarded in grants to nine

state victim assistance agencies. The amount of the awards

ranged from $35,500 to $250,500. States receiving grants were

Arizona, South Dakota, Wisconsin, Michigan, North Dakota,

Washington, Wyoming, Utah, and Oregon. These state victim

assistance agencies made subgrant a ards to 29 Indian tribes or

organizations on reservations to support the development of a

h "-
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variety of victim assistance services. Because of the

overwhelming interest in the development of such programs on

reservations, we made an additional $700,000 available for tribes

in other states early in this fiscal year. States receiving

grants in this second round were Idaho, Kansas, Minnesota,

Montana, Nevada, and New Mexico. To date, 46 new programs have

been implemented on reservations and nearly all of these programs

provide emergency assistance and support to victims, including

adult and child victims of sexual assault and abuse. We have

made a commitment to provide second year funding for these

programs and we have recently awarded a grant to an Indian

organization to provide training and technical assistance to

these new crime victims programs.

In addition to utilizing funds earmarked for Federal crime

victims to develop victim assistance programs on Indian

reservations, OVC has encouraged state victim assistance agencies

to support programs on reservations with funds which they receive

through the victim assistance state grant program. Several

states have done this and, as a result, approximately 30 other

programs serving Native Americans have been supported through the

formula grant prog7:am to states, utilizing approximately $600,000

over a 3-year period.

Crime victim compensation can be an important source of

reimbursement for out-of-pocket expenses which arc the result of
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a victimization. Until 1988, very few Native Americans living

on reservations were aware that such programs were available to

them. Working with the National Association or Crime Victim

Compensation Boards, the Office for Victims of Crime has

initiated an Native American outreach effort to inform victims

of crime on reservations of these isportant programs. Gradually,

victims of violent crime on rexervations are becoming aware of

crime victim compensation programs which are operated in the

state in which they reside. Requests for compensation are

increasingly being received by compensation programs.

To further develop awareness of the needs of victiss of

crime on Indian reservations, the Office for Victims of Crime has

sponsored two national conferences for Native Americans entitled,

"Indian Nations: Justice for Victims of Crime." Roth

-rlferences, one held in Rapid City, South Dakota, in 1988, and

14, other in Chandler, AriLona, in 1989, brought together

lids of Native Americans who were victims of crime,

-ocates, or service providers from a variety of arencies and

disciplines, including mental health, social services, criminal

justice, and others. Participants shared experiences and learned

how to establish effective services. During the conferences,

workshops were held on investigation and prosecution of sexual

assault and abuse, as well as treatment responses. Our Office

plans to support e third national conference within the next year

which will provide another opportunity for an interdisciplinary
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gathering of professionals to identify and address the needs of

child and adult victims on reservations.

In order to improve the response to adult and child victims

in Indian country, OVC has also sponsored a number of training

opportunities for service providers and tribal and Federal

officials responsible for investigating and prosecuting violent

crimes in Indian country. For 3 years, OVC has funded teams of

Federal officials to attend a day of training on the handling,

investigation, and prosecution of child sexual abuse cases in the

Federal syatem. The training is held in conjunction with the

National Symposium on Child Sexual Abuse in Huntsville, Alabama,

and presents state-of-the-art information for law enforcement,

legal, medical, victim ad.mcacy, mental health and social service

professionals. Attendees have consisted of BIA, the Federal

Bureau of Investigation, and other Federal and tribal law

enforcement officers, Assistant U.S. Attorneys and tribal

prosecutors, victim-witness coordinators, Native American victim

advocates and representatives of tribes who were awarded

Children's Justice Act grants. The purpose of the training has

been to build skills and promote an interdisciplinary approach

to coordinating all aspects of the investigation, prosecution,

and treatment of victims in order to minimize trauma and improve

services for the child victim.
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OVC also sponsored "Child Sexual Exploitation: Federal,

State, Local and Tribal Initiatives" in January 1990 in Phoenix,

Arizona, for teams of BIA criminal investigators, FBI agents,

Assistant U.S. Attorneys, Victim-Mitness Coordinators and mental

health professionals who must address child pornography and child

sexual exploitation. Scholarships were provided for 50 Native

American participants in this conference.

Over the last 2-1/2 years, the Office for Victims of Crime

has made the development of victim assistance services on Indian

reservations the highest priority for our program to serve

victims of Federal crimes.

In 1988, during consideration of t. :eauthoritation of the

Victims of Crime Act, the Department of Justice advocated an

amendment to VOCA which would increase the amount of the Fund for

sndees for victims of Federal crime. Subsequently, VOCA was

amendcd to provide up to $1.75 million for Federal crime victims

and the amount available to states for the Children's Justice Act

was reduced slightly no that Indian tribes cculd participate in

this grant program. An a result, up to $$75,000 of the $10

million available to states for the Children's Justice Act, is

now made available by our Office to Indian tribes to improve the

handling of child abuse cases, especially child sexual abuse

cases on Indian reservations. The Department of Justice proposed

the amendment to provide special funding for this activity

because of our understanding of problems associated with child
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molestation cases involving Indian children in day and boarding

schools which were operated on reservations.

Through this new grant program for Indian tribes, the Office

for victims of crime is seeking to bring about systemic

improvement in the way child abuse cases are investigated and

prosecuted on reservatir,ns. We request that tribes design model

programs that foster greater cooperation among all agencies,

including law enforcement, prosecutors, mental health, social

services and victim witness advocates. The first 10 grants were

awarded in this grant program on February 6, 1990.

Representatives of these tribes met iar the first time last month

at the Child Sexual Abuse Symposium. Each of the grants funded

is unique and addresses the needs and circumstances of the tribe.

The projec:.s include special prosecution units; training for

multidisciplinary teams; revision of tribal codes to address

child abuse; child advocacy services for children involved in the

court process; protocols for the reporting investigation, and

prosecution, and treatment of child sexual abuse cases; and

improved case management and treatment services.

We sxpect to uake FY 1990 funds available to 8 to 12 tribes

for the same purpose in a yederal Register notice which will be

published in the near future. This year we will award a portion

of these funds to a nat4onal organization with expertise in the

jurisdictional and serv.ce delivery problems which occur in child
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abuse cases on /ndian reservations. This grantee will provide

technical assistance and consultation to the tribes which have

been awarded Children's Justice Act grants.

In conclusion, the crime of rape can have long-term

psychological effects for its victims and their families.

Sensitive and skilled treatment by law enforcement officers who

respond to the crime scene and interview victims, medical

personnel who examine victims and gather forensic evidence,

prosecutors who interview victims, negotiate pleas and prosecute

cases, and victim assistance counselors can help a victim to feel

safe and assist in the process of recovery.

Since enactment of the Victims of Crime Act of 1984,

resources available to victims of sexual assault and child sexual

abuse have increased significantly. I believe that we have made

progress in improving our responses to victims of rape, however,

it remains a very difficult area which is becoming more

complicated by the issue of possible AIDS transmission, our

increased awareness and understanding of date and acquaintance

rape and child sexual abuse and exploitation.

The Office for Victims of Crime will continue to place a

high priority on the development of service for sewial assault

and abuse victims throughout the states and on Indian

reservations.

Thank you.
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Chairman MILLER. Thank you. Ms. Dale.

STATEMENT OF B. JOYCE DALE. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, DELA-
WARE COUNTY WOMEN AGAINST RAPE. MEDIA. PA: AND PRESI-
DENT OF THE NATIONAL NETWORK FOR VICTIMS OF SEXUAL
ASSAULT. ARLINGTON. VA

Ms. DALE Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, thank
you for inviting

Chairman MILLER. I have to get you to speak up, here.
MS. DALE. Can youokay?
Chairman MILLER. Yes.
Ms. DALE. Can you hear me now?
Chairman MILLER I can, but I don't know if they can hear you in

the back.
Ms. DALE. Okay. Thank you for inviting me here today to speak

on behalf of the National Network for Victims of Sexual Assault,
and I'm also here today in my capacity as the Executive Director of
Delaware County Women Against Rape, located, as Congressman
Weldon mentioned, in Delaware County, Pennsylvania, which is a
county of 555,000 located just west of the City of Philadelphia.

I would like to mention also that Delaware County in any year
has the third- to fourth-highest crime rate in Pennsylvania, second
to Philadelphia and Pittsburgh.

In many ways, our agency, Delaware County Women Against
Rape, is a typical rape crisis center. We are one of 45 located in the
State of Pennsylvania, serving 55 counties in Pennsylvania and 95
percent of the population in Pennsylvania. In any year, our agency
provides services to 950 to 1,000 unduplicated clients, and we pro-
vide generally between 10,000 and 11,000 hours of service to these
clients.

I did not mention in my written testimony, but I should, that our
agency is supported in part by VOCA funds, in part by funds from
the State of Pennsylvania, through United Way, and other discre-
tionary funds that we receive. We have a small staff of c.:ght. We
will have ten within the next two months, partially due to in-
creases in VOCA funds into Pennsylvania this year, and we gener-
ally have contributions from local community groups, foundations,
those kinds of contributors, so that you know how we are funded.
We are very typical of rape crisis centers in Pennsylvania. Our
funding is very diversified.

We provide a broad range of services to sexual assault victims.
The direct services include a 24-hour hot line, hospital and other
medical accompaniment, accompaniment to all civil and criminal
court proceedings the victim may be involved in, police interview
accompaniment. We also offer short- and long-term counselling, we
have special group counselling programs for rape survivors, adult
incest survivors, and adolescent incest survivors.

We also have a public education program that each year provides
over 200 programs to schools, community groups, and training for
other professionals such as police, prosecutors, school guidance
counsellors, other mental health professionals.

Generallyin the last three years, the percentage of children
that we have provided services to has been 38 to 45 percent of our
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total victim clients. Ninety-five percent of our clients have been fe-
males, 25 percent minorities, and in 75 percent of our cases the
victim and offender were known to each other in some way.

I'd like to talk a little bit today about our reporting rate and
some of the factors that I think affect the reporting rate of our cli-
ents to police departments. In the last three years, 35 percent of
our clients have been nonreporting clients. That is a relatively
high rateour rate of nonreporting is somewhat different from
some other programs that report a 50 percent reporting rate; how-
ever, ours is only 35 percent nonreporting primarily because vic-
tims who come to us initially, perhaps reluctant to report, when
they receive the support of services that our agency offers, includ-
ing police interview accompaniment, that rate of nonreportinger
that rate of reporting to the police department increases.

I should also mention that our rates of nonreporting have in-
creased from 20 percent in the early 1980s to 35 percent at the
present time. Part of that is because of the fact that many new vic-
tims who come to our agency are adult incest survivors who, of
course, obviously are not going to report to the police at this time
when the assault occurred perhaps 10, 15, 20 years ago.

Some of the factors that I believe and our agency in our experi-
ence believes affect reporting rates for rape and sexual assault vic-
timsthere are numerous factors. First of all, as I mentioned
before, in the case of adult incest survivors, the statute of limita-
tions may have expired, and I have some specific recommendations
concerning that later on, when I'm finished with my testimony.

Another factor may be that the offender has threatened the
victim with reprisals or there is some kind of coercion involved,
and during the testimony, I was reminded of a recent case that
we've had in our agency of a young 13-year-old girl who was as-
saulted repeatedly over a period of two and a half years by her
grandfather. She did not report this promptly.

She did not report this, obviously, throughout the two and a half
years that the assaults took place. One of the reasons was that her
grandfatherand this was a very subtle coercionher grandfather
told her that if she reported it to the police and they went to court,
who did she think the jury would believe, a sweet little old man
like me, or you? That was enough to prevent that victim from re-
porting for two and a half years, until she reached the age of 13.

We believe that one of the most significant factors in nonreport-
ing has to do with the victim-offender relationship, and what we
findand I'll just summarize briefly my testimony regarding this
basically, what we find is that the better known the offender is to
the victim the less likely she is to report. In our agency, almost all
of our stranger rapes are reported

Now, keep in mind that we are a private, nonprofit, community-
based agency, and we do get reports from women who have not yet
reported to the police. Most of our stranger rapes are reported to
the police. Few of our incest cases are reported to the police, and of
course, obviously, it has been mentioned before, and I think it's sig-
nificant, that we need to look at the issue of acquaintance rape,
particularly in high schools and in college campuses. This is a seri-
ous problem.
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One of the things I'd like to mention that we have found to affect
the rate of reporting of acquaintance rapes in high schools and in
college campuses has to do with peer pressure from the other stu-
dents, sometimes fromin a recent case that we had at Villanova
University, the coach of the person accused on the swim team actu-
ally got the swim team members together and told them to rally
around the offender to support him through this criminal trial.

This victim was harassed on campus by her peers. When she'd
walk along the campus, if they passed her they would spit at her.
This kind of peer pressure has a great effect on the willingness of
victims of acquaintance rape to report the crime to the police.

Another factor that affects the rate or the ability of the victim to
report this crime promptly to the police has to do with the psycho-
logical impact of the crime, and the delay in reporting that results
from that that has been mentioned in other testimony today.

The only additional thing I would like to add is that while rape
trauma syndrome evidence in criminal trials is very controversial
with regard to credibility of the victim, a recent New York Court of
Appeals case upheld the wie of rape trauma syndrome testimony to
explain delay in reporting. I think that's significant in looking at
the reasons why women do not report. It is clear that the courts
have now addressed the issue of this as explaining a delay in re-
porting.

The other factor that I just want to touch on briefly has to do
with the criminal justice system response to sexual assault victims
and, I think more importantly. their perception of how the crimi-
nal justice system is going to respond to them. I think that some of
the reforms in the criminal justice system and the law have been
mentioned today, having to do with cc.roboration requirements
and the repeal of prompt reporting requirements, the addition of
rape shield laws in many of the state statutes, but the fact remains
that victims of sexual assault, of rape and sexual assault, are per-
ceived in the criminal justice system with a great deal of suspicion
and distrust, and that's reflected in jurors, that's reflected in some
prosecutors, it may be reflected in some police officers, and addi-
tionally, judges who make decisions during the trials and who sen-
tence the offenders if they'ie convicted.

Chairman MILLER. I'll ask you, if you can, to wrap up because
we've got a problem with Dr. Wyatt and I have sone questions for
her. She has to catch an airplane, but--

MS, DALE. II--
Chairman MILLER. We'll come back--
Ms. DALE. This concludes, really, basically, my---
Chairman MILLER. We'llplease feel free to jump in during the

questioning.
[Prepared statement of B. Joyce Dale follows:]



PREPARED STATEMENT OF B. JOYCE DALE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, DELAWARE COUNTY
WOMEN AGAINST RAPE, MEMA, PA; AND PRESIDENT OE THE NATIONAL N1.7TWORII FOR
VICTIMS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT, ARLINGTON, VA

Mr. Chairman, and Members of the Rouse Select Committee on Children,

Youth, and Families. Thank you for inviting me here today to testify on

behalf of the National Network for Victims of Sexual Assault, The

Network is a national organization whose members include individuals,

rape crisis centers, and state coalitions of rape crisis centers joined

together to advocate on behalf of victims o: rape and other sexual

assaults.

I am Joyce Dale and I currently serve as President of the Network.

I am also testifying today in my capactty as Executive Director of

Delaware County Women Against Rape, a private, nonprofit victim services

agency located in Media, PA, in a Pennsylvania county of 550,000 just

west of Philadelphia. I have been the Executive Director of that agency

for 15 1/2 years, since 1974.

Delaware County Women Against Rape is in many ways a typical

privately based rape crisis center. Our agency provides a full range of

direct services to sexual assault vtims and their significant othrs

as well as education and training programs to schools, community groups

and other professionals.

In our 15 year history we have served thousands of rape and sexual

assault victims and each year the agency provides over 10,000 hours of

free and confidential services to between 950 and 1,000 undupl.cated

clients. Direct services to victims include n 24 hour hotline. crisis

o.3;
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intervention, hospital and other medical accompaniment, police interview

accompaniment, accompaniment to criminal and civil court proceedings,

short and long term counseling and advocacy. Counseling services are

provided either individually or In a group setting. Delaware County

Women Against Rape offers group counseling for rape survivors, adolescent

incest survivms, and adult incest survivors.

In addition, we present over 200 training and education programs

each year to elementary and secondary schools, colleges, community

groups, police and medical professionals.

Generally, between 38% and 45% of the rape and sexual assault

victims we serve in a year are children under the age of 18.

Approximately 75% of all assailants are known to the victim. Most (95%)

of the victims are females and almost 25% are minorities.

In the lest three years approximately 35% of the victims we served

did not report the incident to the police or other criminal justice

agency. The rate of non-reporting by our clients has increased from 20%

in 1980. Rape crisis centers, because they are privately based victim

service agencies rather than victim services based in a police department

or prosecutor's office, are an important and often overlooked source of

information concerning how often and for what reasons rape and sexual

assault victims choose not to report these crimes to authorities.
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Many factors influence the reporting of sex offenses. In some

cases, by the time the victim discloses the assault to anyone, even a

rape counselor, the statute of limitations has expired and therefore

arrest or prosecution in the case is precluded. This happens most

frequently in cases where the assault occurred in childhood and the

assailant was a member of the victim's immediate family or another

relative. 25% of the adult women who request and receive services from

Women Against Rape fall within this category.

Our state coalition, the Pennsylvania Coalition Against Rape (PCAR),

recently surveyed the 45 Pennsylvania rape crisis centers serving almost

95% of the population of the state. The survey revealed that in 50% of

the requests for service from these rape crisis centers by adult incest

survivors, the victim waited over five years to come forward. In 21% of

the cases the victim waited more than ten years to disclose. In Pennsyl-

vania, the statute of limitations for rape and other sex offenses that

are first degree felonies, is five years.

A sex offender subdues his victim through the use of force, threats

of force, or eversion. He will then often threate,i the victim with

reprisals in order to discourage her from reporting to the police.

Reprisals can include threats of actual physical harm or other

consequences to the victim or her fric!, ; and family. While few

assailants actually carry out these thr,Ilts, fear of the possibility of



such reprisals is often a harrier to the victim promptly reporting the

assault. At times, as in the case of incest offenses, coerced silence

is the price the victim pays for protection of her family - most often

her younger siblings.

By far, one of the most significant factors influencing reporting

rates is the victim/offender relationship. Almost without exception,

the better known the assailant is to the victim the less likely she is

to report the crime to authorities.

Assaults by strangers account for only 25% of the overall cases in

our agency, although almost all stranger assaults are reported to the

police. Some programs report an even lower rate of stranger assault.

For example, the recent statewide survey of all Pennsylvania rape crisis

centers by PCAR found that when victims were under the age of IS only 9Z

of the assailants were strangers. When victims were over age 18, the

incidence rate of stranger assaults was 14%. Generally, while stranger

assaults clearly represent a minority of all rape and other sexual

assaults, the criminal justice reporting rates for these cases are

high compared with reporting rates for non-stranger assaults. Our

experience is that the willingness of the victim to report the crime

decreases in lirect relation to the extent to which she knows the

offender .

l'or example, a Victim of acquaintance rape, perhaps by a fellow
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student on a college campus, may take several months to disclose the

assault to anyone, even close friends. A combination of threats by the

assailant, shock and disbelief, feelings of betrayal, all combine to

make prompt reporting highly unlikely. Moreover, when the victim does

disclose, probably at first to close friends or a trusted adult, she may

be discouraged from reporting further. In our experience this is

especially true in the case of high school and college age women, where

peer pressure, particularly from friends of the assailant, can have a

seriously detrimental effect on reporting.

Incredibly, on college campuses the pressure not to report to the

police comes not only from fellow students and/or friends of the

assailant, but from faculty members, coaches of sports teams, and

administrators fearful of the possibility of declining enrollments if

parents perceive their children to be at risk of sexual assault on their

campus. In this atmosphere the victim is often blamed for the assault

and the culpability of the offender is minimized, if not denied. It is

hardly surprising that these victims are reluctant to take the further

step of reporting to the police.

When a victim has been assaulted by someone well known such as a

boyfriend, husband, uncle, grandfather or other relative, she may not

report because of threats or coercion, but more likely than not, divided

loyalties and concern for the welfare of her family and that of the

( 4
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offender, influences her decision to report. When other family members

believe that the offender will be incarcerated If he is prosecuted and

convicted they may pressure the victim not to report.

Finally, victims least likely to report promptly to the police, if

ever, are those who are assaulted by a father or father surrogate.

Approximately 25% of the adult victims and 35% of the children we

serve have been assaulted by a family member, Most often the assailant

is a father, stepfather, or father surrogate, The women we see as adults

were assaulted as children, sometimes 20 or 30 years ego, and frequently

have never before disclosed the assault, even to a trusted friend.

Years later, after coping with the trauma of child sexual abuse in

isolation, they come to Women Against Rape tor individual and group

counseling.

Children under the age of 18, victimized by a father, or father

surrogate, are often still in an ongoing assault situation. When thty

finally break the silence and disclose, it is most often to a trusted

friend, a teacher, a rape counselor following a school speech, or

anonymously to a crisis hotline. Sometimes they disclose to the non-

offending parent. Seldom, if ever, do they initially disclose to the

police. If these cases are reported, they are among the most diffi:ult

to prosecute.
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The psychological impact of rape and sexual assault, manifested in a

variety of symptoms referred to as rape trauma syndrome or post traumatic

stress disorder, can affect the victim's decision to report the crime.

In the past 15 years Burgess and Holmstrom, Frank, Kilpatrick and

others have made important contributions to the literature on the

psychological ramifications of sexual assault. While methodologies and

focus may differ, all researchers have come to hasi..aily sari*

conclusion. That is, that rape and other sexua' :sae ts isP

considerable fear, anxiety, denression, eatim, And c.ee Lng p,tern

disturbances, and feelings of confusion and 1( lb 0 k:oht'01 over il;^

events. This research has vilidated what rape rris enters o.^. ie

past 15 years have learned by experience in p-ovidin direct o

this population.

Short term, intermediate, and long term consequenc7s Lc...'e bet I

identified, particularly problems associated with rape re:qted !CAT- and

anxiety. Rape related distress is often acute in the first days and

sometimes months following the assault. Many victims report not being

fully recovered years after the assault, citing feelings involving

anger, diminished capacity to enjoy life, and hypervigilance to danger.

Feelings of fear, anxiety, and loss of control immediately following

the assault make it dificult for victims to make decisions geneiaily,

including one to report the assault. This difficulty, of course, is

,}1
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exacerbated when the offender is well-known to the victft. However, our

experience Shows that the decision to report the crime is interpreted by

the victim as a means of regaining control over at least one aspect of

her life. It is usually a profoundly personal decision that the victim

reaches after much deliberation, at time days, weeks, or months after the

assault

Evidence of rape trauma syndrome, while controversial with regard

to establtshing credibility of the victim, has been admitted in criminal

trialt,. In a recent case, New York v. Ta/lor, 58 U.S.L.W. 2514

(N.Y. Ct. App. 1990), the New York Court of Appeals held expert testimony

on rape trauma syndrome admissable to explain fear of reporting a known

offender and delay in reporting to authorities.

Significant reforms in rape law have occurred in the past 15 years,

including repeal of corroboration requirements, the addition of rape

shield provisions in many state statutes, and changes in resistance

standards. Statutory prompt reporting requirements have been repealed 2n

many states, a recognition of the discriminatory and unrealistic nature

of such laws.

Police and prosecutors are better trained to investigato And

prisecute rape and sexual assault cases. In Pennsylvania and lther

stites district attorneys aro prosecuting romplex cases, suuh as
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acquaintance rape and incestuous assault. /hese are cases that 15 years

ago would never have been reported, much less have resulted in an arrest.

At Delaware County Women Against Rape in the early 1980's 30% to 40% of

our reported cases resulted in an arrest. Currently, about 55% of our

reported cases result in arrest.

Nevertheless, almost all of our clients have serious reservations

concerning participation in the criminal justice system. Some make the

decision not to report or prosecute, primarily because of their

perceptions regarding the poor treatment of rape and sexual assault

victims in the criminal justice system.

State and federal crime victim compensation programs as well as

the advent of victim-witness units in police departments and prosecutOr's

officea have cvrtainly resvlted in more humane and lust treatment in the

criminal justice system for all victims. But these reforms do little, if

anything, to change the fundamental fact that rape and sexual assault

victims are still regarded with almost medieval suspicion and distrust by

judges, jurors, society in general, and by the criminal justice system

charged with protecting their interests. Virtually the only exception

to this fact is rape by a stranger.

We do, however, encourage victims to report And prosecute rape and

sexual assault, It is, aftPr all, a criminal offense and announced

public policy supports rerting and prosecuting. It has alao been our

(1 ra
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experience that while victims are frequently initially reluctant to

report, for reasons already discussed, prosecution can be a very

tberapeutic experience for victims. It is a way to regain control over

life events and is often a significant phase in the recovery process.

Even victims whose criminal cases do not result in a conviction,

frequently express satisfaction in having done everything within their

control to see .;ustice dome.

Violence against women and children, including rape, battery. and

child sexual abuse, is an epidemic in this country. We suet work

together to find solutions to this complex problem. Toward that end we

make the following specific recommendations:

1. Because of delays in reporting, for reasons discussed above.

statutes of limitations for sex offenses, particularly rape and other

first degree felonies, should be increased in both civil and criminal

law. In cases of child sexual absault, the statute should not run until

the child has reached legal age, and should be increased from five years

in most Jurisdictions. to ter or fifteen years.

2. No victim, under any circuestances, should be required by any

federal law, government regulation, or state statute, to report rape and

sexual assault tn the polics in order to access services mede necessary

as a direct consequence of the assault igident.
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3. Because it has been clearly demonstrated by research and

practice that rape and other sexual assaulta have serious short and long

term psychological consequences, goverment support for services to

these victims, as a matter of public policy, is essential. While

victim-witness programs in prosecutors offices are helpful, they reach

only those victims who bave reported and whose case has resulted in a

prosecution. If we are to provide assistance to the most victims and,

hopefully increase reporting rates for these of!enses, private community

based rape crisis centers, providing support, counseling, accompaniment

me advocacy in a confidential setting to victims who my initially be

reluctant to report, must be strongly supported by government policy.

A. Education and preventicm program about rape and sexual assault

designed to combat the myths and stereotypes surrounding these crimes

must be targeted to schools and the public at large.

S. Finally, training for criminal justice system personnel,

including police, prosecutors, and especially judges, should be readily

available. Preferably, such training should be conducted by multi-

disciplinary teams of criminal justice professionals and sexual assault

counselors.

f4''
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Chairman MILLER. Let me thank all of yqu, very much, for your
time and your effort to be here today. Dr. VVyatt, let me begin with
you, and then I'll ask the members of the panel if they have a spe-
cific question of you, so we don't keep you from making your plane.
You went out and found 248 victims, people who had not reported
this crime, is that correct?

Ms. Wvierr. This was a random sample of women in Los Angeles
County so these were not necessarily rape victims. We did not
know that they were rape victims. We only were recruiting women
who wanted to talk about their sexual experiences. We called over
11,000 phone numbers in Los Angeles County to find the 248
women who were matched on their demographic characteristics.

Chairman Musa. Okay. So, then, you have these 248 women
who are all rape victims?

MS. WYATT. No. Not at all.
Chairman Mum Not all.
MS. WYATT. No.
Chairman MILIXR. Okay. Of the rape victims, you go into why

tlie_y did not report, but some of them did report?
MS. WYATT. A few did report, yes
Chairman Thum. Okay. A few did report. The question I'm

asking is did you haveis there anything in the study that you can
tell us about in terms of the truthfulness of the stories recited to
you by those who reported and those that didn't?

One of the underlying arguments that was made in the debate,
was that unless we forced women to report to the police, orwe
got into an argument over other official agencies, but let's just
assume for a minute the policethat, somehow, we couldn't trust
their stories. This forced the women to tell the truth because other-
wise people would be saying that they'd been raped so they could
get an abortion.

Ms. WYATT. The advantage of conductieg a community study was
that there was no intent to document their rape to police or any
other person. These were individuals who came forward and were
recruited simply because they were willing to talk about a range of
sexual experiences.

Some of the questions had to do with rape and attempted rape at
various times in their lives. We asked questions more than once,
we asked them over time, we asked questions on the telephone, and
we asked them face to face, we did a variety of things to document
the internal consistency of their responses, and their rates of con-
sistency were really quite high. Women were upset in disclosing
these experiences. It was not uncommon for women to cry. It was
not uncommon for us to cry with them.

I want to add to you that when you talk about the rate of preg-
nancy amongst rape victims, some women were raped again by
their husband or boyfriend when they disclosed to them, so it was
impossible for them to determine if they had become pregnant by a
perpetrator or by their spouse.

Chairman MILLER. They were raped--
Ms. WYATT. This is a really complicated issue in terms of to

whom you do disclose. Even people that you know will misunder-
stand and sexualize your disclosure. The dynamics of nonreporting
are just so great we're just beginning to understand the effect, not

9
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only that it has on the victim, but then the effect that it has on the
person to whom it is disclosed. It is arousing for some individuals
to hear about the vulnerability and pain of another person, and
sometimes they take advantage of it. NVe've not even begun to ex-
amine those kinds of motivations at all.

Mairman Mn.unt. Congresswoman Boxer? Ifif people have
questions of Dr. Wyatt

Mrs. Boxza. I think there's just one.
Chairman Mims& We have a vote on so
Mrs. Boum. One question. In your testimony you said that in

some cases the police themselves assaulted the victims whon they

reated
the crime?

WYATT. Yes, they did. Yes, they did.
Mrs. BOXER. I would like you to elaborate on that, since there are

some in Congress who would only grant Medicaid funding to vic-
tims of rape or ineest, particularly rape, if, in fact, they went down
to the police within 24 hours and reported this crime. Could you
comment on whether more than one person had an assault by
police?

Ms. WvArr. More than one person called the police, the police
came to their home or apartment, saw that they were in a very
vulnerable situation, and raped them again. It made absolutely no
sense for that person to go back to the police.

Many police did not victimize the person sexually, but they vic-
timd in terms of the kinds of questions that they asked. 'Well,
look at the way you're dressed." "Well, did you know this person?"
"Why were you sitting on his bed?" That kind of questioning. They
also tended not to follow up.

You know, you can make a call to police, but then the police
have to call to investigate, and the calls weren't made. Even when
calls were made by friends and family for the victim, many times
the police never followed up. These are the situations that I thini-.
communicate to victim-survivors that they should not bother to
report. And, it

Mrs. Bomar. So, sometimes in the best case they won't do much
of anythmg, and in the worst case they'll even assault the victim?

MS. WYATT. That has been done. I'm not saying it's done categor-
ically, but I'm saying these things happen, and we cannot simply
look at the victim. We have to look at the entire system and the
training and the perceptions of all individuals involved.

Mrs. Boma. Okay. 'Thank you.
Chairman Mnaara. Congressman Weldon?
Mr. Wramoiv. Are these just questions of--
Chairman Muiza. Yes. Of Dr. Wyatt because we have a vote,

and then she can feel free to leave.
Mr. WELoort. No. I don't have any. Just to thank you for your

outstanding testimony and for the study. We'll review that in
detail and we rippreciate your comments.

MS. WYATT. 'thank you.
Chairman MILLER. Congressman Sarpalius?
Mr. SARPALIUS. I, t00, want to thank you for your testimony. and

especially am interested in how it affects the family and the chil-
dren and the loved ones that are involved in that situation, as well.

MS. WYATT. Thank you.

1 G
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Chairman Mims& Congressman Wolf?
Mr. Wour. Thank you, very much. I will read your testimony,

read the testimony of everyone. I thank you for coming.
MS. WYATT. Thank you.
Chairman Mims& 1res. We'll adourn to go to vote. Well, okay,

Dr. Wyatt, we'll let you go because I think your testimony sps
to the issue of 24 hour, 48 hour

Ms. WYArr. Yes.
Chairman MILLER [continuing]. Lines, so I think you've answered

that question.
Oh, Dick, did you have a question?
Mr. DURBIN. [Iklo audible response.]
Chairman MiLucit. We'll be back here in about five minutes, go

over and vote and come back, and we'll continue with the questions
80 if you can

[Recess.]
stay with us

Chairman Mims= The select committee will reconvene. Let me,
if I might, let you respond to the question that I had asked, and I
think Congresswoman Boxer had also asked the question.

My question was with respect to the notion that reporting was
somehow a measure of the truth and veracity of an individual with
respect to whether or not they had in fact been raped, that this is
the only way that the government could prevent an unjustified call
on treasury dollars for Medicaid expenditures because people
would come in and say that they had been raped so that they could
get an abortion.

Would you go ahead and respond to that, if you want to respond
beyond what 1Dr. Wyatt had suggested or what you see in terms of
the victims you interview. Bring the mike toward you, Ms. Robin-
son.

Ms. KEYES-ROBINSON. I can tell you, in Maryland OUT statutes
and our laws are such that with regard toas it currently stands,
you can obtain an abortion on some limited degree under certain
circumstances, but I want to give you an example--

Chairman Mum. Can we close those doors if there's going to be
e in the hall? You can either come in or come out. but
Ksvis-Rosirtsox. I wanted to give you an example of one of

the problems we had been having to show you that it really isn't
about getting an abortion just for the sake of getting an abortion
andnot reporting. I have a case where a husband and wife were
sexually abusing their three daughters for years. I say for years, I
mean, we went back at laud 10 years with the oldest. All three
girls had been impregnated by the father. Totalten abortions.

This man was having sexual intercourse with his three daugh-
ters almost every night. He was impregnating them. Mom was
taking them for abortions. The girls were extremely traumatized.
They remit:lied in their home. He watched them. lie made sure
they went straight to school and came straight home. They had no
friends. The had no contacts. Whenever Uwre was suspicion by
family or local neiighbors or friends, they moved.

That's real. We re not talking about people reporting or asking
for abortions because they're making things up. When they do
report and they do come forward, they have to be examined by a
physician. It's extremely humiliating. They have to explain what

t
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has happened to them, and I think the reality is that, if in fact
there is a pregnancy that results, it is devastating for any age
victim to have to live with that and not be permitted the ability to
terminate that pregnancy merely because of money. For poorer in-
,iividuals, that's what we're talking about-

It's very sad, in Baltimore inner city where you see young
le, 12-yearold girlsI had a young girl recently, as a result of

pregnant by mom's boyfriend, her boO, the &dor explained
to me, went through some type of a cell change, and I wasn't really
sure about the medical aspect of what he was trying to explain, but
she ended up with some kind of tumor that turned into a cancerous
type of thing. She had all sorts of problems as a result of having
been raped and her body's being so young and traumatized, phys-
ically going through other problems that her young body could not
handle.

We prosecuted that case. He was convicted. But, nevertheless,
she's still going through all sorts of therapy both physically and
mentally. So I think that you need to think about, when you talk
about rape and you're talking about pregnancy and you're talking
about dekwd reporting, I can't teii her because she didn't tell us
within the first 48 hours that now she's three month's pregnant
she should be not afforded some assistance if she does not wish to
carry that

I understaiP7iTirklemma by the legislatorson both sides of the
House. I understand that. Logically and rationally, I understand
that. But in the real world we're talking about abuse, physically.
We're talking about sexual intercourse by force, where the victim
has no choice, and you're then saying "Now, if you report it, make
sure you do it within 48 hours."

Chairman MILLER. Let me ask you this, if I might, and I'm
asking these sort of across the panel, so please feel free to jump in.
To what extent is the knowledge of pregnancy a factor in report-
ing? Do people, when they find outare women, when they find
out that they are pregnant, more likely to report, less likely, or is
there any way of knowing anything about

Ms. DALE. I don't think there's any relation. From our experi-
ence, with both reporting and nonreporting victims, pregnancy is
not an issue. We have not found pregnancy to be an issue at all.
The issue is, rather, the factors that we mentioned before across
the panel. The relationship between the victim and offender may
affect whether she's going to report, threats, fear of the criminal
justice system, those factors affect reporting and delay in reporting,
and we have not found pregnancy to have any affect on reporting
at this point.

Dr. KILPATRICK. Well, I think one consideration is that people,
right after they've been raped, don't know if they're pregnant, for
one thing--

Chairman MILLER. Right.
Dr. KILPATRICK [continuing]. So, it takes a while to figure out

whether or not someone is pregnant.
I would just say, on a more general basis, that it's useful to un-

derstand that false reporting seems to be much less of a problem
than nonreporting.
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Chairman MILLER. Well, there's a trend in the Congrem, you
know, that if this is the issue, you try to get people to look som-
where else here, but we're just trying to work with that.

I guess what I'm asking is, in the aftermath of a rapein your
discussion and knowledge of victimsis there a progression of in-
creasing tension here about what do you do? Mrs. Zehner, you said
when you finally determined that you were pregnant, there was
another whole set of circumstances that you had to deal with. I
assume that if you missed your period you hoped to God you just
missed your period and you were not pregnant.

Are those factors in reporting or should we just ignore those,
knowing that you can go right by these various mileposts in terms
of the trauma and the aftermath and still not consider whether
you're going to go to the official authorities and report.

MS. KEYES-ROBINSON. I think that----
Chairman MILLER. I mean, assume that maybe if you find you're

pregnant you're thinking I'm going to get an abortion; I'm not
going to reportthe two things are not connected.

MS. KEYES-ROBINSON. That's right.
MS. ZEHNER. Right. They're not connected in meet cases.
Chairman Mtusa. Well, let me go back to theto one that is

theis sort of the fundamental one, here, and that is that some-
how we can put down an arbitrary guideline of 24 hoursand I
have actually sat in hours and hours of meetings, now, since the
last time we addressed this issue, arguing whether people would be
truthful in 24 hours, 48 hours, or 72 hours or two weeks, and clear-
ly, anybody that went beyond two weeks just wasn't worth caring
about.

Let me just ask you if you can comment on the notion of those
kinds of guidelines?

MS. KEYES-ROBINSON. I think they're. aLksurd. II'm being quite
honest with you.

Chairman MILLER. You don't have to be lengthy. I was just
asking. (Laughter.

MS. KEYES-ROBINSON. It's absurd. I cannot imagine---
Chairman MILLER. Is therelet me ask you again if there's any-

thing in your victims or having been a victim that would indicate
to you that this would change people's behavior?

Ms. KEYEs-RomNsoN. I don't think it's going to change behavior
at all.

Chairman MILLE. MS. Dale, you've worked withyou've coun-
seled a number cl people.

Ms. DALE. No. I don't think it would change behavior at all, and
I think we know it is a fact that many victims do not report for
days. weeks, months, years. We have women coming to our agency
who wereand of course. now, I will admit that we encourage
young children to come forward now when the) are assaulted and
hopefully we won't see 25 rars from now adult women coming for-
ward having been assaulted as women.

But these women come to our agency sometimes when they're 45
years old and they have been assaulted at the age of 5 or 10 or 15. I
don't think that you could possibly set an arbitrary time limit on
reporting to the police, much lessI'm not certain that it's ethical
to force a victim to report to the police at all, ever. I think that's a
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profoundly personal decision that victims reach sometimes after
lengthy counseling.

Some victims report immediately, as I mentioned, but we find
those victims who report immediately tend to be the victims of
strangers. Those victims who are assaulted by acquaintances and
loved ones are in the majority of victims.

Chairman Miumt. What's the distinction? What's the distinction
with a stranger? Do they view that more in a criminal--

MS. DALE. I believe that's true.
Chairman Mum( [continuing]. Sense?
MS. DALE. Our experienceI believe that's true. I believe that in

this society if you are a victim of crime your first tendency is to
call the police. and I believe that a victim of a stranger rape is
more likely to do that because I believe she perceives herself as not
to blame as much as victims who are assaulted by acquaintances.

I think Marty Zehner spoke to that issue eloquently. When you
are raped by someone who is known to you, you are more likely to
be involved in self-blame, and if the person's well-known to you,
you're going to take a lot of time considering should I report. If I
know his family, will it cause his children to not have a father if
he's sent to jail? All of those things affect that decision to report
when it's----

Chairman MILLER. Ms. Robinson, is that true in your experience?
Ms. liEvics-RoatNsoN. The only difference that I can find is that

for us in Baltimore City the stranger cases are easier to pi-met:ate,
and we

Chairman MILLER. That fits with everybody's--
Ms. KEYEF-KORINSON. Right.
Chairman MILLER [continuing). Picture of the criminal act.
MS. KEYI03-liORINSON. That's right. That's the "criminal" act. In

terms of evidence, we're looking for hair fibers. sperm. some kind
of forensic evidence to match ID, because thr the most part the
victim doesn't know her awailant. In those types of cases, generally
there's extreme violence because it's a stranger So she's going to
in some regard put up a struggle, maybe. or if there wasn't a strug-
gle, it will be because there was a weapon .iisplayed. a knife or a
gun.

That makes it, in Maryland. a first df-..4ree offense, a more seri-
ous case. Date rape, acquaintance rape. where there's generally no
physical violence to the person, necessaxily, is a second degree rape
in Maryland, which is a 20-year sentence as opposed to life. So it's
a different caliber of case, and those are the ones where we don't
get the early reporting, when the jury wants to know "Why didn't
you yell?" "Why didn't you report right away'?"

Dr. KILPATRICK. If I could respond to that, too, at lea.st in our re-
search we don't find any difference in terms of the amount of vio-
lence in date cases and in spousal cases and in stranger eases. So
that may reflect which ones make it to the criminal system.

I would just reiterate that one of the reasons that people said
that they did not report in our studies had to do with the fact that
they did not conceptualize it as being a crime, even though legally
it would be defined as forcible rape. and secondly. they were con-
cerned that no one would believe them.
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Again, I think the whole issue of teaching all of us to understand
the true scope of rape and what it's like is very important because,
again, many people aren't reporting simply because they think it's
only a crime if a stranger does it to you.

Chairman Mum. What'swhat's the-----
MS. ZEHNER. I thinklet me say this, there's a third thing, too,

and that is that many people don't report because they really don't
want anyone to know, and fourthly. they feel that if they report
and if they are believed so far as using the criminal justice system,
that they're going to get a really raw deal and it's going to be too
hard to go through. It's creating trauma upon trauma upon
trauma.

I've sat in courtrooms with rape victims, and the trauma in the
courtroom is as bad as the rape almost. So when we ask why
people don't report, it's because of the horrendous experience for
manynot everyonebut for many, many people. So I think we
can go on and list a number of reasons why there's weight on the
side of people who choose not to report.

Chairman MILLIM. Let me ask you this. to continue the confron-
tation that we've had on the floor obviously, the purpose being to
cut off access to abortionthe notion that you would have to
report to an official agency. If we were really interested in report-
ing, if we were really interested in prosecution, what your testimo-
ny seems to suggest is that we would also allow individuals to go to
a crisis center to a program that is designed to deal with their
trauma to hopefully get them to see themselves -.t; victims of a
crime, and to move forward with the prosecution of the individual.

But it sounds like that takes a great deal of effort to get an indi-
vidual to come forward. As someone mentioned in their testimony.
the hand-holding that is, in fact, required to get people to come do
that. So, again, I'm back in the real world where we suggest it's
only an official agency that can cope with this, but the suggestion
is fhat people turn to their church, they turn to their family, they
may turn to women's support group or a rape crisis center or a vio-
lence center or what have you, given what's available to them.
That may be a more realistic channel into the criminal justice
system if we're interested in seeing these people prosecuted. Are
we sort of missing the mark, here, right on--

Ms. KEYEs-HotuNsoN. Well, the only thing I think that you have
to keep in mind is the stepping forward, whether it be a police
agency or a rape crisis center, is the step that the rape victim has
a problem taking. In Maryland, we have a rape crisis center that
has a 21-hour hot line. This is manned by volunteers, by women
who have been counseled, some previously been raped, and people
don't want to give their names and talk about who they are on a
24-hour hot line at a rape crisis center, not a police agency.

We allow people to report children being raped to our child pro-
tective services, anonymously. But they don t want to report. I
mean, we're having problems where there is a sort of a veil of ano-
nymity, where people don't have to name who they are, and you
have problems with reporting. So I don't thin !. it makes a differ-
ence whether it's a police agency or a volunteer community sup-
port church agency.
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The issue is are you going to tag their ability to muster courage
and support on a 24-hour or 48-hour deadline where the woman
may be in so much trauma, either physically or emotionally, that
she's not able to go to work. I mean, just get up. You're asking
hernow, you've got the burden. You've got to go out and if you
miss the 48 hour:, then it's too late. I think that that's got to be
absurd, and I can't believe that the understanding, the true under-
standing of what the trauma a rape victim is going through men-
tally, can be some way limited or have this hourly deadline im-
pceed upon it.

Chairman Mniza. Ms. Dale, do you have any comment on that?
Ms. DALE. I did have one comment about a remark that you

made earlier and I wasn't real clear about it. There is apparently
some question as to whether a victim is more likely to lie later or
initially?

Chairman MILIXIL vvel. I think in the debate, in the discussions
we've had with proponents of these timelines and reporting re-
quirements, the suggestion has been both that those people who
come forth right away and seek the prosecution are those who are
telling the truth, those who are later, maybe it wasn't as serious, it
wasn'tyou know, all the characterizations people can put on this
crime.

The question, again, is that if they were willing to walk in the
front door of a police station, those were people who were willing
to tell the truth, but if they went to a rape crisis center maybe
theymaybe they foundI hate to tell you how bizarre this debate
getsit gets very bizarre, but essentially that people found them,
supported them, used them for their own political purposes to get
them to testify and prosecute, and therefore that we ve really got
to deal with official agencies. Now

MS. DALE. Oh, so there is some discussion about if there is a re-
porting requirement, that it only be to police officials.

Chairman Musa. Yes. Yes.
Ms. DALE. I'd like to speak, maybe just briefly, to that. In Penn-

sylvania we've had an experience with our Crime Victim Compen-
sation Board. I don't know if this is helpful or not, but our Crime
Victim Compensation Board rcluires a report within a certain
period of time in order to be eligible for crime victim compensation
funds, and we had a case where the victim did delay in reporting
for all of the reasons or some of the reasons that have already been
mentioned here, and she later reported to us and subsequently re-
ported to the police, but not within the timeframe. She had report-
ed to us within I believe 24 or 48 hours.

The Victim Compensation Board made the decision that she was
eligible for her funds based on the fact that she had reported to a
rape crisis center, in spite of the fact that it's a requirement that
she report to police authorities. I don't know if that helps in your
discussions of this or not. I personally don't feel that a victim
should be mandated to report anywhere under any circumstances. I
think that it's contrary to all we know about how a victim regains
control over her own life. I think that it's a profoundly personal
decision to make, and I don't see it at all mad%) in relation to a po-
tential pregnancy. It's made because of a number of other reasons.
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Chairman MILLER. Well, the reporting requirementand then
recognize Mrs. Boxer, but the reporting requirement, obviously,

jumps out a little bit because if you go with Ms. Robinson's descrip-
tion, and I think an agreed-upon description that this is a violent
crime, this is an assault and a battery and in some cases this is
murder, is where it ends up, that if I am aasaulted and I am a ...r
person and I %take up and I don't fed so good, and a couple of ys
later I go to the county hospital because I've had my head bashed
in and I need medical services, they don't ask me whether I report-
ed this assault to the police. They ask me whether my head's
bashed in and whether I'have a headache.

So you don't see this anywhere else in the criminal justice
system. You see it, certainly, with statutes of limitation with re-
pect to prosecution, but not with respect to treatment of a victim.

ere is no other violent crime where we demand the reporting.
We've obviously gone through a whole series of cases where victims
of rape are in no position to report and are clinging for life for
days, weeks, and months, or permanently unable to recall the
event. I think the motives can be seriously laid open to question
when you see that there's nowhere else we re even thinking of this
kind of effort.

Ms. DALE. Well, and it also is discriminatory in that we're talk-
ing only about poor women that are raped and who become preg-
nant, whereas if you can afford an abortion from a facilitya re-
productive health facilitythis is not an issue for you. So not only
are we discriminating against rape and sexual assault victims by
requiring them to report something that other victims within a cer-
tain period of time do not other than the statute of limitations.
we're also discriminating against those women who are poor.

Chairman MUM. If I just might----
Mrs. BOXER. Yes.
Chairman MILLER. You can have all the time you want.
Mrs. Boxza. No, please go rilht ahead. Yes.
Chairman MILLER. Let me just ask because there's the other side

of this. In terms ofand Dr. Wyatt's not here, but maybe we can
ferret out of her studywhat percentage of cases are we talking
about where there is a threat, where there is an intimidation of the
victim?

In the case of the colle, ..! classmate that is raped, the rapist has
left a threat with that woman, If you tell. I'll tell everybody you
slept with me. The father threatens to leave home or to divorce, or
the stranger leaves the threat of violence.

MS. KEYES-ROBINSON. Every--
Ms. DALE. It's every case?
MO. ZENNER. There's always a--
MS. KEYES-ROBINSON. Every case.
MS. DALE. There is a threat or there is some coercion.
Chairman MILLER. So discovery is a real problem for the perpe-

trator of the crime.
MS. KEYES-ROBINSON. As long as they're not discovered they can

continue, and that's the whole point. As long as they're not discov-
ered, as long as they can intimidate the victim and keep it under
cover, under wraps, in the dark, they can continue and they will.
That's our biggest problem, is to get people to come forward.
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Chairman MILLER. So in this case, essentially, we're taking the
victim of this assault and we're asking them to actually display a
form of cou

Ms. KEYEs-raLe;n7Isoiv. Beyondwhat is reasonable.
Chairman MILLER [continuing]. Beyond--
What people who have been mugged, stabbed, beaten, coerced.

are willing to display when they know the perpetrator, when the
person lives in your neighborhood, when the person is a honcho
don't, but this person who is rivet& is supposed to come forward or
lose their rights under the law?

Ms. KEYES-ROBINKIN. Let me give you an example. I have a case
where a 10-year-old girl has been raped. I have medical evidence. I

have an expert physician who examines children and has told me
this little girl has been raped. There's no question about it. The
problem is I don't know who, and only she can tell me, and she
won't. So she's in therapy and I wait because in Maryland I have
no statute of limitations. When she tells me I'm going to indict
him.

Chairman MILLER. Well, in Virginia we're confronted this week
with a woman raped 20 years ago, right?

Ms. KEYES-ROB1NSON. But the reality is that that's what happens
all the time, and it's not an exception, it's the rule for us. We have
to wait for the victims to cqme forward because the juries need to
hear them. What you're s ting by your example is do it in 48
hours. That message, evenuff.::::gh it will apply mostly to poorer in-
dividuals, that message is going to go out to the victims in the com-
munity. They're going to hear what Congress is saying to them in
terms of how quickly they need to respond. TI he stereotype is rein-
forced.

Chairman Ma-LER Well, potentially, the message may be garbled
and not only is it a question of whether you will have access to an
abortion, it's acceas to prosecution.

Ms. KEYFS-RO1UNSON. That's right.
Chairman MILIZR. It's a garbled message.
MS. KEYES-ROBINSON. Ifs a garbled message.
Chairman MILLER. You have to exercise within 48 hours.
Ms. KEYES-ROB1NSON. Just to play devil's advocate, if I were a de-

fense attorney I'd have a field d.ay with that. "Well, didn't you tell
within 48 hours, or isn't it a fact'?" You take the other side of that
and see how it just further victimizes the victim. You've already
started out telling the victim "We're going to believe you. Rape is
violence. It's a crime. Biat you've got to let us know, if you want
that abortion, within 48 hours." That's ridiculous.

Ms. ZENNER. Well, those of us who have worked on the hot lines
in the rape crisis centers, which I have done, know how many
hours and days and weeks we may spend with women who call in
who are victims of rape and sexual assault, children, adolescents
who are being sexually abused by relatives, by whoever. We spend
hours and days and weeks with a person trying to figure out if
they're going to tell anybody, who they will tell, if they will report,
what it would mean if they report. We spend days on end counsel-
ling with these people over the phone.

As you said, they won't even give a name until they even figure
out what they're going to do. So to say "What should we do. should
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we make it 24, 48, or 72 hours?" Well, that would help a couple
women, but it's really not the issue, that it takes some people a
very long time, if ever, to do that.

Chairman Mu.uai. Mrs. Boxer?
Mrs. Boum. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Your outme that poor

women would be discriminated against by setting out this 48 hour/
24 hour notification, in c.rderto get the Medicaid funding for an
abortionwhereas a woman, middle class or wealthy doesn't have
thatis true in the whole issue of abortion in our country. As I'm
sure you know, today abortion is legal, and if you have the money
you can exercise that option, that choice. If you don't you can't get
Medicaid funding. The Supreme Court actually upheld that.

So this is a very unfair society when it comes to women without
the resources to make the same decision another woman can make.
It is a complete outrage in this examplepicking up w ere the
Chairmen left offit goes even beyond outrage becaus,2 are, as
he pointed out, putting on these particular women semettling we
don't put on any other victim in society. So not only are they poor,
not only are they victimized to the ultimate degree with this crime
of violence, but they have all these other requirements that we
don't put on anybody else.

I just wanted to say, Ms. Zehnerlet me say it right
Ms. ZENNER. Zehner.
Mrs. Box= [continuing]. Zehnerthat I really appreciated so

much your testimony, and I noted to the Chairman that, after 24
years, you still can hardly talk about it.

Ms. ZENNER. It surprised me, when I was asked to do this. that I
sat down to try and write my testimony, and what I noticed was I
was out in the yard and I wrote a sentence, and then I had to get
up and go work in the garden. Then I wrote two sentences, and I
had to go plant another flower. I could not stay with it. It took me
days. Not because I didn't remember it, mind you, but because just
setting it down on paper was difficult.

Mrs. BOXER. Then I noticed as you spoke to us you had to just
stop. I would make the point for my colleagues that here is a
woman who, with all of her training and all of the education to
cope with this circumstance, can hardly talk about it 24 years
later, let alone asking someone to talk about it 24 hours later, in
minute detail if they're reporting to the police.

Ms. ZEHNER. I gave no detail.
Mrs. BOXER. Now to go on to the othe) things. I want to ask one

particular question of Ms. Robinson, and then I want to just sort of
summarize and then I'll be through.

In the beginning, you pointed outyou're always so good and
you were particularly good, I thought, in describing what this
crime isthat raw is like coming into your home and finding your
home violated. What I always think ofn hen I read the Cvnstitu-
tion, is that you shou'd be secure in your home.

Ms. KEYES-ROBINSON. That's right.
Mrs. BCXER. I think of my body as my home. That analoa, 1

thought, particularly as a woman, was very interesting. You said
that rape is not a sexual crime, but really a violent crime, and you
went on to explain that further, graphically.
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You said it's a crime of anger and control, a controlling crime.
Now, this is practically an impossible question, but I'm interested
to have all your answers. If rape isn't a sexual crime in most caws,
if it's another kind of crime, a violent crime, then how does pornog-
raphy fit into the picture? Does pornography fit into the picture?

If it. does, explain why and how. If it doesn't in your opinion, are
there other things about society that you think might be causing
more rape such as violence, in general, the celebration of violence.
Lastly, if ihose two things don't fit, is it always really

Chairman Miwta. That's also the subject of another hearing,
butNo, no. I'm teasing.

Mrs. Boxiut. We'll give a little preview. Is it the profile of the
rapistthat is the most important thing here as far as the cause
is it an individual who is sick? I mean, is that the bottom line, or is
it the society feeding into it? Pornography feeding into it? Don't go
into too much detail because the Chairman'sI'm going off base,
here, but I just am too interested not to ask you.

Ms. KEYES-ROBINSON. I think that pornography is a tangential
issue when it comes to a rapist. It starts out with a person It may
be that the pornography feeds into the rapist's need to feel some
type of control over something. It means that he decides that it's
going to be a woman, and a lot of the pornography involvesif you
see some of the things that I've seenwomen being tied down and
beaten and controlled.

Mrs. Boxxit. Uh-huh.
Keves-RoaINsoiv. So that all that pornography does is feed

into his need to control and to have a power type of relationship
over some person.

What I understand, and there are books like "Men Who Rape,"
by Hazelwood, and other places where they talk about the mentali-
ty of a rapist as one who could be any other type of a criminal. In
other words, anywhere else that there could be a crime, the rapist.
as long as he could attribute power and control, could commit an-
other crime. What often happens is that that is why the psychia-
trists tell us you cannot decide to tell a rape victim to fight or not
to fight, because for some rapists the fighting is what they're look-
ing for, because they're going to be more powerful and overpower
and rape anywpy.

Some victim s submission makes them angry because it doesn't
give them an opportunity to show their power. So it is in the mind
of the rapist. They are sick. I say "sick" in quotes---

Mrs. BOXER. Yes.
Ms. KEYES-ROBINSON lcontinuing]. In a lay person's version of it

as opposed to-1'm not a psychiatrist or physchotherapist. But in
terms of their responsibility for their criminel acts, they know
what they're doing.

Mrs. Boxxa. Thank you. I know what that beeper was about, and
I've got to go. So I wanted to summarize and tell you how impor-
tant this hearing was for those of us here who have been working
hard to get Medicaid funding to women who were the victims of
rape or incest without reporting requirements

I've just taken notes on a lot of your testimony. The woman is
too scared, too much in shock, afraid of the rapist, too embarrassed,
wanting to forget it, she finds herself in an unacceptable situation,
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an overwhelming situation, she's numbed out, she's a walking
wounded, some cases the police thr selves hurt the situation more
than help, it's hard for her to describe her feelings, they're inde-
scribable, she's dealing with bouts of depression, she feels she can't
be treiited in a fair manner, she just can't come forward.

In short, it's a person who is completely distraught and falling
apart, and to impose on that person this governmental requirement
is completely unacceptable. I want to say, as somt..ine who started
out in the issue thinking "Well, maybe there's a way we can talk
about this and make some type of requirement," I'm here to tell
you that after listening to you I will go down fighting on this one
because this is a worse humiliation than we dare put on a woman
in this tragic situation.

Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you ever so much, and I'm going
to run and leave the rest to you.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you. Mr. Sarpalius? Any questions?
Mr. SARPALIUS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to also com-

mend you for having this hearing on this emotional subject. I want
to first ask a question, and I want to commend Wanda Keyes-Rob-
inson for your testimony. It was excellent. All of the testimony was
excellent.

The way I see this, it's kind of a catch 22 situation, in that
you've got a real problem out here, and I'm curiousyou might
answer this firsthow many of these rapists are repeat offenders?
How many of them continually do it?

Ms. KEYES-ROBINSON. All of them.
Mr. SARPALIUS. Okay.
Ms. KEYES-ROBINSON. That I know of.
Mr. SARPALIUS. Are we doing----
MS. KEYES-ROBINSON. I mean, that I've prosecuted.
Mr. SARPALIUS. Are we--
Chairman Muss. What's the answer? I'm sorry, I---
Ms. KEYES-ROBINSON. All of them.
MT. SARPAIAUS. All of them.
Ms. KEYES-ROBINSON. All of them will rape again. All of them.
Mr. SARPALIUS. Now, what is theare doing----
Ms. KEYES-ROBINSON. If given the opportunity, granted.
Mr. SARPALILTS. Is our system doing a very poor job of trying to

prevent these people from doing it again, or is our system very
poor as far as stiff-enough penalties to create a deterrent, to pre-
vent this person from doing it again?

Ms. KEYET-ROBINSON. The only way that a rapist will not rape is
if they receive therapy, and then the therapist will tell you there's
no guarantee. The only way we find out if they reoffendedthey're
not going to run in and say "Doc, you know. I fell off the band-
wagon and I raped again." I m talking about being caught.

The doctors are telling us that with pedophilespeople who
abuse kids sexuallythat there is no guarentee that they are not
going to rape again. So as a prosecutor I'm assuming ,-ou are,
unless there is therapy and unless you're watched. That s where
the problem is. We do not have the funds for adequate therapy and
treatment while individuals are incarcerated.

We warehouse them. They are going to get out. The reality is,
with the sentences that are imposed, they are going to leave. In
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arland,
a life sentence is 13 to 15 years, then you're eligible for

1.rloe, and the governor can sign you off and you get out on a
firstrdegree rape offense. If he rapes more than once, maybe I can
have the second sentence run consecutive so I have two life consec-
utive sentences.

We recently incarcerated a man who is in his thirties, and we
were trying to fashion a sentence to make sure he did not get out
for a very long time. He was on America's most wanted. That's
how much we wanted him. He is serving two life sentences plus 20

years. We estimate that he will be eligible and may get out when
he's 65, we hope that that's how long he's incarcerated. But that
does not help me when I talk to the community.

So, maney for treatment, probably longer sentences. But where
are we going to put them? I mean, that is the reality. We're talking
about money for more prisons. Treatment is probably the only
thing while incarcerated because that's the only place we can make
sure they're going and we can make sure that they maintain some
semblance of what society ought to be about.

Then, making sure that they're being watched in the community
upon release, and I don't mean overburdening probation officers
with 150 people to watch and they just realistically cannot do it.
I'm talking about seriously being supervised, helping them find
jobs that they can live with, helping them survive in the communi-
ty and continue treatment in the community, becoming respected
in the community from the standpoint of self-respect. Those are all
elements of having a person who has been convicted of rape and
returned to the community not reoffend.

But in our society today that is not a real option. That does not
happen, realistically, and if it does, it's on a very rare occasion.

Dr. Kitessincx. I would just like to agree with you and to also
say that one reason the rape rates are so high is because the odds
are so low that any given rapist is going to get caught, because of
nonreporting being a big reason, because of not being apprehended,
and then, because of not being coin icted.

So I don't really think that penalties affect things as much as we
would think because, still for most rape victims, the criminal jus-
tice system and whatever penalties it has is really irrelevant to
them.

Mr. SARPALIUS. Let me go a little bit further. It appears this is

very similar to problems we're having with alcoholism, drug addic-
tion. You've got a tremendous problem there where a person is af-
fected mentally and they need professional help to correct them-
selves. Treatment is probably the one area, in my opinion, where
we can have the biggest impact dealing with this problem.

Now, you could increase penalties. This happened throughout the
country on DWI. Everybody put in mandated penalties. We're
going to send them to jail. But when they started concentrating on
treatment, then it started having an impact. I think a lot of the
public thinks that increased penalties will be a deterrant. we need
to really put these people behind bars for a long period of time.

How can we balance stiffer penalties against the rare instances
where the story is fabricated and used as a threat by the victim
against the alleged perpetrator.

Ms. KEYFS-RORINSON. I don't mean to---
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Mr. SARPALIUS. But--
KEYES-ROBINSON. I would really like to address that.

Mr. SARPALlus. Okay. I want you to. To me, the real answer is
getting at that person who really is sick, finding that person, find-
ing appropriate treatment to help them. I'd like to hear your re-sponse to both of those.

Ms. KEYES-ROBINSON. First of all, anyone that rapes has a prob-
lem. Period. With regard to whether or not rape is used as a tool,
as a threat by the victim, I don't agree with that at all. In Mary-
land, before july 1 of last year it was not a crime for a spouse to
rape his wife. It was not a crime. He could beat her, leave her
black and blue and be charged with assault. But if he raped her, it
was a defense that they were married.

The legislature argued, "Oh, we cannot make that a law. People
willin custody battles, in divorce battlesthey'll come in and
claim, "Well, I've got to get a divorce because he was cruel to me.He raped me," months and maybe years after the rape occurred. I
head the Sex Offemw Unit in Baltimore City and I have not had
one case of spousal rape since July 1 of 199, not in Baltimore City
as of yet. Now, maybe one's going to be reported today, but wehaven t had one where the wife came in and said "My husband
raped me."

We've had some in some of the other outlying counties, and
that's only been within the last couple of months that there have
been some reports. So the reality is that rape was not used as atool in that instance as threats. "Give me the house." "Give me thekids or I'll claim that you raped me." Because the victim has to gothrough the process that we've been talking about, that affects
them in such a traumatic way that they're not going to lie.

They have to go through an examination by a strange doctor. Amanmaybe a rookie cop or someone who has been on the force
for 2:3 years that's not real sensitiveis going to ask themif I
asked you to go and describe the last sexual encounter you had.that was consensual with your wife or your girlfriend or whoever,
you'd have a difficult time telling us all about it. But we're all hereabout a hearing on rape. We're mostly professionals. We're con-
cerned about the issue. I'm going to ask you to tell me about a con-
sensual act. I'm not going to examine you. I'm not going to ask youto remove all your clothing.

That is what we're talking about when we're talking about a
rape victim steeping forward. Now take that same scenario at 2:00
a.m., and there s strange people who could care less about whether
she was raped or not. If she's raped, it's not a stranger, it's a friend
or acquaintance, that person's sick. That person has a problem be-
cause they're using power and control.

Mr. SARPALIUS. But that woman, as we heard today, it is difficult
for her to come forward.

MN. KEYES-ROBINSON. That's right.
Mr. SARPALIUS. Okay. If she knew that if she came' forward that,

her name wouldn't be exposed. She's probably embarrassed about
the situation, she feels hurt, and there are a lot of emotional fac-
tors that prevent her from doing that. Despite the fact she prob-
ably knows this individual.

1 1
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But if there was a way where she could come forward and know
that person who - ped her was going to get treatment, and she felt
confident that sL was protected, if we had a system like that,
wouldn't that work?

MS. KEYES-ROBINSON. I only wish we did.
Mr. SARPAL1US. Do you think that's the answer?
MS. KEYES-ROBINSON. I wish I could guarantee to a rape victim

that they would be safe. I wish I could tell them that if you come
forward and tell me what happened, then I'll make sure he'll never
do it again. He'll be incarcerated.

I had a rape victim scream rape in a hallway. A man in her
building called the police. The police arrived. Two officers pulled
the rapist off and arrested him on the spot, in the act. The jury
said not guilty. That is a real case in Baltimore. Said not guilty.
When asked whywell, he looked so nice. He came in in a suit and
tie, had a real fine lawyer, and we couldn't convict him for the
likes of her. That's what they said. It's not the real world that I
can guarantee her anything.

Mr. SARPALIUS. Okay. Put .yourself in our position as Members of
Congress. We want to help. We want to do something. What do you
think we ought to do?

Ms. KEYES-ROBINSON. I think you ought to allow Medicaid to
coveror Medicaid/Medicarecover rape for anyone who fits the
categoly for receiving that aid with no reporting requirements.

Mr. SARPALIUS. Now, that'll help the victim.
MS. KEYES-ROBINSON. Yes.
Mr. SARPALIUS. Okay. What--
Ms. KEYES-ROBINSON. Because I can't guarantee that if she re-

portseven if she reportseven if she reports and she's pregnant,
I can't still guarantee that there's going to be a conviction.

Mr. SARPALIUS. What about the criminal?
Ms. KEYES-ROBINSON. I'm hoping that I'm going to do my job.

She's going to come forward. Then I'm going to be able to educate
that jury and convince them beyond a reasonable doubt and to a
moral certainty thai he's guilty and he'll go to jail. Hopefully. I
will have also convinced the Maryland legislature for some money
for treatment so while he's in jail he'll get therapy so when he gets
out he won't do it again. That's ideal.

Mr. SARPALIUS. Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. Mr. Holloway?
Mr. HOLLOWAY. Well, Mr. Chairman, I want to first of all start

out by saying I think it's quite unfair that we have two hearings
here in one. I am very strongly supportive of very-99 percent of
what we're talking about on behalf of the victims of rape and
incest, but it's a totally different issue when we bring in the abor-
tion issue.

To me, we should have a hearingand I would challenge you
and ask you if you wouldthat we should have a hearing in this
committee on the effects uf abortionrape and abortion--and
whether we should do the funding. That should be totally, in my
opinion, a case of another hearing because I feel quite different on
the two issues.

Let me start out by saying. number one. I think as a country
we've become too soft and we've become too soft on the rights of
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victims. I speak of rape victims, particularly, because in the case of
violent rapes. and fromand ask the question as I go on, here,
trying to take in and train or tryirt* to do something for rapists,
from what I hear here there's no solvm# the problem.

I personally favor the death penalty in the case of violent rapes.
I favor the right of the woman. I feel like she has a total right to
her body, and when someundoubtedly a continued offender
crosses those sacred grounds, I say that it is a fact that it goes to
point.

Now, of course, again, we go back to a lot ofI think all rapes in
this case probably would be violent. But yet, there are so many
that actually abuse and abuse and abuse, and I think you'd have
tothat's up to the laws to decide that. But I think there is so
much difference here, I can never support Mrs. Boxer's amend-
ment. I will never support her amendment, but yet I think we
should hear that expressed at a different hearing as to whether we
should pay for abortions with federal tax dollars.

I oppose them. I oppose my tax dollars being spent for abortions.
I believe that we have two lives here involved, and I think we have
to look at the right of that unborn as well as we look at the right
of the one who has been raped or the one who is pregnant under
whatever circumstancesa poor lady who doesn't have the money
for an abortion. But I think that's two issues.

I've come to this hearing thinking that we were having a hearing
totally on rape and incest and the trauma of it was individuals,
and I wish we had restrictt .1 it and kept it to that point and then
come back for another hearing on the point of rape and abortion or
abortion and taxpayers' dollarsMedicare. whatever.

To say that's enough, and to sayI feel very strongly that if
these people cannot be helped and if their lives do not change, if
they're going to perform the act again, if they're going to rape
again, we have to fund the money that we put them away and keep
them put .iway. But I do believe that I stand strongly for the
woman and her right and against the rights of a person who are
going to abuse those rights over and over and over again and
threaten.

I want to ask a question of. first of all, Ms. Robinson. to say as a
prosecutor, it looks to me likeand l'm only speaking from a
standpointI realize there's going to be times when people are not
going to come forward, but when we make the law to where they
you know, at any time, I would think it'd benefit you as much as
we can if we would have a law that they would have to report in 4S
hours, or a law that would require that someone report.

I realize thereand there's exception to every rule. I saw figures
just this week with the Louisiana legislature and their abortion bill
that 15.04X) and something abortions took place in Louisiana in
1987. One was from rape and incest. One out of 15,000. Now, I am
as worried about the rights of these unborn as I am with the rights
there, but my question to you is this: as a prosecutor, would it not
be helpful to you to have people coming forward in 4S hours?

Ms. KEYES-ROBINSON. Absolutely. It's always helpful to know
about a crime as soon as it happens for collection of evidence
issues. There's no reason that I wouldn't want to know as soon as it
happens.

1
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Mr. HOLLOWAY. We have taxpayers' dollars involved. Do you feel
like taxpayers have any rightsI mean, I can come forward at 6
months laterof course, it'd have to be within a 20-week period or
whateverby law to have the abortion performed and say that I
was raped. Or if we pass a law that makes an exception for rape
and incest

MS. KEYES-ROBINSON. I don't
Mr. HOLLOWAY [continuingj. That would say
Ms. Kaus-Roamsow. I don't prosecute every case where a

woman comes in and says she's been raped.
Mr. HOLLOWAY. I realize that. I realize you probably can't.
Ms. KEYES-ROBINSON. I'm an investigativeno, it's not that I

can't. I'm in an investigative unit, and I take very seriously my re-
sponsibility that when I receive a report of rape that I investigate
the matter. I think that one of the issues that you have to com ;der
is that that's exactly what we do. We investigate what individuals
say has happened to them. Now you're suggesting that people are
going to lie, and I can't, certainly, be responsible for individuals
who are going to come forward and lie and say that they've been
raped, just like individuals who come forward and claim someone
has raped them for the purposes of prosecuting.

However, considering what a rape victim has to go through, we
do not find a large percentage of false reports. We find, in fact, a
large percentage of individuals who are, in fact, telling us the
truth. When we tell them we cannot prosecute, it has to do with
our inability to convince a jury beyond a reasonable doubt. So in
terms of my feeling about whether that 48 hours would help us, it
won't have any affect on me. The statute you're talking about
would have an effect on whether or notif that person ended up
being pregnant as a result of that rape and was poor and could not
afford an abortion---

Mr. HOLLOWAY. But if she did come forward, there may be many,
many more people raped over this period of time that we're wait-
ing for her to come forward to you. I mean, I'm saying thatand I
realize that you've got to have a good case to go to a grand jury.
I'm not even arguing that. I know that you have the case that you
can prf-sent and, hopefully, you can win. I know we turn many
people out on the streets that are guilty as they can be, but we
don t have a case that we think we can win.

But through this waitinf period of time, and if this guy's a con-
tinued offender, which we ve said they all are, it looks to me like
that through the period of time that we're waiting for this that
we're allowing other people to be raped out there, knowing that all
of them aren't ring to come forward. But, yet, we're looking at the
masses and we re looking at some that we can protect, maybe, by
requiring them to come forward.

Ms. KEYES-ROBINSON. So you're suggesting that for those people
that are poor, they'd have to report within 414 hours in order to
benefit the statute, but those that are individuals that are older or
more well off and can afford private therapy until they're at a
point when they feel comfortable don't have to worry about wheth-
er or not they can afford an abortion? Those individualsthose can
take their time, and when they have courage and support and
family support, they can come forward.

1 1.
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Mr. HOLLOWAY. Ma'am, we're not addressing federal taxpayers'
dollars with them so I can't argue that issue. I would think they
should all be required to come forward, but if you don't haveif
you don't have dollars and cents involved in this country. we real-
ize that a lot of times it's not going to happen. We're talking about
federal taxpayer dollars and whether they come forward or not.
We're not talking about the person who is not going to use those
federal taxpayer dollars. So you can't put the two of them together.

Ms. KEYES-ROBINSON. Well, you can put them together. You don't
agree with me, and--

Mr. HOLLOWAY. You can't
Ms. KEYES-ROBINSON [continuing]. I understand that.
Mr. HOLLOWAY. You can't with what you're arguing. to say that

we're using taxpayer dollars to report within 48 hours. You're
saying we put them all together whether they do or don't. I'd love
to have them all report within 48 hours if we could, but we don't
have any grounds to hold on the others to say that we're going to
use so it s not an issue to be put together.

MS. KEYES-ROBINSON. I would have a problem requiring them to
report within 48 hours.

Mr. HOLLOWAY. Well, I realize that from your testimony.
MS. KEYES-ROBINSON. Because the reality is that people do, in

fact, rape over time, and those individuals who have been raped
over years are just as responsible for having that first rape as the
last. nutt individual, when I charge, I don't just charge the last
time he violated the woman, I charge for all the years.

We don't have a statute of limitations on a rape in Maryland,
and I'm glad we do not, because whenever that rape victim can
come forward years later we still can prosecute.

Mr. HOLLOWAY. I have no problem with that. I would agree with
you totally, and I think we should prosecute every one that we can
possibly prosecute. and from your hearing and what I hear today I
think we should put them away for good because they're going to
come forward back on the streets and do the same thing over.

Let me move over to Ms. Dale. You made a question, and I don't
really know what Pennsylvania pays for victims ofwould you
did you iterate on that in your testimony? You brought up the
question of a rape victim on a 48 hour or on the issue of being com-
pensated?

MS. DALE. On victim compensation?
Mr. HOLLOWAY. Yes.
Ms. DALE. Yes. Victim compensation in Pennsylvania will pay for

any victim of crime's medical expenses the examination in a hos-
pital, for exampleor subsequent treatment by a psychologist or a
psychiatrist. However, there is one thing that I think Ms. Burnley
didn't address, and I'm not sure about all of the states. In Pennsyl-
vania for rape victims there still is $100 deductible so that, in other
words, if her medical expenses do not reach $100. she is not reim-
bursed at all from victim compensation.

Mr. HOLLOWAY. That is just strictly for the victim of the rape?
That has nothing to do with the abortion? This is just strictly a
right of the victim? This money is paid just strictly for the exami-
nation to have evidence of whether they were raped or not?
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MS.. DALE. It can pay for that. It can pay for any medical ex-
resulting from physical trauma or any treatmentpsycho-

roeral treatmentmade necessary because of the crime.
Mr. HOLLOWAY. Yes. I think that's what this hearing should be

about. I think that is the whole issue before us. But since the issue
has been brought up, I have to ask you, do any of you have any
feeling or support fyr the live of this unborn, the fetus that this
person's carrying, or are all of you to the opinion that this is not
life or this person does not represent a life, orI mean, I would
just ask your opinion. Undoubtedly, we've spoken totally of one
being, and to me there's two beings involved here.

Dr. KILPATRICK. I think that there's perhaps a solutional-
though you're raising issues that obviously are very heated, one of
these things that people disagree about on religious and philosophi-
cal bases, so I have a hard time

Mr. HOLLOWAY. But this came up in this hearing. Otherwise I
wouldn't even address it.

Chairman MILIXR. If the gentleman will yield. that's the purpose
of this hearing because of the central question here is we were con-
fronted last year and we will be confronted again this year on
whether or not people should lose their rights----

Mr. HOLLOWAY. I thought--
Chairman MILLER (continuing]. Because they were raped.
Mr. HOLLOWAY. I thought it was the rights of the victim that the

hearing was about, and I didn't realize or I would have tried to
have been here earlier because of my feelings on this, but-----

Chairman MILLER. This is about a right---
Mr. HOLLOWAY [continuing]. That was not my understanding--
Chairman MILLER. This is about the right of a victim.
Mr. H01.1..0WAY. Yes, sir.
Chairman MILLER. Will a victim lose that right?
Mr. HOLLOWAY. Is the unborn a victim? That's my problem.

That's my question for this panel here.
Chairman MILLER. That's a different hearing. That's a different

hearing.
Mr. HOLLOWAY. Are we going to have a hearing on that?
Chairman MILLER. I don't know.
Mr. HOLLOWAY. Well, I would request at this point that we have

a hearing on that. I think if we're going to try to move off of it and
say that that is a different subject, a different hearing, I would re-
quest from my standpoint that we have a hearing on that.

Undoubtedly, our panelists hereonly I think our witness here
is the only one that responded at the question so I would very
much like to see that we bring some professional witnesses in and
have a hearing along that line and see if we can weed out where
the rights and what does fall, there.

Dr. KILPATRICK. If I might respond to your question, in South
Carolina our crime victim's compensation statute actually has two
parts, one of which is that state funding exists for doing rape evi-
dentiary exams for all victims, whether or not they report to
police. The reasoning for that was that basically it is to everybody's
benefit to gather some evidence. If somebody does not come for-
ward, well then, obviously, there is no medical evidence, as you
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mentioned before. However, the evidentiary exam is not dependent
upon having to report a rape to law enforcement.

Now, in terms of the general compensation statutes for other
types of medical injuries and psychological injurier :. police report
is required for all types of crime. So for that portion of compensa-
tions, rape victims are not discriminated against more than other
types of crime victims who do not report crimes to police.

One of the parts of some medical examinations is prophylaxis for
pregnancy. I'm probably stepping into an issue that I'm going to
wish I didn't, but one alternative might be to make them available
in most states having an examination. Any evidence could be col-
lected, not requiring reporting, and then perhaps pregnancy pro-
phylaxis could be provided, which then avoids the issue of abortion
down the line one way or another.

I would just say that, having worked with !mime rape victims who
have had abortions, some who have had the babies of their rapists,
that that is a very, very difficult situation for the woman to have a
constant reminder of the rape the rest of their life. I think abortion
is an issue that is just very controversial and that there arefrom
my point of viewno easy answers to. It just is compounded when
the reason for it is a violent rape.

Ms. DALE. I'd like to just respond for a moment. In our program,
one of the cornerstones of our program, our counselling program. is
for the victim to take control back. That's what, essentially, she
has lost in this experience, and so we are, quite frankly, an organi-
zation that advises victims of all of their options should they
become pregnant as a result of the rape.

I think Dean alluded to something, and that is the fact that
there is pregnancy prophylaxis available, however, that must be
administered within 72 hours of the assault and, at least in our
community at this point, thatour hospitals are very careful about
giving that medication to women because it has been shown to
cause birth defects. A high dose of a synthetic estrogen is not really
safe so that that certainly is not a total answer to this problem.

I'd like to just mention one thing further. At this present timeI
don't know what the answer to this is. My preferenceour position
in our agency is that this is the victim's choice to make. Bu I will
tell you about three cases that we have now in our agency involv-
ing women who have children as a result of a rape. One is a child
who is now five years old. The mother has come to us to deal with
her own assault, but also because she is physicallyseverely phys-
ically abusing the child because the child looks exactly like the
rapist.

Another case, just in the last month, is a 13-year-old little girl
who has a baby. Her family are all on welfare. She has little capac-
ity to take care of this child, and a dim future to look forward to
raising a child as a product of rape.

A third case is involving a 1-year-old baby. The woman is the
victim of an acquaintance rape. The rapist knew that she became
pregnant, and the rapist has now petitioned the court for custody
of this child.

Mr. HOLLOWAY. Well, I-
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MS. DALE. SO, I think that these are very serious issues, and I'm
not certain that we can have a public policy that forces women to
have these children against their will.

Mr. HOLLOWAY. Well, I'm willing to say thatyour testimony
there tells us there's more than one victim involved. We're looking
at the children that are victims, we're looking at the unborn that's
a victim, we're looking at a mother that's a victim, and I think
that this could leadI wish we had a solution. I wish the Chair-
man had a solution, I had a solution. I wish that someone here
could tell us a solution. I know Mr. Sarpalius tried to lead to the
solution to it.

It's tough, as most of our social problems are today, are tough.
We've got a morality in our country that has gone totally the other
direction and it's going the other direction quickly. I think that if
we don't make a stand somewhere in this countryI don't know if
we'd bring it back, but I just have to say that I hope that we will
continue hearings along this line.

I hope that we will have hearings for the child who is born to a
rape victim, to the unborn who Ls murderedto the rape victim, to
the mother. I think it's a good hearing, and I appreciate very much
the panel that's here and your testimony for us. Thank you.

Chairman MILLER. Well, when we make that stand to bring out
the morality of the country. let's just make sure we're not doing it
on the backs of poor women. Mr. Sarpalius?

Mr. HOLLOWAY. We'll do it on everyone's back.
Chairman MILLER. Mr. Sarpalius?
Mr. SARPALIUS. We are trying to find solutions and this is a very

emotional problem that affects a lot of different areas that we're
hit on this morning.

One of them that I see a tremendous amount of concern with is
how can we get this victim to come forward as quickly as possible
where you can gather the evidence to convict that person. Then
you deal with the problem of trying to help the victim emotionally
with her problems, her concerns, and you deal with the problem of
the criminal, what can we do to rehabilitate them.

But to me one of the keys is getting that victim to come forward
as quick as possible. I can imagine that the emotional stress that
she must be going through and the fear that this person will come
in and do it again would be tremendous.

Now, what can we do? What can we do to get her to come for-
ward?

MS. ZENNER. You'd have to change the whole way everything is
set up. We're talking about police who, if they don't brutalize, em-
barrass, humiliate and scare her. We're talking about a woman
going through several interviews before she ever gets into the
courtroom. We're talking about a woman getting into a courtroom
and being cross-examined by someone who is trying to make her
story sound as if it doesn't hold any water.

Mr. SARPALIUS. Okay.
MS. ZEHNER. I mean--
Mr. SARPALILTS. Okay. you're talking about the tear of the woman

who is going to be exposed to all of that.
MS. ZEHNF.R. Which, if she reports, will happen.
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Mr. StRPALItIs. Right. Okay, now what can we do to take away
that fear?

Ms. KgYEs-Roamsosi. I think you can educate, and I sayevery-
body says "educate, educate." But I think that one of the reasons
you're noticing an increase in reporting by rape victims, and I at-
tribute it, at least in Baltimore City, to the number of advocacy
groups and educating that we do. Last year, every week of the
year, the Sexual Assault Recovery Center and my unit went and
educated at the police academy. Every police officer in the city
went to in-service training last year. So that meant if they went
that day and didn't call in sick I saw ever) police officer in Balti-
more City at a training where we talked about what you do when
you respond to a call for rape.

In Baltimore City we have what we call vertical prosecution.
There is a prosecutor in my unit on call 24 hours a day. It means
that if there's a call from a hospital that there is a prosecutor who
can handle the call, and that that same prosecutor, by our duty
roster, gets the case. So that it helps the rape victim in terms of
knowing that there's a real bodya real personwho will have
that case.

If the officer doesn't know now to handle the rape victim, our
Sexual Assault Recovery Center is on call 24 hours, and they will
send an advocate to the hospital at 2:00 and 3:00 a.m. to hold the
hand of the victim, to help with that. We've set that up in Balti-
more City for that very reason, to try to make things a little more
comfortable, if it could be made comfortable for the rape victim.

We take their clothing. We take their lingerie, their underwear,
for evidence. Well, they don't know that when they arrive at the
hospital, to bring an extra set of clothes. So the advocacy groups
bring the clothing because they know that we're going to remove
theirs. So those are the kinds of things that we've tried to do, and,
to be honest with you, some of this is federal fur. for programs to
help rape victims for training and police departments, and through
justice, through victim assistance organizations, for

Mr. SARPALIUS. Okay.
Ms. Kintics-RopixsoN. You asked what we can do to help.
Mr. SARPALIUS. Yes.
Ms. KEyss-RosirisoN. That's what you can do to help.
Mr. SARPALIUS. Okay. You're talking abOut that woman,

t hough
Ms. KEYES-ROBINSON. Who has reported.
Mr. SARPALIUS [continuing]. Who has reported. Now, what about

those women that won't report it? What about that child whose
stepfather is molesting her? What about those situations where you
have a woman out there who is scared to death of coming forward?
How do you get them to come forward?

Ms. KEYES-ROBINSON. The only thing I can say is we're trying to
make it more comfortable so that the word goes out--

Mr. SARPALIUS. SO ifs education?
Ms. ZEHNER. Yes.
Ms. KEYES-ROBINSON [cOntintling]. That people are more respon-

sive, that there are people who will go with you and hold your
hand, that there are prosecutors who know how to interview a rape
victim. It is a myth that only women can prosecute rape cases.

1
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Some rape victims need a male prosecutor. That's who they talk to
easier. So those are the kinds of things that we're trying to do to
educate in hopes that the victim when raped will not feel the
stereotype. But that has not been eradicated in our community.

MS. ZENNER. You're also talking about education in the
schools--

Ms. KEYES-ROBINSON. That's right.
MS. ZENNER [continuing]. So children begin to know that when

someone is touching them in sexual ways, in ways that they are
very confused about, that they have some idea that it's not okay
and that there's someone they could tell, but that takes a lot of
education and a very long time.

Mr. SARPALWS. SO I get the feeling that your winion is education
is probably the best step that we could take towards getting that
woman to come forward if she ever does have that experience?

Ms. KEYM-ROBINSON. Educating and actually providing monies
so that there's a real--

Mr. SARPALILTS. Yeah. I understand.
Ms. KF.YFS-ROBINSON [continuing]. There's a real support mecha-

nism. You can tell someone it'll he okay. and then you get them in
the system and they're lost.

MS. DALE. If I can just add, I also believe that we need to have
more support for locally based, community based programs to work
with these victims because these are the programs that get the
nonreporting victims, and these are the progiams that, if they're
adequately funded, can assist the victim to get to the point where
she can report the case. As I mentioned in my testimony. a large
percentage of our reporting victims are initially reluctant to
report. and then decide to.

Dr. KILPATRICK. I would just reiterate the education, and not
only just say in general education ought to happen, but to basically
make sure that things are set up SO that it actually happens.

The most important education is probably not only of people
within and without the criminal justice system but of the general
population. including children and adolescents and adults. Because
until it gets to the point when.. people really think that any time
somebody uses Ibrce or threat of force to make you do something
sexually you don't want to do. it doesn't matter who they are and
what their relationship to you is. that that's a crime and that, actu-
ally, authorities ought to be notified about it if only to protect
other and future victims along the line. I don't think you will ever
make a significant dent on this problem.

Chairman MILLFR. But the education, if I might. to follow up on
Congressman Sarpalius' point, the education, it seems to me. would
have to end with the notion that if you do this there's going to be a
user-friendly system there, and the fact is that in most jurisdic-
tionsthe person that ventures out there and goes and tries it and
comes back and says they'ne crazy.

You may have a duty to report and an obligation--this works
and this is how we stop repeat rapes--but no way do you want to
enter that system. So a seems to me that if the law enforcement
community and people who keep condemning this crime say
they're so much against it, it would seem to me that you would
have to put in place a system that accommodates the nonreporters

I."
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because at very best, if the statistics are right, we're talking about
one in ten your chances of a winnable, prosecutable case and all
that. So pretty soon we're down to a handful of people in this coun-
try that run the risk of being identified, captured, and prosecuted,
and put away for some period of time

So the system seems to meI wish Ms. Burnley was hereit
seems to me that they ought to be looking at this the other way.
How do you deal with the psychology andyou know, the formal
term, the rape trauma syndromehow do you deal with that so
that we can get those people in the system?

But while we're figuring that outand maybe you all know the
answer to thatwe've also got to put in the front end and place a
system that says, we'll stick with you; we'll stick with you in this
system. That we are going to provpie the kind of services that you

recgre. But. again--
. KEYES-ROBINSON. It's not in every city.

Chairman MILLER. It's not in most cities.
MS. KEYES-ROBINSON. We're lucky, believe me.
Chairman MILLER. Forget most cities. Nou're the largest city in

the state, okay? But it's not in many of the other cities. It just
doesn't work in those areas.

MS. KEYES-ROBINSON. Even in my city where it works, where we
have a system, we have peopleI do training at the Sexual Assault
Recovery Center and they've got women calling that won't report. I
can pick up a phone when a victim comes in my office for an inter-
view and get her someone who will go with her to therapy, who
will sit in a courtroom and hold her hand, who will take her to
lunch when we take a break in the courtroom, and who can actual-
ly make sure that she's picked up in the morning. But I still have
nonreporting victims in my jurisdiction.

Chairman MILLER Who walk out of your office and say, no way.
MS. KEYIM-ROBINSON. Or sit in my office and say. you want to

prosecute this. I won't be there. I'm going to my mother's. Well
where does your mother live? I'm not telling you.

I mean, that's the reality.
Cilairman Murat. Yes. Well, any further questions?
[No audible response.)
Let me thank you, very much because I think that your testimo-

ny has been terribly helpful it, terms of building a record because.
again, this is one where the Congress comes waltzing into people's
lives and sets down some arbitrary guidelines, barriers, or obsta-
cles, and then suggests that that reflects the real world and that
people will comply with that because we say so.

I think that as we tried to show, and in fact were able to change
some of the debate on the floor last year, that just isn't so. The
more Members of Congress start to understand that, maybe the
less likely they'll be to be so cavalier in entering people's lives who
have suffered this kind of trauma and now insulting them in the
!lame of the fPderal government. So thank you, very much. for
your time.

Ms. Dale. we didn't give you a full chance on your recommenda-
tionz but, clearly, we want to make those part t he record on
behalf of the network and your organivation. Th . you so very
much.

1
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Ms. DALE. Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 12:35 p.m., the select committee was adjourned.]
[Material submitted for inclusion for the record follows:I

June 29, 1990

Congressman George Miller
2228 Rayburn Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

RE: SILECT CON(ITTIR TO FOCUS ON vIcrims OF RAFE

Dear Congressman Miller:

Your news letter was received on June 29, 1990. I would
like to share with you and the House Select Committee on
Children, Youth and Families, my own personal experience of
18 years ago. If at all possible, I would like my comments
read into the record.

First of all, I was raped by a someone I knew. Someone my
family trusted. As a result of this rape I became pregnant.

I did not tell my husband, my friends, or anyone else about
the rape. I did not call the police, I did not go to see my
doctor, I did not (at that tire) feel that I had any options
open to me.

In someways I was a double victim. I was fearful of the man
who had raped me but e-en more afraid of what would happen
if I told my husband ',Mt the incident. You see, my
husband was a policeman in San Francisco and I knew from
overhearing conversations between him and some of his law
enforcement friends that women who got raped must have been
asking for it. There was the fear that he would blame me,
or worse, shoot the man and then he himself would end up in
jail.

I got rid of the clothes I was wearing at the time - I never
wanted to see them again or wear them next to my skin.
took a bath and soaked for what seemed hours - tryl,n,4 to rid
myself of him, trying to get clean.

I had been recovering from a car accioent at the time of the
rape, so my family and friends thought that my physical
problems were the result of the accident. It was easier to
let them believe that than to tell them the truth.

I missed my period. I thought it might be because of the
stress I was under. When I missed my second period I went
to the Planned Parenthood office in Walnut Creek. They ran
tests and confirmed that I was indeed pregnant. I will
always be grateful that they were there for me.
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What hAPPOns afterward'? How long does it take to get over?

I don't know how long it takes. After 18 yearn I'm still
suffering. I can't watch a movie that has violent sax or
rape scenes in it. I beccee physically upset. My heartbeat
increases and I become uncomfortable. I must leave the
room.

I am uncomfortable when a man compliments me on my
appearance etc. There's always a little fear that tuere's a
hidden message in the compliment.

Over the years I had put some weight on and I tried to take
it off because of high blood pressure. In fact my doctor
encouraged me to do so. And in these health conscious
tines I've tried very hard to improve my health.

I lost 10 pounds and then started to loose sleep, become
agitated and restless. The more people encouraged and
complimented me, the more distressed I became. Then one
day out of the blue the reason for my distress became
apparent - I was afraid of looking attractive - I might
become a rape victim again.

After 10 years I was still a victim of a crime that happened
years ago. If I didn't lose weight I might cut years from
my life. If I did lose weight I would have to learn to deal
with my memories and emotions.

Summation:

18 years ago I was a 32 year old woman who was raped by
someone I knew. I survived the physical ordeal and have,
over the years, learned to heal myself emotionally. I can
reflect on the past and am comfortable enough now to talk
about the experience.

Times have changed. women are more aware of support groups
available to them. If I were raped now, at 50 years of age,
I would like to know that the decision to have an abortion
is still between me and my doctor.

Men have a tendency to think that it's only young girls that
get raped and pregnant, that's another myth that seems to
prevail and needs to be dispelled.

I'm glad this is an issue that is being seriously discussed.
Hopefully, some good will come cut of your meeting.

Sincerely,

Barbara Herendeen
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MATERIAUi Suilhurnm BY LAtInA X. NATIONAL CLEARINGHOUSE ON MARITAL AND
DATE RAPE. BEramtv, CA

JULY 12, 1990.
DEAR MAY, Please keep the record open for a typed cover letter for the enclosed

important documents about a much neglected form of sexual awault. I will do my
best to contact Diana Russell to have her send you whatever she would like to say
for the record. I will also update some information which was behind in the testimo
nies given. Most partieularly the enclaged chart shows quite a different figure from
the NOVA figure in Dean Kirkpatrick's otherwise excellent presentation. The ex-
emption has been completely removed in 17 States, but it has been partially re-
moved in 27 more, totalling 44 States where marital rape is a crime in some or all
circumstances. Thank you for your important hearing.

Sincerely,
1.AlRA X.

cc: Diana Russell. Dean Kirkpatrick. NOVA.
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Chairman George Miller
2228 Rayburn Rouse Office Bldg.
U.S. Rouse of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 2081S

Dear George:

Beceuse :lie "Victims of Rape" hearing stimulated a discussion on
the abortion issue, I think it is important that Members be
completely informed and understand whist happens in every abortion.
The following photos graphically show what aborticm is: the
taking of unborn human life. 1 respectfully ask that these photos
be made Art of the permanent hearing record.

With be,.t regards. I am

.1.`). t.

Sincerely.

C e C. Holl
Mber of Cone
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When
You

Were
Formed

In
Secret

IN RODUC T )N.

Man hos always wanted to know about his !de hetore birth
(taintless myths, theories and superstitions surround the
mysterious first nine months ot existence whit h every hu
man bring spends in the shadowy warm, watery world ot
the mother's womb

enturies ogo, all that man knew obi cut deseiwong
babies could have been printed on one or two pages today,
st lent e and medic m hose tiros !tied us with int redible in
sights into this tormatly proc ess and we now know more
about human lite betore birth th.in ever before in history
'today you an know m exquisde detail what you wer like
when you were so morseloud% and majestic ally slimed in
the sec ret ot sour mother's womb

1111% IS A's -1( ( HI \ I 4Ift )1.1 %()(.
.1%I) 11`,I,R I III HI 141fi
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Day

You began when the sperm cell from your father met and united
with the ovum (egg) cell from your mother. During this event of
conception or fertilization, the two c ells bpi ame a single living
cell. YOU began. A unique individual, you never existed before in
ere history of the world and you ale not entireiy like either ot
your parents nor are you entirely like any of your ancestors.
When conceived, you were so tiny that you could not be seen
with the naked eye. You were hut the size of a pin prick. smaller
than a grain of sand, smaller even than a period typed at the end
of a sentence.

A. thy rix,, iv) ot spyrin imity doting ,h, trt,t I If ff.f1,1
11.1fitin Ini. tiring hyr tvtilltt lltf.1 4 hii4rlio%44411,.. 11,1111 Thy* 1111.91Cf .4od
fssyht% Mies. i hromo.ohly* from thy I .1 Nor I hy.i hriMtir.t0its.
.4 Mir t 4 f gvnys Horn eat h it.oent Ott

In ffit'M' tit ,t qi hi Airs 4,1 human itni pflotl 10.111, iyttyr. of .1
III% Inv 4iIph.lhof ,pfII i tiff thy onft1411. t harat fvtifit 4 a the n%i. inIi 1Ithil
1 he olin Ili !hi' h.Or dfld *kin fat i,I fratuo* hock ftu anti 4 igl00%
Itiollifir* of iter.ohaht and ontplligynt atv ill determined h flit+ grnet t.

or! mg V4 ta't hi. thy hat ). nr.t hvgun a ill hi, a tfr i la a gni 1% rh-tia mined in
an X or t htt Inn Kt inn. amed i Ow tat hpt spe.rm X gill 1 tsfi%

I hi* quivt %et salt ft'd at I ut t tint -ption h" pit rdtri nt pint ntiat fur
man bring hut rat fro a human bring it h $. "t pi trential A hy4,4 fiti414,j44 1414.

hvgoh ,4htI (MO (Litt)i or drat h
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Week 1
the &Oita kir attnedavs

You confirmed to row at rapid rate and began looking Nke a clus-
ter of ceNs. Voir actually looked a bit like a variety of berry so at this
stage of your growth you were tenned a "manila," which is Latin for
mutherry. Ibur mother had no idea you had ''nested" into her womb
and had not yet missed a menstrual period.

ithm sis rn twelve hour% atter the nut lei have merged and the t hromo
%tunes have est hanged genetit coding. the ferts;ired egg divides into two t elk
atter a time the two divide into tour. the tour into eight, and so on. t reating
atter som 266 dos a newborn babe weighing approsimatek seven-and a
halt grounds and ontaming minions upon millions of t ells'

During the first three to tour rfavs, the ft milted egg tourneys down the
mother s talloplan tube and enters het pear-shaped uterus or womb The, hning
ot the womb is very spongy, having been yet rally preptued to rut-else the
new Ide In a hormone i alled progesterone By the end of set,. te rbe
ball ot lite. still no bigger than a dot sinks into the soft wall t,' ale ..rus
hre it Implant% itself mut h like a wind-blown seed het omes i l d in

th, furrow of a recently, plowed, moist. spring field
The mood,' or Li luster of rens' whit h omposes the new individual im-

mediately begins to tap into tiny blood vessels and draw nourishment, lust as
a sprouting seed dos from wet sod Railing unforeseen dins( tittles. this --ball
of lite wdl grow at a rapid, almost di/tying rate to net ome an embryo the
next stage of human development
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Hating now firmly situated yourseff in the supplyhrg goodness of
your mother% womb, at about ten days you begin to send her signak
that you are there. Through placental chemicah and hormones you
begin to hAnence virtuaNy aM of your mom% organs ane tissues. She
WO soon albs a menstrual period, esperience some 'morning sick-
ness" or tenderness in her breasts and might suspect Out you hare
been conceived. fven though you esert this absolute influence, you
and the baloowrilie sac ot waters which surrounds and protects you
are still smaaer than the seed of an appie.

Week 2

At = I qktkng (44 the 111Ntr.Id

pal I...tgeti 1r1 tht TN. itttvf 4T

ha. ttOn'n Int iIng .4441i t hang.
In=4. itto.411% ft% =to. ht iteA.td, dit
tor4-itt hat 1 htatn atipt tintvd
dtth.lcnt iv< +.4= . =41,

do4
Kt% 14,1therv1j And fl.rmttf ti,11,tas
hi, 'At h., h t ?tiled ith :1=iid I hi

I alled the attml= ,t, 1A111= h ,4

,f1.4 Stift. 1114Ans1lg lit tje LIM!. it be ,4 olite 1.1114114. ,444 turin bran en
thfto. idc 11,41.11111..Mitt.ffm.s and thval I Iti . hag 441 nate.t dl /1.11

itfL 1044t4.1 I 111%til.Ift 0141 104 r. itit 414 Mtn or414.411 41. 41tt . 114.444,to4tlg man. ndual

Art:tthsti Kt/ ow ill t tl.t Ittirtteti 4 II 44, ilite pi,11 enta IAN/ h trrings !hc hatIt s
bitMd IMO 4 ,411.1( Oall tIm nti=tht 1)1444441.twant tht 11t 140. h tut ft
thrittigh thin patfittlin in mettntaant, the% netirttall% do mot into.rtni and nia%
et ell It*, 1kt dittettent tplt In an mtvt, hangs. tpt matettalt. it;,:en and hind t
.thsinhed ttittn the mother and tt .214.. It I nn the habs ate ttltetted tiLlt

The unnbilic Al cord. composed of two .aftefies and one lagr vein, sur-
rounded hs tin, 1, ,il h.i 11414,1.91 and 4.4 i init.*. .1 Iff *dint. ttanttlItting flu
ItItIlt Alla tut and trim, the I'lli#1%1 and Plat Vnt4t

I he W1111.141114 No. t.144.thet1 it ith th, n1.14 enc.: aild =Amin lit .11 I gird t ontlir
.4 Itt tt geIng.lt4.ti 14.14 t I Ails Ilk And lite tipp= fit A.% %tent lit( iti. IbteI
ittlIng etttht% 1P t htt tt t.4.t.e11141}2, In 44/44 (4444111n4 V1,401 Jilt And '11 the VW
4 It4t4 4,4 httnitnk:
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As you completed the first month of your We you were now about
the sloe of an apple seed or onesistb to osmium* inch in length.

YOur head began beating at three weeks and has set the "rhythm ot
life" for all your days. %bur bran began to tom mod soon would tend
out impubes throughout your body. On your twenty-fourth day you
had no arms or legs. Then suddenly, lust two days fader, tiny buds tor
your arms appeared and then your legs budded in only two more
dare

in a mere four weeks you looked every bit like a tiny baby and even
began to read and respond Re one.

Ov*Ih,

Weeks 3M
ro the end of the third week the

backbone, spinal column and ne,-
you, system are forming. The rapid
growth of the backbone causes the
body to "double-up" and curl about
its axis. inside, the foundation for all
the organ systems is being c arefully
established. Simple kidneys, a liver
and the digestive tract are already
taking shape.

By the end of tour weeks the
month-old embryo is ten thousand
times larger than the fertilized egg.

I he new mdisidual is a sett i ontamed biologic al workshop the master

gement ode imparted to eat h t ell c ontinues to dit tate the tormation of sue

f lo4-,f tissues and organ. In a uni%ersallv fixed .equent e This pertei t order

trig fegtmentfng and ott hesitation of i ells wink, not Net tull understood Is

toils niarwlotts to behold Indeed. we are teartulls and worniettulls made

imjg ,ry ./ ,FA %tw.p f J:1,froural f,f4ients

e.lniffer,f tht !titre t.,e, .i the fat
ttSV. tlt.t trate fill.afff7wt brad, tsic h itgamlinx hg, fis4r1pdrf

,,f the. OA (1?, s, of, fj VF(ItOer are (ivtett,powl
, ,,$ sits .r. ft.t 1.,- rivy tig navi 1.171114 tIrs ha,t (,p1.

f,1^911.s

la,
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Din tirc..I pre,gri int if fyi,,
monfhti, I tsus handed &shit I twhovrif

r,r he Use hjnflaft hei(Ig
Thy 1,%J. trIt.h I 41)11 abut
%44 Ad, J finv 101W-flu/A IM hi 1111177417 male t.vfrImmme,

%nernet rgor,,ush on the ummotn st hill. .Ittat heti
:he 411 bb rh. timhait.al tid Mr, link human Ad% Ik'f lot Th
tie.liped ttr hang. t.ipt.rtng tort:t.r. teet ..ind14tv. it 4 .1,

jintr t.t tranp,rnt regard, the J, in, and tit...11411.1U'
at ti lo drIti tt.11) Weft pr,,mmeni lir Thy encl, fo' rho

tmget. The hdht tJ, eititenteh, alive anti dui fit it
igNrk .tt all like the phgtti is and drawings of
'embryos' which I hate seen When the idt
WaS opef ted. the tmy humdtt immediately
lost its lite and took on what is acceptill
a. the appearance of an embryo at this

stage, blunt eidremities, eft
, 5.1 b
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OWN lbh puled you new shle to aim der a *WO* eary
paatia year hooyent the andel the moods you could swiss.
Whams chains yew age hawe been recesded doing hi dips In Ins
dun two seerradd

Wils row heserallna on your chest; the dp of pow non dinged
op on your thisty-semonls day aid you mid poll mug Illt was aided.
A. you beau ear fosmad, yen hews to hew the masks soma of
yew the mad at the sow* your loom hid alssed
two menstrual and probe* had toodused you spew them
Whin she lo nth her dodos he probably pointed out dui al
dds nage you were ma tpleaiddly haucdoein baby"

The head of the embrvo is almost one half
of its total size The brain tissues rapidly grow
and &vide to become a miniature brain that
is unmistakably human Bram waves can be
detected, recorded and read at apprOlarnateht
forty days Impulses begin to control and reg

thulate bo functions such as c irc ulation. di-
gestion. and waste elimination, as soon as
these strut tures are tormed

The taciat features along with the ears,
nose, lips and tongue, form with clam% during
this month The eN es form and darken when
pigment is first produced around the thirty-
fitth dat f t elid coter Mo.t ot the et eball

the torts tourth das and soon atter will
U-al to motet t the ds eloping light sensitise
c ells I he et es still not ie.open until the sei,
enth month r, (*.oda,.

NINA,' the end of the month the t ompleted
skeletiln begins to 4 hang* from t artilage to ft ,fat
tru hone I he ian also form c ompletv with r*,10

milk teeth buds in the gum Must le
ft ne been min mg into Pt Kit WI,/ And soon the
tots Must it 4.ts hewn their tirt Plug( (SI'S
As flies work with the fler LOW; s fern tor the
iffI lime tfk' bikh responds 14. ti 11, and
Feeble mot einents re re, (ruled although
must niiithve nti te-4,1 rinKenivni until
the fourth or titth month

A miniatrre infant ha5 des ellined and
grim n to arc mr h III mot: in length All is
nov% trumed, nd until adulthrmd the t hanges
in hods %ill primaols in dimension an-.1 in
the refinement of working parts The bos or
gal now go is% ing trul% !mik. like a tint balw
and a st% ral littl tier son t be unborn had
at this stage is trmed tetu t%hii h Is I atm
11/t 5ira e, Otte lit oftspring
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Month 3
b yens thkd moods of Ille you grew to be more than two incises in

length and you now weighed one mice, jost a litde less than this
booklet.

leer movemenb became more energetic, less mechanical and
more graceful and Ouid, say mach ere an *abound dealing and en-
ioying grankrfree space wide.

Um arms grew to be as long as prbded mdamation made and your
fingers and bres fluidly formed, complete with fiegeoprints which
gave you a separate legal Wesley that wostld never change except for

As yom eyelids dosed, as thin as buttes* wings, and as a transhi-
cent shin meted you, looking She a frosted glass jacket slipped on,
you assinned an ethereal, banscendent beauty. Special grace seemed
to envelop mrd pemwate you as you moved into your second bi-
Ines*, of Me.

The fetus or "little one.- now riding in the girdle ot the mother's pek it bone
in a womb which has doubled in size. becomes quite active and his physical
abilities leap ahead Nerve and muscle connections increase threefold The
entire body. except for non-facial portions of the head, is sensitive to touch
Since the brain has developed to allow independent movement of limbs the
tiny infant c an turn his head, curl and fan his toes and open and c lose his
mouth with or without puckering the tips If a palm is stroked the fetus will
make a tight fist

This unborn child has been able to experience pain from at least the eighth
week and can even be taught conditioned responses. Fingernails and toenails
appear. and the child's genitals show a clear sexual differentiation and already
contain primitive egg or sperm cells. The fetus now sleeps and wakes.
"breathes" amnionic fluid regularly to exercise and develop the respiratory
system. and also drinks. digests and excretes portions of the fluid. He will
drink more fetal fluids if sweetened and less if they are made bitter or sour

In esers ts as this new offspring begins to rmindest distint t indisaflialits
in apoearani e and hehas ;or Sin( e the so( al i ords are r ornpleted sse are told
he ssinild et en rs it he ould and indeed does trs UI at times

if, It

I A
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Month 4
Your fate took on facial cm/cessions

§inular to. yet distinct hem, thc of your
parents and el your gramk,..rents.

fine hair began to grow on your head
and eyelnows and eyelashes appeared
to enhance your unigare beauty.

As you squimed or fluttered about, it
rs posulde that }Olaf hand found your
mouth and that you sucked your *runts
for the 0141 time.
You gre* and grew lima you became

half as tall As you mould be at birth.

fl% tbs. end in this month tt..14 h marke4I tit rapid growth the hatn,
iA iU be eight to ten au he, III lingth one halt in hi, height at huth and ould
neigh WO halt pi r!IfItj (if Mt qv Bei ,141,4 iii fiti4 trenundinis Irti WOW fn si t
the nuither begin to ,hint and she i'f% nell might viitterieni
ths. tir.t stiffing, tit tt ithin het the kiln MI% begins hi see& i111111711,311Ii
pi isoirm. %%hen pf epat 'O)4; eat, the ti sod nuttient
digested and passed to the /let eloping filIngq ssIthin an hi iur vi int

Wine marro,% e. min tinnung and is beginning to prink'. I. and suppletnent
the red bli ion %%Ng h up III nt PK hate been made h% the Iner and ,pleen
lite heart an Itt to he Omni% heard and 1, pumping up ft; firevtit% quart.
nt blood a da ilk. plat vnta non up tit eight mu tws in diameter and ..eigturig
one puwrid is et hi ientl% cleft% fling trementhms anunint, nn iii ronshment I he
umbdri al t slid a mar.el engineering tt hit h like a tilled garden how. re
spas knottrng, is transpriffing three hundred quarts tot tliiid tia% at speeds tit
up tct kW( mile per hour and 4 an 4 (InIptIle a round trip in stunts in thus%

Ofid
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Months 5 &
Sometime before the end of this second tri-

mester you had a way wonderild experience -
you hood and recognised your mother's yoke

Perhos this is why same of you had such an
mewl* peace upon your countenance durhsg
this period. One observer said you looked as
you might be swift eternity.

Your eyes once again opened and this tisew you
could perceive the sisachowy oudines and the
dimly lighted toms in sour environment.

Passing the mid-point of pregnant y anti mostng toward the end of the wt
ond trimester, the "Mae one has been fully formed hit number nf int friths
Now eft t oonlinated. the baby t LUIS AS the mother nun es and soot hes when
the mother rests fie will also firmly grasp the umhdit 41 cord when It IS Vit
ountered. Sounds powoke energetu teat lions, even though repetitive sig-

nals may home the fetus. Most mothers now have to t ontend with boots of
hit c ups anti repeatd kit kt and punt hes, etpet tally if the infant aim( it settle
two his fatorite -he- position

Oil and sweat glands now tum non the entire body ( bvered h fine hair
JS %di el% a white. greasy looking ointment t alled %virus, I atm tor -tat rush."
whit h inciter Is the infant'. skin from the fetal water,.

fiat Int; tot teased in size to twelve im hes or more and weighing up III (MP
.0111 (Mr- hall pt .unds. some infants who might now he tun n . though pit
mature, would SIMS isv with adequate t are. The lung.. are usually well des el-
taped and stand ready lit perform their function.
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Months 7 -
During the last three moths before your bkth your mother, with

her womb stretched to its !intik probably feb Ow she had been
pregnant brews.

A. yaw WOW in weight to MOM than tens ponds and pew to
tweedy ladies during these same months ye. began to find your
quartos becoming very cramped

As you settled into wades, you found yow favorite poons what
possible or sometimes lost polled yew knees up to yore nose . . .
and waked

The unborn child, now using the four senses of vision, hearing, taste and
touch, has experienced his own motion, secretions, the difference between
waking and sleeping, and has even related to the moods and emotions of the
mother These first perceptions will be stored and will form a basis for later
experience

The skin of the infant thickens and begins to look polished A layer of fat is
produced and stored beneath the skin, both for insulation and as a food sup-
ply Antibodies that give immunity to diseases are built up A gallon per day
ot ammonic fluid is absorbed by the baby and the fluid ts totally replaced
every three hours The baby s heart now pumps three hundred gallons of blood
per day and the placenta begins to age

Approximately one week before the two hundred and sixtieth dav the Infant
stops growing and "drops," usually head downward into the pelvic cavity

All preparations are finished and both the mother and child can nut wait
tor the drama ot birth
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On the day of birth the child. already a living and at five person
as we have seen, makes a change in his place of residence, in his
external Ide support system, and in his eating habits As he has
already gone through many progressrve, overlapping stages of
growth and development, so will he, from birth, continue the ilte
begun me months ago, moving through childhood, adolestenre,
maturity, old age and death Once again, all that is needed is
nourishment, loving care and tune to grow

I he jt t of birth is thought to be triggered bs a c omplesits cit

processes A unilateral -dec ision- is made by the mature fetus
and c ommunic ated electro-chermt ally from his hram to the aging
placenta, which is also changing hormonally, and which. in turn
notities the uterus It*. t ()mac bons and the labor begins

the uterine muscles contract and eventualls the mother is
allowed to -bear down Pressures of up to One hundred pounds
push and propel the infant through the birth (anal and out into
his new environment ttw lefts= in the umhdu al tind begins to
swell immechatetv upon tontat t with au, restritting ilow In the
placenta and uric mg the infant blood to its own lungs tta
gen As the labs gasps and an sweeps into the lungs and tills the
thousands of WA air sat s. a first t rs is vot

M you quietly waited, locked° in the position for birth, a time came when you
heard a kwing whisper from SW saying,, ft is time." And with &ft the strength of
your being you responded with a resounding "Ws!" And then the sow& around
you began to change as you fen the first tweezes from the uterine muscleswhich
you triggered into action.

Within boors, tbe noble labor of birth transported you from your warm. wakry
world osd into an environment which was a dilly twenty degees colder. Not having
the buoyancy of water arosod you it was harder for you to boid your bead up
right and five times as hod for you to breathe. You experienced pangs of hunger
as you actuated from a constant flow of
nourishment to some sit meals a day.
Though you mused clumsily at first you soon
caught on and after a good meat would
snugge, drawing up your arms and legs m
you bad in the womb.

You soon began communkating your
&comforts and needs ft) your mom and
you again found solace and peace in her
shared warmth. If sbe held your bead nett
to her beating heart you beard it and fel
asleep.

As your mother looked down upon you,
the spotbd your &genial§ which needed trimming and as she motioned to shirty
you bt your sleep, her heart would often RI with joy, misfiring that you would now
knew grace in the tight of life. Her hope had become a certain, living, love. She
was very, very gad.
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dedicated
to the millions of American tnnocenh

raped of life
in the 1970s, 80's and 90's,

brothers and sisters
known only to God.

CAUTION
You are ahosd to beins ending "past two" of dsb

booklet vslich deals w*h the cosdroversial and
emodonal issue of abed's'', in America. To be fully
balanced and psepated to read this section we en-
coursv pm to Onst read "part one," WHEN YOU
WISE FORMID IN SWINT.

This second section also inchides visual docu-
mentation of cursed abortion practices in America.
Please be aware of this in case you do not wish to
view these sensitive pktures of if you do not want
pew chicken to view them. Thank you.
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IN ROLM' T ION

Num does not always want every human hi. Ii i ome into tls
fern Flom the days ot antiquity he has wart led out methods
of fertility and birth c ontrol While 3 variety- of methods and
means have been utilird through the ages abortion and
sac rifu t have generalh been held to be an estreme la.t resort
and taboo or unlasstul in al! but pagan soi /tales

Western man has firmly held to fite supporth.e plinciples as
promoted by Hippocrates born 450 Ri until the turn ot the cen-
tury Sint e the mid ItitIO's certain groups and individuals base
been promoting death as a solution to sot fat problem, 1 he be-
lief that estll human lite is id equal worth and is worthv ot pro
le( Itt.in and losing t are has c (IMP under int teased attack I his
'sanctity of lite ethic is in danger ot fit ing replat ed hv a t heap
quality of lite ethic Advot ates of this new ethu maintain that

pefall. shOtild fetminated bet ALPO' 9111. are unwanted
unplanned impertet f or perhaps rife mit Ironed% ;:rodue the

I he promotion and use ot abortion C !early lepresents
plementation ot this dot trine of using death to -.lave stii tat prob
lems I he Supreme court det isum to le,giclize th,s ai 1 of killing
has opened a Pandora's hos and presents us with ari ominous t(1
tore Wherever and whenever the respei t for human life is t heap
ned and diminished there is an edut af et f upon that tit
tore and sot iety 1 his has happened in Ametit a In lust ten years
we have witnessed a ten-to-one increase in the rate of abortion
In somt mann American c dies abortions now est eed baths

W'hile not otfit wily legal, tie practic es of mtantit ide Ikilling
new horn infants) and euthanasia (the terminating or
mg' of anyone whose lite is onsideted not worth !ming, have in
t teased at alarming rates

Legalized abortion is the first "giant ctep" being taken in this
new campaign which promotes death as a solution for social
problems.

THIS IS AN INTRODUCTION TC)
IMPLICATIONS 01 ABORTION IN "MIMIC A

:0.: '4;,1;',.,'
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JUDICIAL POWER'
MARCH 6, 1857 The U.S. Supreme Court ruled in the landmark Dred Scott de-
cision that black people were not legal "persons" according to the U S Con-
stitution. A slave was the property of the owner and could be bought and
sold, used, or even killed by the owner at the owner's discretion

Eleven years and a civil war later, in 11568, tiv people of the U S voted into
effect the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Amendments to the U S Constitution
The interpretation and legal protection of "persons" now included all living
human beings,

JANUARY 22. 1973 The U S Supreme Court ruled in the landmark Roe v Wade
and Doe v Bolton decisions that unborn human beings are not legal "per-
sons" according to the U.S. Constitution An unborn baby is the property of
the owner (mother) and she can have the child killed at her request, even up
to the time of birth if her doctor agrees

Now the country is again bitterly divided States have lost the right to re-
strict abortion-on-demand and a move is again under way to amend the U 5,
Constitution to restore the constitutional right to life tor all human beings
from conception through natural death

a
In 1857 the discrimination was on the

basis of skin color. Today the discrimina-
tion is on the basis of age And un-
wontedness."

II 4
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Abortion in America
iiince lbw 1W3 ILL %wane Coast *dein awe than 20 million maw= cidhhen
how been Wed by ahostion. The U.S. %Idly avenge mom gum 4,2110 w one child
laid army 20 woe& Thew alum st lead car dead %idiom produced hem every
one ot thew wird videoce. Mee methods afroMion se WNW* sued in kenerica.

1, SVCTION CURETTAGE' 1-3 mos. Bin al afl abortions 115 min procedure!. Dilatation
with dilator rods. Powerful suction tube inserted through the (VIVA into thr womb.
Developing baby's body and placenta are torn into pieces and sot. ked into a jar. Head
crushed and extracted.

2. DILATATION AND EvAcuArION (t) Is f) 4-8 mos. Cervix dilated using lammana
(seaweed! and Matt* rods. Forceps Inserted grasping body parts. twisting them off
and removing them in pieces. Spine and skull ate crushed and extracted Curette
(sharp, oval-shaped knife., used to scrape out uterus. Body pieces reassenibk.d to
el ify completion.

SALT POISONINc, OR 5.4 1 Psi MI 11101) 4-7 r ros long needle inserted ludo mother's
abdomen and strung salt solution injected directh mu> the aninout fluid surround-
ing the baby. Salt is swaVossed, -breathed" and slowly poisons the baby and severely
burns its skim Mother goes into labor within 24 hrs, and towels dead and shoseled
baby. Some babies survive -salting out" and are born with severe complo atoms

4 MC TM ;I ANDIN Psi/CAI ) 441 mos. Developed and sold Iry I pjohn Co.. Kala-
mazoo. MI. these fuirmi ow-like compounds are injected or applied to uterine inils-
c le, causing intense c infractions. expelling (ft-sir-loping haby side ttre, Is ,Ind
births common testing self-adminioered tampon C hema als widels pItlfnotiMl in
India. China and Easunn urope.

5 orcom% INDE COON 543 mos. (Mid% dilated as in D & E, t Itrasound +imaging used
to guide syringe Hied with &goon (adult heart-moderatmg drug) into hean babs

stopping it instantly. Prostaglandin induces labor, (Miser* dead tubs . %irtualls UP
infective.

HVSTFROIOMY OR ( INARLAN SIC1ION 6-8 mos. Inc ision is made through abdo-
men into womb. Babv rs removed, glowed to die by neigh% I. or is kilted tn sirangul.-
tion to other direct act white inside mother.

7. RI ' 4R6 (Morning Alter INIlt Beginning to be used in I urope. Pn 1iinbadr ramping
and side eller ts t;sed an c oniunc lion with prostaglandin

ABORTION PriVtX413 MS, TRAUMA & SIDE ElfECTS
Swans, induced abortive h an sureaftwal, boatiliN penetration el a domed and %demanded

biological melearthe chili in the wornbdre another la abeam reposed to Mks and In short
and km; tens complications. both **A and

P"incomplete abortions mulling M Woaddottin&=.hertronhige and it:tertian% we
not encomsnow Atersdru.d thsturbante. miwardage. tubai pregnancies. and week, ars
always this and tend to made* with sucterahre aboithim.

Cervical loorration and uterine pedocation can rank from andbort and MC procedure%
Coswoldons, revere roma* and dianhea are commonplare with prostaglandth abortion.
Cardiac wrests and maternal death% hare atan been

anxiety, mem, wine ol km, nightmares. death menet. deterioration oi wit
tong him al dim% width are Indsoo=ing to be seriously %tidied, Mclude

image, and even suicide.
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Aikation
Abortion is not a metrical

problem. tt is a social problem.
Doctors have been asked to
become social exenitioners in
wider to bring about a better
society a far cry from the
high calling to the healing mt
of medicine. But have we pro-
duced a better society?

We were told in the days before the Supreme Court abortion decisions that
abottiowon-demand would reduce child abuse. Instead, child abuse has
climbed by at least 500%, since 1973, even though we have prevented the birth of
more than 25 minion unwanted children.

We were told that abortkm made legal would do away with illegal, dangerous
abortions. Yet the experience in every country, inducing America. where
abortion-on-demand became a legal right. is that illegal Aortions increase
rather than decrease.

We were, id that we would have better sexual morality, but instead we have
tremendous : -umbers of teenage pregnancie; resulting from sex education
programs which deny a moral code and encourage a hedonistic life style Abor-
tion is presented as a back-up to contraceptive failure in this "do yout own
thing" life style.

The cheapening of human life brought about by abortion-on-demand has,
like falling dominoes, had two other impacts upon our society. The first is
infargkicie, the killing of a newborn by active or passive means because he is
considered to have a life not worth living_ What started off to be a woman's
right to abortion-on-demand has become a woman's legal right to a dead baby.
Inasmuch as a woman has right to a dead baby, does she not have the right to a
dead baby outside the womb as well as inside the womb? Apparently the does!
Medical journals published in dm, U.S. carry clear indication that doctors are
practicing infanticide, and yet the law has apparently turned its back. Infanticide
in reality is homicide.

Tlw second effect is the practice of euthanasia, or so called "mercy-killing,"
the termination of the life of a dependent individual allegedly for his own
benefit. Today, we receive reports about elderly people in approved nursing
homes who are not having their infections and fever symptoms treated. The
reasons have very little to do with limitations in medicine. Frequently, such
decisions are made by staff personnel based on social problems of the patient in
question, such as the frequency of visitation by the family, the number of
nursing hours required per week, and the general "acceptability" of the patient
with the nursing home staff.

;
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C. WHIM KOOP, M.D.

and the Future . . .
Death as a Solution

Who knows what the nest dimmer rthght be. as we sestematitalle t hearten
hUITIMI litt jbei undelnune the family strut lute so essebtftd to the future ot
tad' MK tebr?

When dot tots are willing to bet ome sir( ral executioners fot tildhOds of babies,
tlitist \JMitle What moti% Vs alt. used in farthing their at hone L.suail reasoas

giee'n Int hale piesers.rig the lat . of the mother. the expectant in ot a defet
t hild rape and int est von ft thew were ealid reasons thil would at count tot

all abortions. Jk 4ff of alit ti hulls tie t lif hit reasons of t oth enteric e
and et onome

When ph s sit tans ace willing to c oun,el the parents cat a newborn 4 had esith a
ongendal deteil to allow the hdd to starve to death, we should examine this

mot e as well The twit al answer Is that these youngsters have "lite not worthy to
be heed,- Leo Alexander. the American owl-hunk ref nesentarive to the Nurem-
berg trials, in trying to bring the ()owns of the Hoint Just to the lowest c ornmon
debOrbinafetf , said Olaf It all began with the t ont ept that there was SUCb a thing a
human hte not %coh s. to be heed.

enamle . we hate t ome to an age Where the Hipp, 44 tdvit paditum of preset b -
mg human lite% meals little One c ould sae without hesitation that we are at the
rossroatk of the c tinuption of medicine with the tin( &Whorl ot law. ( (irruption

tat Lw t him into tots cotton e with the U.S. Sup erne Coull abortion de( isiont.
of 1973. The corruption of medic ine foliowed In t ,r many in the 1930s the
corruput in of medic flee mile Wet with the selection of VI:1,0W people tor destrue
bon; they were the aged, infirm retarded. semk., and similar owless eaters,-
who were c °mulcted to he only -partial Gemara.- Rut the HokKaust could not
have t time about with the orruption of medicine alone, It took the corruption of
the law to make euthanasia legal. There is no doubt that tt the dot tors in C.o.rinarty
had stood tor the right to life of every individual, the t itAot dug at the very least
would have been shrwed down and minimited .
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So far, we've touched on the So dal problem presented by unwanted preg-
nancies, by chikhen with congenital defects, and by old folks who have
become a cramping nuisance to society or their families. But what will happen
when we project the future and consider the economic impact of our actions?
The results will be disastrous! With fewer and fewer children allowed to live,
every child now alive or born in the next decade will, in the first years of the
next century, have a proportionately greater financial burden in supporting a
tremendously top heavy population. The Social Security system could be
stretched to the breaking point. for the old and the non-productive, euthanasia
will take on a new dimension in the name of economic stability_

Our country, which has prided itself on its lack of discriminaion on any
grounds, has succumbed to discrimination against the unborn because they
cannot speak for themselves, against the newly born because they have lives
not worthy to be lived, and against the elderly because they are social and
economic burdens,

it is possible that in the next few years, with the concept of "wrongful life-
developed by the New York State Suprenw Court, it will be illegal for an obste-
trician to deliver a baby with a defect that could have been diagnosed pre-
natally. Once the concept of wrongful life has been accepted, what chance
does the imperfect child have when he is newly born? And what will happen
to the tremendous number of elderly people who through no fault of their
own have become the great majority in our changing demographic picture.

Today we hear a Nobel laureate in the United States suggesting that children
not be declared alive until they are three days old in order that all families be
given the right to reject their children if they wish. We hear the suggestions that
all children be required to pass a genetic test or forfeit their lives. It should not
surprise us that another Nobel laureate is contributing his sperm to sperm
banks in the hope that a suitable ovum might be found in days to come that
would be worthy of being fertilized by this superior genetic contribution.

The family structure in America is rapicfiy deteriorating. Abortion, infancii-
cide, euthanasia, artificial insemkration, the test tube baby, single parenthood,
the Gay Rights movement, and the radical Wamen's Liberation movemere are
all anti-family. Unless we wake up, America, we ate doomed to go the way of
other civilizations who kist their respect for the sanctity of life where it is clearly
uMerstood that man is not a mathine, is not randomly chosen, but is indeed
created in the image of God.

MA *tut, not wow, hy bevrrt Aoup fif ho the, law Mewl, al 1 tatOU)
. pAr, frpotath Mot ethrso ..Pwr ...wk. by 1. Bwei

"Be truithri and increme in number and fill the earth . . for your lifeblood 1 will
surely demand an accounting I li denund on &wowing from finery ammo!
And from each man. too. 1 will demand an accounting for the life of his fellow
man For in the muse at God has God made man " Genesis 9:1-6
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Today, with the abortion rate approaching one and one-half million per
year, we are witnessing in America a holocaust that rivals atrocities anywhere
at any time in histoty, including Hitler's Germany and the recent annihilation
of millions of Cambodians. We have embraced a doctrine of death.

By and large, Americans are reacting with unbelief and indifference. Our
minds seem numbed to the fact that we are systematically and purposefully
destroying human life. If we are to hah this carnage and prevent the next
waves of destructioninfanticide and euthanasiathis veil of apathy must be
stripped away. We must see in full view what is now happening and become
active in bringing a reversal. This is no time for neutrality!

Here are some specific suggestions.

AFFILIATE WITH PRO-LIFE ORGANIZATIONS. such as those
listed elsewhere in this booklet. Subscribe to their newsletters
and learn what is happening in your area and be prepared to
write letters and speak out with your convictions. See page 11-14.
PROMOTE ALT" RNATIVES to abortion. 1n luding adoption and
care for those who are pregnant out of wedlock. See page II-1 5.
TELL YOUR RE PRESENTATIVE S in Congress and the Senate
how you feel learn their voting records on abortion funding
Work foi the election of pro-lite candidates and the defeat at
pro-abortion candidates
SUPPORT PRO-Elf f I [GIST/1110N, includmg a Human I de
Amendment to the Constitution The Supreme (ourt has ruled
that an unborn child in the womb is not a person entitled to
the right to life, and may be deprived of life by the mother and
her attending physician This must not remain as the highest
law of the land The unborn and all U S citirens must have the
legal protection of their right to lite restored
THROUCH YOUR PERSONAL PRAYER LIFE and among those
with whom you tellowship, ask for God's forgwenes,, merc
and divine inspiration on how to protect the unborn
1URIHIR INEORM YOURSI I F hook and media ret um-
mended elsewhere in this booklet
tilt P DISTRIBUTE THIS 130()ICII T in st hoofs doc tors of
tic es. counselling f IMK s ( hurt hes See the inside front (over
tor information on how to order more

Rem ire thr me hying led do as I., de.olh huht those daggerreg tine.std s.i.sughtet
It sin; aat Hd! sae int-A nothing .thoot tho dors turf sa ho st ergh. thy hedrt
Oevi roe fte /hie. not he oho keen,. bt Not Ws. fir ssa he fug frpj, tY h jt
alma; tot-bog to se hAt he hai. done,
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National Organizatiorniism
CRISIS PREGNANCY COUNSELING PROGRAMS
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P.O.
Rescue

lanshapolun, NY 139E2 6C/773-4012
Operation Rescue, founded by Randall

Terry, encourages Christians and pro-lifers to
Wicipate in mass demonstrations of non-vio-
lent civil disobedience. Mthough severely
hampered by pro-abortion sponsored litiga-
tion, Operation Rescue has helped launch
hueth of local operation rescue organiza-
tions who continue to stage non-violent inter-
ventions at abortion clinics. often resuhing in
the dosing a the clinic for a day.
Pro-Lik &Ron League Henn 3121777-2525
6160 N. Clem Avenue, Suite 219 312/777-2900

Pro-Ilk LION*
Clitc:M

60646
ted to saving lives through non-vio-

lent direct action, coordinates picketing of
abortion clinics and agencies, lobbies politicians,
conducts street counseling for women, holds
seminars and lectures for student groups and
community organizations.
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[Reprinted by permission From Aborted Women, Silent No More.
Copyright 1987 by David C. Reardon. Published by Crossway Books]

Hostages of Rape, Victims of
Abortion

Rape is a powerful word. It elicits strong and often contradictory
responses, feelings of both horror and sympathy. Because people read-
ily sympathize with rape victims, but also recoil from thinking too
deeply about its effects on women, rape has been the "exception" to
abortion restrictions which abortion proponents have most vigorously
defended. "Should a woman who is pregnant from rape be forme/ to
carry the child of her brutal attacker?" they asked. It was difficult for
anyone to answer "yes" to such a question.

But after admitting to the possible justification of abortion in cases
of rape, society has been forced by logic to expand this exception into a
general license for abortion on demand. Once rape was accepted as an
exception, the question became: "Should a woman beforred to bear an
stmewmichild, regardless of how she became pregnant." Indeed, the
Supreme Court used this same expansive argument to strike down a
Georgia law which generally prohibited abortion but allowed it in the
case of rape. The Court argued that by allowing abortions in some cases,
the states were revealing a lack of commitment to protection of the
unborn. Therefore, if abortion was allowable in somc cases, such as
with rape, there was no justifiable reason to "arbitrarily" forbid abor-
tion under other "compelling" circumstances. After all, once it was
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admitted that a woman should not be "forced" into carrying the child
of an unwanted rape, on what grounds could she be forced to carry the

child of any unwanted father?'
Once the wedge of the rape "exception" was inserted into the

fabric of abortion legislation, the remaining restrictions of abortion

were torn apart. If abortion is allowed when a man faces himself upon
the woman, then it follows that abortion should be allowed when an
unborn child "forces" his or herself upon the woman. Through such

arguments, the seemingly noble and compassionate "exception" in
cases of rape was quickly distorted to devalue the unborn and lend

sympathy to the abortion of any "unwanted" child.
The rape issue was used by pro-abottionists as a wedge by which

they gained sympathy for abortion, but they also used it as a smoke-

screen to confuse the central issue which was abortion on demand.
Once abortion in the case of rape was allowed, the ambiguities sur-
rounding rape were used to expand abortion access even further. For

example, does the rape exception include "statutory rape," where any

minor under the age of seventeen is considered "raped" whether she

agreed to intercourse or not? Does the rape have to have been re-
ported? Or can a woman claim the right to abortion due to rape months

later, only after confirming that she is pregnant? Because the rape
"exception" was so difficult to pin down, any legislation which allowed

the exception could still be attacked as instificient. Since legislatures

had already committed themselves to alleviating "rape" victims from
unwanted pregnancies, looser and looser kgislation was necessary to

ensure that every "victim" would have the opportunity to have an
abortion.

Abortion proponents used the public's natural sympathy toward

rape victims and the ambiguities surrounding the definition of such
"exceptions" on abortion restrictions to convince the public that: (1) at

least some abortions arc justified: and (2) the issues arc too complex to

understand, much less to restrict through legislation; therefore (3) it is

best to leave the abortion decision to women and their physicians.

But the failure of the pro-abortion rape argument lay not only in

trying to turn a sympathetic "exception" into a general rule of toler-

ance towards all abortions, but more importantly, they also failed in

their diagnosis of the rape victim and her needs. As we will see, the

pro-abortion argumentwhich was presumptuously and falsely pre-

sented on behalf of rape victims--took only a shallow and paternalistic

view toward the women involved. It automatically assumed that abor-

1 o
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tion was the "best" thing society could offer these victims of violence.
The evidence is to the contrary.

Rape Pregnancies in Perspective

Rape is indeed a serious problem. Approximately 78.000 forcible rapes
were reported in 1982 alone. This figure is even more appalling when it
is recalled that 40 to 80 percent of all rapes are Nor reported.2

But despite the large number of rapes which occur, pregnancies
resulting from rape arc exceedingly rare. There arc many reasons for
this. Perhaps most significant is that even when penetration occurs.
ejaculation may not, because the rate of sexual dysfunction among
rapists is extremely high. Three studies found. respectivels that 39,
48, and even 54 percent of victims were not exposed to sperm during
the course of rape. Another study found that 51 percent of rapists
experience erective or ejaculatory dysfunction during sexual assault.3
Still other investigators, having found that approximately one-third of
rapists suffer from sexual dysfunctions, commented: "Thi_ , a signifi-
cant portion of those who arc labeled 'rapists.' and in popular my-
thology have excessive sexual appetites, arc incapable of achieving
orgasm in the rape situation."4

Besides thc sexual dysfunction discussed above, some rapists arc
infertile due to low sperm counts. previous vasectomies, or other
abnormalities. In addition, rapists occasionally use condoms them-
selves, an event which occurs in approximately 1 percent of rapes.5

Temporary or total infertility among rape victims is another major
reason why the rate of pregnancies resulting from rape is so low First, a
victim may be naturally sterile. She may be too old or too young to bc
fertile, may already be pregnant, or may be infertile for other natural
reasons (42 percent of rape victims in one study were in this category).
Second, the victim may be taking oral contraceptives or have an IUD in
place or have had a tubal hgation prior to the rape and thus have been
artificially infertile (20 percent of rape victims were in this category.
according to the same study). Thus, only a minority of rape victims arc
potentially fertile.6

Beyond natural and artificial infertility, some rape victims are
protected from pregnancy by what might be called "stress" infertility
a form of temporary infertility which occurs in reaction to extreme
stress. This occurs because a woman menstrual cycle (controlled by
hormones) is easily disturbed by emot:onal stress and may thus act as a
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natural form of birth control. Ovulation may be tklayed; Of if the cycle
has alituly passed into the kutal phase, menstruation may occur
prematurely so as to prevent fertilization and/or implantation during
the period of stress. This is Nature's way of minimizing the number of
offspring born into a hostile (stressful) environment. Thus the extreme
trauma associated with rape frequently serves as a temporary and
natural form of birth control!

After subtracting the number of rape victims who are not at risk of
becoming pregnant because of the reasons cited above, the risk for the
remainder of rape victims is still much less than the natural limits of
fertility under even optimal circumstances. The chance ofconception
resulting from a single act of unprotected intercourse between fertile,
consenting individuals is estimated at only 3 to 4 percent. According to
the American Medical Association's magazine Prim, even on the day of
ovulation "the chances are ten to one against conception."

When all of these factors arc considered, it is understandable why

pregnancies resulting from rape are extremely rare. In fact, one study
found pregnancy resulting from sexual assault occurred in only .6
percent of 2,190 victims; three times that many were already pregnant
at thc time of the attack.° Other studies find the rate to be even lower,
especially when rape victims receive prompt hospital treatment which
includes pregnancy preventive care. In a series of 3.500 rape cases
treated in hospitals in the Minneapolis-St. Paul area OVer a ten-year
period, there was not a single case which resulted in pregnancy.'°

Despite the odds, however, some pregnancies from rape do oc-
curbut certainly not as frequently as pro-abortionists have at times
implied. When this happens, what is already a psychologically difficult

situation is further complicated when abortion is offered as the "best"
solution. What must be remembered is that women in these rare
chrumstances are not "victims of pregnancy." they are victims of rape.

In the vast majority of these cases, the victim's problems "stem more
from the trauma of rape rather than from the pregnancy itself."
Abortion, which is itself always a psychologically stressful experience,

may only further aggravate the woman's situation and should be ap-
proached with great care, not just a careless "fixing" or "hiding" of the
external results of the rape.

Thc Psychology of Women with Rape Pregnancies

lb the rape victim, rape is anything but external. It is a deeply
traumatic expericiivr that results in "guilt, anger, fear and a myriad of

.1t
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other, often overwhelming emotions [which) require ventilation."12
Rather than being used as a separate category for justifying abortion,
rape should properly be considered under the more general category of
"psychological indications." All the reasons against abortion on psycho-
logical grounds, therefore, are also valid in the case of rape. As in any
other emotionally stressful situation for which abortion might be rec-
ommended, abortion in the caSe of rape is a "cure" which only aggra-
vates the "disease." As with other "psychological indications for
abortion." the evidence actually shows that rape is a strong 1-on -
trainditation for abortion. This becomes clear when one considers the
victim's psychological state, not simply her physical condition.

Rape is a "sudden. shattering intrusion which can leave the victim
with deep and lingering emotional, psychological, and physical scars."
These internal feelings are -aggravated by a society which often sees
her as the guilty party. . . . Relieving that she is somehow tainted,
dirty, and dehumanized, and knowing that man y. will view her either as
pitiful and helpless or as disgusting and defiled. she often takes great
pains to conceal the fact of the assault f a fact which accounts for the low
rate of reported rapesi."" The myths that raped women are "at fault"
because they have "attracted" attacks, or because they have failed to
thwart thc attacks, arc the attitudes most at odds with the healthy
emotional recovery from rape. These attitudes. internalized by many
rape victims and reinforced by family, friends, and socicry, arc a source
of continual pain for rape victims.

One reason why these "blame the victim" attitudes prevail is that
most people continue to believe the myth that rape is a sex crime, and
therefore, since the woman may "attract" the rapist, she is at least
partially at fault. But this is simply not true. All researchers agree that
the rapist is not driven by sexual urges. hut by tendencies toward
vioknee." It is not primarily thc wornan's sexuality which invites
attack, it is her vulnerability, thc ease with which she can bc over-
powered. He displays his power in a situation which he can control
because he finds himself generally powerless -or, to use a more sym-
bolic word. impotentin the world at large. Thus rape symbolizes an
easy victory for the rapist. It proves his "superiority" ()%er his victim.

Rape. then, is no more a sexual act than child battery is a disci-
plinary act. Unfortunately, society all too easily accepts the myths that
both rapists and child beaters simply "lose control" or "go too far."

Because the myth of rape as a sexual (sensual) act continues to
dominate public opinion, this myth plays a major role in shaping the

1 I
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mental state of the rape victim. According to this myth, tape is at least

partially "the womank fault." Such "blame the victim" attitudes fre-
quently encourage the victim to engage in self-blame. "Despite its
irrationality a sense of guilt is common, a consuming seanli for some

flaw Of characteristic which has caused the victimization. Anger, find-
ing no kgitimate outlet, may be turned inward, being nurtuted by self-

bkme and often released as self-punishment."15
Frequently the victimk feelings of self-blame arc encouraged by

the reactions of family and ftiends, though these reactions are often
subtly or unconsciously conveyed. First, &mixt may bc directed at the

woman by her huslund, boyEiend, or family as a result of the ac-
cusatory premise that "nice women don't get raped." Second, because

friends and family are uncomfortable in discussing the incident, or

themselves feel embarrassment through association, they may take

great pains to avoid Of conceal the tragedy. Such "brush it under the

rug" attitudes, however, only isolate the victim and aggravate her

negative reactions:

Often relatives and friends try to dissuade her from thinking or
talking about it (the assault) in the mistaken belief that she will

become more emotionally distressed. However. if others refuse to

listen, the patient may conclude that they are embarrassed and

ashamed and want to punish her for what has happened."

Third, the attitudes of others, particularly her spouse, may imply that

as a victim of the "sexual" attack of a "defiled" man, she herself is

"tainted" and "dirtied." This revulsion may be conveyed by physical

aloofness from the "wwlean" victim and serves only to aggravate her

feelings of humiliation and devaluation. Thus, the belief that she is
"mined" may become a central aspect of the victim's own self-image.

For all of the above reasons, proper care for rape victims must

include not only psycholog' :al counseling for the victim, but also for
her friends and family as well. Both the victim and hcr "significant
others" need to be freed from the binding myths that rape is "sexual."

that the victim is in any way at fault, or that the victim is "tainted."
This task becomes even more important in the rare cases in which the

attack results in pregnancy, or when there is even the suspicion of a

tape pregnancy. 7

Besides facing all the "normal" traumas associated with rape, the

pregnant woman is faced with additional pressures because of her
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pregnancy. The social abhorrence of rape that rejects the victim as
"unclean" also !ejects the "tainted offspring" which is the evidence of
the crime. The child is not only considered an illegitimate "bastard,"
but it is often viewed with all the revulsion associated with the rapist.
Again the "rape is sex" myth rears its head and promotes the attitude
that any pregnancy resulting from rape is the result of "ugly" Of
"sinful" sex, and so the child itself must be "ugly" or "sinful." Thus,
in a society fixated on the stigma of rape, the child is never considered
as an innocent entity, a second victim deserving of consideration.
Instead, the pregnancy signifies "only a blot to be removed."'"

It can be seen again, then, that the recommendation of abortion
under such "unsavory" circumstances may bc promoted for the con-
venience of society (which is already inclined to reject thc rape victim),
rather than for the welfare of the mother. Indeed, the entire abortion/
rape debate never included thc pregnant victim's opinions or surveyed
her needs. Instead, it was simply presumed that the rape victim would
want an abortion, would need an abortion, and would benefit from an
abortion.

The failure to study the needs of pregnant rape victims was duc to
two factors. First, the emphasis in rape studies has traditionally been
placed on evaluating the characteristics of rapists. Only in the last ten
years has there been a shift towards studying the needs and emotions of
the rape victim and to the evaluation of effective forms of counseling."'
Second, since the number of pregnant victims is extremely small,
representing only a tiny fraction of all rape victims, the special needs of
impregnated victims have not been addressed in detail. Instead, most
of the literature merely maintains the myth that an abortion is to be
recommended as soon as possible.

For the above reasons, the psychology of the pregnant rape victim
received little attention until Dr. Sandra Mahkorn. an experienced
rape counselor, investigated the issue in a report published in 1979.20
In studying the case histories of 37 pregnant rape victims who had been
counseled by various social welfare agencies, Dr. Mahkorn found that
28 women chose to continue their pregnancies, S chose abortion, and
the outcome of the remaining 4 could not be determined. (A finding
which dearly contradicts the presumption that most rape victims desire
abortions.) Of the 28 who went to term, 17 chose adoption, 3 chose to
keep thc child, and details for the remaining 8 were unknown. Of
those who refused abortion, the most common reason was their belief
that abortion was simply another act of violence, immoral, or killing.
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Onc woman said that she "would suffer more mental anguish from
taking the life of the unborn child than carrying the baby to term."
Others felt that the child had an intrinsic meaning or purpose. making

statements such as: "All life has meaning" or "This child can bring love
and happiness into someone's life."

Thc majority of the pregnant victims stated that their primary
problem was the need to confront and deal with "feelings or issues
related to the rape experience," though a significant minority (19%)
placed primary emphasis on the need to confront and explore feelings

about the pregnancy, including feelings of "resentment." "hostility
towards the child," and "denial of the . . pregnancy."z'

When asked what conditions or situations made it most difficult
for her to continue her pregnancy, the most frequent response was

social pressurethe opinions, attitudes, and beliefs of others about the

rape and pregnat cv. Statements included, "family pressure Itoabort)."
attitudes of "boyfriends," and the belief that "peopk will not believe
that she was raped Of that it could have been prevented." Such feelings

of being rejected because she is "unclean" aggravatt. ;If-rejection and

the need to "cover up" what has happened. Under such pressure.
abortion may seem the only solution because it will conceal the crime
and "cleanse" the woman of rape's stains.

Though anger over thc attack was occasionally displaced towards

the child, Mahkorn's study revealed that such negative attitudes con-
sistently changed to more positive ones as the pregnancy progressed.
The overwhelming majority of the women investigated had a positive

view towards the child by the time of delivery as well as much im-
proved self-images. None moved toward more negative attitudes, a fact

which prompted Dr. Mahkom to write:

The belief that pregnancy following rape will emotionally and
psychologically devastate the victim reflects the common miscon-

ception that women are helpless creatures who must be protected
from the harsh realities of the world. . . . [This study illustrates)
that pregnancy need not impede the victim's resolution of the

trauma; rather, with loving support. nonjudgmental attitudes, and
empathic communicati n. healthy emot;onal and psychological

responses are possible despite the added burden of pregnancy.22

Dr. Mahkorn's study also led her to the conclusion that enccurag-

ing abortion as thc "solution" to a rape pregnancy is in fact coun-

I f/
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terproductive, because abortion serves only to reinforce stgative
attitudes. Her observations are worth quoting at length:

Because it is likely that the victim already harbors feelings of guilt
as a result of the assault, medico-social pressures which encourage
and result in abortion could compound the woman's feelings of
guilt and self-blame lover the abortion itself). . . . Perhaps as a
result of their own biases and an unwillingness to deal with the
more emotionally difficult complications of a pregnant rape victim,
many physicians suggest abortion in this case as one would pre-
scribe aspirin for a tension headache. . . . While on the surface
this "suggestion" may appear acceptable and even "humane" to
many, the victim is dealt another disservice. Such condescending
rquick-fix") attitudes on the part of physicians, friends and fam-
ily can only serve to reaffirm the sense of helplessness and vul-
nerability that was so violently conveyed in the act of sexual
assault itself. At a time when she is struggling to regain her sense
of self-esteem, such a "take charge" attitude can be especially
damaging. Often the offer of such "quick and easy" solutions as
abortion only serve those who ale uncomfortable or unwi:ling to
deal with the special problems and needs that such complications
as pregnancy might present.

. . . The central issue, then, should nor he whether wc can
abort all pregnant sexual assault victims, but rather an exploration
of the things we can change in ourselves, and through community
education, to support such women through their pregnancies. The
"abortion is the best solution" approach can only serve to encour-
age the belief that sexual assault is something for which the victim
must bear shamea sin to be carefully concealed. . . . too often
the pregnancy receives the most attention and the anger, guilt.
fear, and lower self-esteem related to the assault fail to bc ad-
dressed.

. . . /Me atiitndes projected by others and not the pregnantly itteff
pose the rentralproblessfor the pregnant virrim.

By no means am 1 attempting to conclude that pregnancy as a
result of rape is a simple matter. Such a conclusion would indeed
be naive. This study does seem to suggest, however, that even
though emotionally and psychologically difficult, these burdens
can be lessened with proper support. [italics addedP

1
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Clead% many of the pregnant rape victim's problems stem from

societyl abhorrence of her condition. Revulsion towards thc rape is
carried Over tO the victims, both mother and child. But it is not the
victims who are tainted by rape, it is the attitudes of society which are
tainted by superstition and prejudice. The cure, then, is not abortion,

but acceptance. Df. Mahkom writes: "Perhaps true liberation for the
rape victim means the freedom to publicly acknowledge what has
happened without fear of rejection. Perhaps true liberation means the

freedom to carry a pregnancy to term with the realization that, like
herself, the child is an innocent victim."24 Feminist Mary Meehan

agrees:

Psychological support, especially from the woman's family and
friends, is enormously important. They should stand by her and

say clearly that, no ma, ter 4, r.at the circumstances of conception,
there should aftyr be 2E, irrassment about bringing a child
into the world. There she Y never be anything but pride in
that. 25

As noted by Dr. Mahkorn, the child of rape must also be consid-

ered a victim of the crime. The child did not ask to be created any

more than the woman asked to be attacked. The child has done no
wrong, and abortion certainly does not undo the father's crime. No-
where would the old proverb "Two wrongs don't mite a right" seem
more appropriate. Even convicted rapists arc not punished by execu-

tion. Does it make sense that the innocent child of rape should be
condemned to death in his place? Does it make sense to heap violence

on top of violence, especially when the woman body and psyche is
made the battleground for both attacks? Does it make sense to tell the
victim of violence to participate as the perpetrator of another violent

act?
Rape and aboftiots are both harsh, crud words. They arc words so

filled with revulsion that people don't like to think about either the acts

or the victims involved. The world would no doubt be better without
both, but unfortunately people are afraid to confront either. lt is better,
somehow, to try to ignore them, put them our of mind, pretend that
they never happened.

Given such rejection of reality, it is not surprising that abortion is

unlikely to relieve the anxieties of the rape victim, but instead it is
much more likely to add to and complicate her emotional trauma. As

1 7
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with most abortions1 the pregnant victim feels forced by circumstances
to submit to thc "corrective" violence of abortion. But as we have seen,
the lack of free choice, the sense of being compelled to choose abor-
tion, is a major indicator for the occurence of severe post-abortion
sequelac. This is no less true in thc case of rape, where the victim is
struggling to regain control over her life but is being told that there is
only one thing shc can doabort.

Indeed, thc emotions surrounding rape and abortion are so nearly
identical that abortion is almost certain to reinforce negative attitudes.
Like rape, abortion accentuates feelings of guilt, lowered self-esteem,
feelings of being sexually violated, feelings of having lost control or of
being controlled by circumstances. suspicion of males, sexual coldness,
and so on. Abortion of pregnant rain victims, then, tends only to
reinforce these negative feelins5 and does nothing to promote the inner
reconciliation which is so desperately needed. Encouraging a woman to
vent her displaced anger in "revenge" against her unborn child only
impacts negative and self-destructive attitudes into her psyche.

Abortion at best only hides a physical symptom of the rape; in its
place, the woman is burdened with the memory of a child who was the
victim of her luftifiable homicide." For the majority of pregnant rape
victims who wisely choose to give their children life, the choice for
childbirth is the choice to triumph over the rape. It is a choice which
says: "This rape will not dictate my life." It is a choice which wrestles
something good from what seems to be so inherently evil. Instead of
remembering only her fear and shame. her choice allows her to re-
member her courage and generosity.26 As Mary Meehan writes:

It seems to me that honesty requires us to say that it is unjust that
a woman must carry to term a child conceived through rape. hut
that it is a far ginger injustire to kill the thrld.'l'here is no way to avoid
injustice in this situation: the best wc can do is reduce it. The first
injustice, which lasts for nine months of a life, can be relieved
both finar.cially and psychologically. But the second injustice ends
a life, arm there is no remedy for that.

lb sa that good can come from evil is not to accept the evil
itself. A young prolifer put it well when she said: "The answer to
rape is not abortion., it is stopping rape.17

Returning to our original question, then. would the "conscientious
physician" ever recommend abortion in the Me of rape? Probably not.
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He would recognize that what the woman really needs is emotional
support through the rape. He would recognize that her confidence and
sense ann.-worth need rebuilding, not the added emotional dilemmas
of abortion.

Incest

"Rape and Incest . . ." Hand in hand, these two words were the
Trojan horse of abortion reform. But as with rape, abortion proponents
appealed to the emotional abhorrence of incest to gain support for
abortion while ignoring the real needs of the victims. Abortion was
simply pnwomed to bc the bcst answerat least best for society if not
for thc women, girls, or children. Through abortion, they suggested,
we could cover up these embarrassing victims of our sick society; wc
could destroy the "unclean" offspring of our sexual perversions. But in
fact, just as with rape, there is no psychiatric evidence, nor even any
theory which argues that abortion of an incestuous pregnancy is

therapeutic for the victimit is only more convenient for everyone
else.

Setting aside the paternalistic attitudes with which society pre-
sumes that abortion is best for the incest victim, wc must ask, what do
these girls themselves want? It takes little investigation to find that
almost all incest victims actually desire to keep the baby, and the
majority do! Those who do abort do so under pressure from the
impregnating relative who is seeking to cover-up his crime, and even in
these cases, the victims abort only with resentment!"

Thc reasons why incest victims desire to keep their children are as
complex as the issue of incest itself. But in brief, the pregnancy is
desired by some because it offers a way to expose and escape the
incestuous relationship. For others, the wthom child represents the
hope for establishing a truly loving relationship as opposed to the

exploitive one in which they arc entangled. For others, giving birth
serves as a means of claiming maturity and "winning" respect from
theii parents.

Incest can only bc understood as a family pathology. The rela-
tionships between thc husband, wife, and children are often strange
and twisted. One invesuganve observer put it well when she said:

"Reading the literature on incest is like trudging through a sewer."z9
Every member of the family touched by incest is embroiled in psycho-
logical turmoil, though the young victim is undoubtedly the most
vulnerable and confused. As with any complex phenomenon, genet-
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alization about incest is a poor substitute for close study of its many and
varied forms. Due to space limitations, only a brief overview of "typ-
iral" incest patterns is offered here in order to illustrate some of thc
underlying psychologies involved in an incest pregnancy.

Most cases of incest involve the male parent and a teenage or even
a pre-teenage daughter. Though the perpetrator is frequendy the girl's
natural father, incestuous relationships with stepfathers are much more
common. Incest with other men, such as uncles and brothers. repre-
sent only a m;nority of cases.m

Frequently the incestuous father will begin to sexually "train" his
daughter for use at a very young age, as early as seven or eight, and will
continue the relationship until she runs away, marries, or until the illicit
union is exposed to outside authorities and intervention takes place.
There are various motives that attract the offender to incest. Some
involve sexual perversions; others arc moved by thc inadequacies of
their marital relationships or by their own low self-esteem. Since the
young daughter is sexually ignorant and naive, whereas the father is
"sophisticated" and occupies a ix)sition of authority, she becomes the
easy sexual "conquest" which he needs. Sexual excursions with his
daughter arc an easy escape from marital problems. Because of her
youth and dependency, it is easier to dominate and control his daughter
than to overcome conflicts with his wife. As in the case of rape, there is
much more at stake than nizre sexual satisfaction. Power and control
are kcy elements of the incestuous relationship.

Obviously, the daughter exposed to incest is the victim of many
psychological games and deceits. Even though she may never consent
to the incest, she is made to feel obligated to submit to it. Shc is likely
to feel guilty (often without understanding why), isolated, afraid, and
at a loss as to how to change her circumstances. But though she may
recoil from her fatheA advances and may dread repetitions of their
sexual contact, it is also very likely that she has a sincere love for her
father and a strong need to bc loved by him. Though she may find their
sexual relationship confusing or even repulsive, at least she finds in it
some sense of the attention and love she so desperately needs. Though
shc would much rather be a daughter than a sex object, the latter form
of attention is sometimes accepted as a meager substitute.

Incestuous daughters almost invariably feel that their mothers arc
bad mothers and fcar that they, too, will bc bad mothers. They feel
estranged from their mothers and expect little support from the mother
in escaping their incestuous relationship. Indeed, it is quite likely that
the mother will be aware of the incest but will refuse to believe it or
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will fail to act. The daughter attempts to hint at what is happening
and to seek help are likely to bc rebuffed and ignored by a mother who
simply does not want to believe it. Sometimes, such denial can be
taken to extremes. In one case, the mother had repeatedly seen her
nude husband in bed with her daughter during a two and a half year
period but ignored her "suspicions" until pregnancy occurred. In yet
another case, where an incestuous pregnancy was ultimately reported
by an outside party, the mother had simply "reassured her four daugh-

tets that father was merely trying to show affection by manipulating
their breasts and vaginas.""

Because it involves so many strained relationships, the pathology

of incest is usually shrouded in a "conspiracy of silence." The daughter
is too ashamed to discuss it and doubts that there is any aid to be found;

the mother denies what she doesn't want to believe; and, of course, the
father seeks desperately to conceal it. All know what is occurring, but

they will nut admit it to each other, much less to the outside world.
Until this denial is overcome, breaking the incestuous pattern is impos-

sible. Until the incest is exposed, it is unlikely that the family will seek

treatment.
The person who most wants to get out of the incestuous situation

is the victim, the daughter. Through friends, teachers, doctors or
relatives, she may eventually drop enough hints to arousc suspicion and

action. Failing that, she may simply "wait it out" until she is old
enough to move away, or shc may seek other more immediate avenues

of escape: running away, early marriage, or pregnancy.
Though the daughter wants out, it should be remembered that

she would prefer to break the incest pattern in a way that ssould allow

her to maintain or regain the love of her parents. Pregnancy is an

avenue which offers to fulfill both of these requirements.32
Abortion of an incestuous pregnancy. then, not only adds to the

girl's guilt and trauma, it also frustrates her plans for escape and
attention. Abortion perpetuates the "conspiracy of silence" by cmer-
ing up the incest, or at least its results, and continues the family pattern

of denying reality. Indeed, it seems that the positive opinion w hich the

daughter maintains towards her incestuous father turns negative only

when he insists upon an abortion or denies lus paternity and thus
frustrates her needs for acceptance and escape.33 Even though nearly

half of all incestuous fathers press for abortion if a pregnancy occurs,

resistance to abortion is generally very strong, with only a quarter of the

daughters finally submitting to abortion.34
Fortunately, incestuous pregnancies arc actually quite rare, a fact

1 `',4
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which is especially surprising considering the lengthy period of ex-
posure. American studies involving a total of almost 2,000 cases of
incest report a pregnancy rate of only 1 percent. According to one
counselor, incestuous relations cause cessation of menses (apparently
because of the emotional trauma) during the years of contact, but thc
ovulation cycle resumes once the girls enter therapy. Older studies
indicate a iligher pregnancy rate for incest, which may be explained by
improved public awareness and more effective response to thc daugh-
ter's "help" signals. In a comprehensive article entitled "The Con-
sequences of Inctst," psychiatrist George Maloof surgests that
"Pregnancy is often a desperate measure taken to end the incest, and
has been probably utilized more in the past when the community was
less sensitive to reacting to a possible incest situation and when treat-
ment programs which allow families to work together w'ere not avail-
able."35

Leaving aside the issue of the unborn child's right to live (valid
though it is), abortion of an incestuous pregnancy is undesirable pri-
marily because it would proba!)ly be against thc young girl's will. In
addition, because the pregnancy was desired in order to expose her
circumstances, it is usually not revealed until well after the first tri-
mester. Thus, a late term abortion would expose the girl to health risks
even greater than those associated with most teenage abortions.3"

The problem the pregnant incest victim faces is not the preg-
nancy; it is the psychological pain of incest. Again, as with rape, it is the
discrimination and superstitions of those around her which make thc
pregnancy difficult, not the pregnancy itself. Unlike the case of rape,
most incest pregnancies are actually desired, at least at a subconscious
level, in order to expose the incest. As a study of the experiences of
girls with incestuous pregnancies showed: "Problems in accepting the
pregnancy and birth of the child seemed related more to the negative
reaction of friends and other relatives and to tensions s hich developed
between the parents or between mother and daughter as a result of thc
pregnancy."17

As IN. Mecklenburg notes. abortion in cases of incest is unproduc-
tive.

Furthermore, the incestuous relationship requires psychiatric
care. With proper management, the outcome of incest may not
always be 2S rfaUrriatC as was previously believed. . . . Incest is
basically a family pathology. Treating it as such. there is evidence

t
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that there may be gain for all concerned when the family cooper-

ates in treatment. Aborting an innocent unborn child will neither

correct the pathology nor mend the hurts. The ptoblem exists

with or without pregnancy, with or without abortion.38

Dr. Maloof goes further, insisting that abortion is counterproduc-

tive for incest victims because it represents only a "further assault upon

their sexual integr4" Childbirth allows the victims of incest to "take a

step toward accepting responsibility for their sexual acts and thereby

toward freedom from the self-destructive effects of both incest and

abortion." But adoption, he believes, should be strongly recom-

mended in incest cases, so as to facilitate repair of what is already a

severely torn family structure: "Only after having the child adopted can

there be some assurance that this new life will not simply become part

of the incestuous family affair. The family can be consoled by the

knowkdge that they have broken their incestuous pattern. .

In conclusion. Dr. Maloof writes:

If the only way we can help the little Debhies [incest victimsj is to

kill their babies and take away their fathers, are we not taking

away the people for whom she cares the must? If her mother rallies

to her side only to get rid of her father and child, isn't thc pattern

of avoiding problems being perpetuated? . . . Arc we reenacfing

thc maternal rejection felt by the daughter which predisposed the

hicest situation, so that the daughter is dramaticalty demonstrating

what she feels thc mother has done to her? Are we indirectly

killing the daughter who feels her child is an extension of herself?

Whatever else we may be doing by an abortion of an in-

cestuous pregnancy, we arc promoting mental illness by not allow-

ing the girl to accept the consequences of rer own acts. . . .

Accepting the pregnanev can be the first step to accepting the

incest and making the changes to alter the famil pattern so that it

can be more productive rather than w ithholding and destructie.4"

Finally, we must again return to the question which has prompted

this investigation. When, if ever, would a "conscientious physician"

abort an incestuous pregnancy? If he took time to talk to hcr and

understand her needs and desiresas opposed to the needs and desires

of her embarrassed parentsNever.
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For the Hardest "Hard Cases"

As we have seen, all of the classical "hard cases" used to argue for
abortion, when examined closely, are actually among the worst circum-
stances under which a woman could have an abortion. According!.
there :6 little or no reason why a "conscientious physician" wow,:
recommend abortion in these cases. Therefore, if abortions are eVer
again made illegal. thert is no compelling reason to allow for "hard
case" exceptions.

But, at least in theory, some unforeseen circumstances may arise
when the risks a pregnancy may pose to a woman arc far greater than
thc possible aftereffects of an abortion. But while such exceptional
circumstances may be grounds for a lively debate, thc possibility that
such "hard cases" exist does not justify abortion on demand. If such
cases ever occur, they should bc tried and judged on an individual
basis.

If the compelling conditions v:hich led to the abortion arc truly as
extreme as the physician contends. Ind an "exception" for an abortion
was justified, or even nearly justifiable. it is doubtful that any jury
would convict him or that any judge would pass a heavy sentence.
There is room within every law for "hard case" exceptions that are
truly that, rare exceptions, not excuses for widening the door to ex-
ploitive abortions for convenience.

An interesting idea to limit therapeutic abortions to "good faith"
exceptions is the proposal to forbid obstetricians and psychiatrists who
approve of Of perform therapeutic abortions from accepting any fees for
their services. This "no fcc" abortion alternative would clearly prevent
profiteering and/or the caving-in to an unreasonable patient's demands.
Without money to corrupt recommendations for therapeutic abortions,
one can be sure that physicians would be very cautious and reserved in
their olers to perform them.41 Some pro-lifers might not like such
exceptions, hut they would certainly find such a "no fee" scheme more
tolerable than the present system of profiteering and abortion on
demand.

Summary

In the last two chapters wc have carefully looked at the "hard" cascs
used to justify abortion. Wc have found that abortion proponents ha%c
used these "hard" cases to elicit sympathy for their cause, but they
have failed to consider the real desires and health needs of the women
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who face these difficult circumstances. In fact, the urging of abortion
on women in these cases is most often a paternalistic attempt to conceal
their problems, rather than to aid them through their difficulties.

The "exceptions" of rape and incest, which in fact represent
special cases, involve psychiatric stresses which are ill-treated with
abortion. The evidence shows that pressures to abort in these cases
arise primarily from outside sources, flom the superstifion and preju-
dice that friends, family, and society hold against these "tainted"
women. When the desires of the victims arc examined, it is found that
the vast majority of women pregnant from rape Of incest actually desire
to carry their children to term. Psychologists confirm that this is a
healthy response and is the most productive path these women can
take in reestablishing their self-images and renewing control over their
lives. It is the social pressure to hide (abort) these pregnancies which
needs to be eliminated, not the innocent children who are "conceived
in sin."

These "hard" cases all support our contention that the more
sympathetic the circumstances indicating abortion, the less likely it is
that abortion will solve those problems. Indeed, in what are generally
vc-- difficult psychological circumstances, abortion almost invariably
tends to aggravate and complicate the woman's problems. Therefore, a
truly "conscientious physician" would bc obliged to strongly recom-
mend against abortion, especially in these "hard" cases.

1 c'
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Abortions for Rape and Incett

:3) Jackie Bakker

Virtimized by a violent rape in California in 1968. Jackie fowl& herseff
pregnant soon after Confused andfrikitened. she followed her parer& urgings
for an abortion. Hmertvr she disroverrd that 'We aftermath of the abortion
confirmed for a long time after the memory of my rape had faded." Her story
explains her deep, longlasting regret over her derision to abort.

Sixteen years ago, at the age of nineteen. 1 became pregnant as a
result of a violent act of rape. The rape happened on a Friday night,
around 10 PM. My girlfriend arm 1 had been walking down Sunset Strip.
looking for a place to have a cup of coffee. Two men approached us,
telling us that they were photographers, and that we would make great
models. My girlfriend decided to walk off ss ith one guy. claiming she
would be right back. The other man hung around me. trying to
convince me to go with him. After an hour, she still hadn't returned.
The man suddenly pulled mc close to him, showed me a knifc under
his coat, and whispered. -If you want to see your girlfriend again.
you'll come with me quietly." 1 followed him to his car, afraid to resist
He drove to an office building, took me to the basement, locked thc
door, and pulled my clothes off. He then siolently raped mc.

My friend was brought there soon after, and we were let go. She
had also been raped. but didn't become pregnant. In fact, when I
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learned 1 was pregnant, my boyfriend and all tny friendsincluding
herdeserted me. They all acted like I was the "plague."

Anyway, I felt very "dirty" and "used." The very first thing I did
after the rape was to go home and douche with vinegar, then take a hot
shower and scrub hard with soap. That didn't seem to do any good,
because I still experienced those bad feelings.

At first, in the early months of pregnancy, I ignored all the indica-
tions my body was giving me that I was pregnant. Finally, as I ap-
proached my fourth month, I saw a doctor. Upon learning that I was
indeed carrying a child, my first reaction was to have 211 abortion. I felt

I had all the best reasons for having one. First, I was carrying the child
of a man who had committed a violent crime against me. I couldn't
stand the thought of carrying "his child" and being reminded of the

rape. I transferied all my negative feelings onto the baby, and hated it.
The movie Rosemary) Baby was popular at he movie theater; and after
seeing the rape scene in the movie. I thought for sure I had bccn raped
by Satan himself. I began to think of my child as a devil baby.

Second, I had just had my first interview with a major airline

company and had plans of becoming a stewardess. It was becoming

more and more difficult to hide the fact that I was pregnant.
Within a week of learning that I was pregnant. my roommate

convinced me that abortion was the "only answer." She had had an
abortion se%eral years before; she said she had no regrets and hadn't
noticed any bad effects. She knew of a doctor who would give me onc

and set it up for me. I remember I had to go to his office blindfolded.
After hc checked me. hc decided against doing the abortion. His
examination had revealed that I had a bad case of strep throat, and he

worried about the infection traveling down into my uterus.
Unable to cope with the circumstances, I returned home to live

with my mom and dad. By this time I was nearly five months pregnant
and beginning to accept the idea of carrying my baby to term. I was
feeling my baby moving and began to experience love and acceptance

for this child that was also part of me. However, my parents were %cry

concerned about my circumstances. I had left home just one year
before, a health.% pretty teenager, optimistic about life. But I had
returned home, tired. pregnant. and feeling hopeless and confused.

They wanted so desperately to have their daughter back to normal.

They tried to be supportive in every way they could, but they couldn't
handle the thought of a baby being born as a result of a rape. So they

consulted with their family doctor and a local family planning clink and

1 si
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were told of a new law just passed in California permitting a legal
abortion in the case of rape. Aftcr testifying about my rape to the
district attorney, who did two weeks of research on my case, permission
for a kgal abortion was granted.

I spent three days in the hospital. where a saline abortion was
performed. I don't remember the doctor explaining very much to mc
about what would take place. I only remember going into labor in a

room all by myself, so scared and alone. It seemed to take forever.
Finally, after eighteen hours of labor, I knew it was time to push. I
screamed, and a young nurses' aide ran into my room with a bedpan. I
delivered my baby girl all by myself into a bedpan. I was in shock as I
looked at the baby that people had told me was just a blob of tissue;
she was really so large and developed. It was as if I was waiting for her
to start crying, still hoping she was alive.

I soon discovered that the aftermath of the abortion continued a

long time after the memory of my rape had faded. I felt empty and
horrible. Nobody told me about the emptiness and pain I would feel
dccp within, causing nightmares and deep depressions. They had all
told me that after the abortion I could continue on st ith my life as if
nothing had happened.

As thc years hastened by, the pain and regret of my abortion
became buried deeper and deeper within. But even after becoming a
Christian. I justified my abortion to myself because of my circum-
stances.

It wasn't until after learning that I had cancer of the cervix that the
guilt of my abortion surfaced. I had been married for quite some time.
and had been blessed with two beautiful sons. But now that I desper-
ately wanted another child, hopefully a little girl. I was unable to. It
had been diagnosed by several doctors that I needed an immediate
hysterectomy. I became bitter toward God, thinking He was punishing
mc for my abortion. My husband reassured me by saying "We can
always adopt." But after the operation, he seemed to change his mind.

Dunng that period of time, I went through a deeper time of
depression and loneliness than I had experienced immediatzis after
the abortion. I kept thinking I would never hve the daughttr r;iat I
longed for. Finally, after whar seemed like years of waiting, my hus-
band and I began the process of adoption. I remember prayin; ever)
night with my sons for the protection of our little Hope. the lide girl I
could picture in my mind so vividly, thc little girl I had had ,eccurring
dreams about for years. God honored our prayers and saved her life

1
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when her mother almost had her aborted. Today, Hope is a lively,
healthy. imaginative little girl.

It wok thirteen years for a complete healing to take pixe. But the
strangest thing was that, as a Christian. I found that though I could

forgive the man who raped me, I couldn't forgive myself for having the

abortion. I had nightmares for years afterward, always hearing a baby

crying in the distance, even when I T.g..1,,'t 51.eping. I thought I was
going insane at times. I was so urm-t m prGtmancy with my first

son, and had nightmares so fretmeney, t in ni, rich month I started
premature labor and nearly '0;542 aiu 4.

After being fully healed fix s rr , I lvg..n to do research

on the effe,...ts of my abort ' <Tan c aware d ktir rized I had
been, and cf how victimke den are. For ex..mple the room-
mate who had advised me t ha% aborti m ;:ftp- ha% ow one herself,

still remains childless after years ri frustrating effort., : ecome preg-

nant. She didn't notice the etTectb t ;%uhing from he, a x- tion until shc

tried to become pregnant again.
In my case, I feel my parents :44,, in believing thc

lies they were told about abortion. Thov were t, :d that a saline abor-

tion was less dangerous than childbirth. But in reality, I've learned that
saline abortions arc so dangerous that they are no longer permitted in

some countries. Now I've also heard that doctors arc discovering there

may bc a link between abortions arxi cancer of the cervix. My parents
weir told that if I were made to continue with my pregnancy and give

birth to a child I didn't want, I might flip out. But after being with a
woman in labor who was releasing her baby for adoption, I believe that

my experience of eighteen-hour labor and deli%ering my dead baby by

myself was much more harmful emotionally to me.
I've discovered that no one has the control to have a baby exactly

when they want to. People said to mc that I couldn't love a child that

was a product of a rape. But studies have pnwen that a woman will not

have negative feelings towards a child just because she didn't accept
the pregnancy. I have had the wonderful experience of knowing a
beautiful young woman who gave birth to an adorable little gi.l, a
product of rape. Her daughter is very much loved and accepted, and
her mother is so grateful she didn't abort her daughter.

I feel that society has the wrong attitudes toward rape and abor-
tion. Two wrongs doet make a right. With rape, that's one time that a

woman is victimized; but to have to go through an abortion on top of it.

I became a victim twice. The baby was the innocent party. Shc should
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not have been looked at as "the ptoduct of a rape" but rather as one of
God creations, created in His image. Women facing unplanned preg-
nanciesespecially when rape or incest is involvedneed crisis coun-
seling. They need to talk to someone who has been there, to realize
that adoption is an excellent solution.

During the past several years I have had the privilege of counsel-
ing young women facing difficult pregnancies. It isn't easy sometimes,
knowing the decision some of them will make. However, it all seems
worth it to me when I am able to experience with her the miracle of a
new life coming into the world.

14) Debbie "Nelson"

Debbie those abortion twice: the first was in Washington, under pressure from
her husband; the second was is California, because tit child had been conceived
during a type. Bat as Debbie:r story emphasizes. no matter what the thrum-
stanirs. the. physical and emotional aftereffects are traumatic.

I have had two abortions. The first Was When I was sixteen years old. I
had been married for three months when I realized I vas pregnant. My
husband was opposed for financial reasons to our having a baby. and
said I should hate an abortion. Being newly married and onlv sixteen. I
feb that I had to prove I could hold my marriage together.

The abortion was done in a hospital, under general anesthesia.
When I woke, I was crying. I didn't understand w hy, but I knew that I
felt a tremendous loss. When I was taken back to my room. I began
bleeding heat us. I told the nurse that I had never bled like that before.
and she said. -Well. youve never had a baby before.- At the time I
didn't understand that comment. Now I know the point she Was tf ing
to make.

My- second abortion was three years later. I was working in a hotel
as a maid: and while at work. I was raped at gunpoint. I was taken to
the emergency room immediately. but a D&C wasn't done. thus 1
conceited of that rape.

When I suspected that I Wjs pregnant. I -.tent back to the doctor

L., ....
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who had tended me in the emergency room. I remember sobbing and
crying so hard when he told me the pregnancy test results were
positive. In that moment of shock, the doctor told me that my only
choice in a situation such as this was abortion. He was very kind. He
held my hand and comforted me, then made a phone call to make an
appointment for me with an abortion clinic.

The feelings that I had experienced with my first abortion came
back to me, but I thought that this would be different. After all, I had
been raped and couldn't p4ssibly love this child. The doctor told me
abortion was safe, easy, and painless. Having been asleep the first time,
I had no reason to dispute this.

When I got to the clinic (I think it was three days later), I was
asked to sign a form releasing thc doctor and clinic from any respon-
sibility in the event of complication3. I asked what complications this
vas referring to. I was told that as with any surgical procedure, there
wits alwits the slight chance of probkmsbut that this sery rardy
happened.

I was awake this time. They used the suction method to kill my
baby, and the pain was horrendous. 1 hadn't expected to feel the
emotional trauma this time, but it %%at worse than before. I was taken
to a room to rest and couldn't stop crying. The "oh-so-rare- physical
complications began immediately. 1 began hemorrhaging and cramping
severely and was given an injection to lessen the bleeding. and 1 wa%
told to go home to bcd.

One week later, while at work, I began hemorrhaging again. I
went back to the clinic and was told that I had probably retained some
of the tissue, but that it would pass. After three months of bleeding off
and on, I went to another Joctor, who was outraged at ms condition.
He did an emcrgenc MC to fetlinsc the retained placenta. then he
told me that in. utc rus had been significant!% damaget; b. the abor-
tions and their subsequent infections. Ilc said il,ere was much scar
tissue in m. uterus and that an future pregnant ies would probabls be
difficult.

In the years to follow, I was disorced and remarried; and I became
a Christian, a mother, and a nurse. It was when I *tent through nurse's
training that the reabty of what I had done became clear to me. While
studying fetal deselopment. I realized that I had been lied to. At eight
weeks, those -dusters of cells- had a remarkable resemblance to a
baby. They had hands and feet, a heartbeat and brain% ayes. v, loch
meant that those babies did indeed feel the pain of their horrible
deaths.
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I now have two little girls. During both of my pregnancies I had r.
condition known as placenta previa. Both were high risk pregnancies
followed by very difficult labors and deliveries. Eight months after thc
birth of my second daughter, at the agc of twenty-three, I had to have a
hysterectomy. The damages done by my abortions were so severe that
my childbearing days were over. All of this occurred because of my two
"safe end legal" abortions.

Had 1 been told the truth about the risks that I was taking with my
body and about the developing persons inside of me, I know that I
would not have made the decision to destroy life. There are those
people who can deliberately takc the life of another person, but that is
not my nature. Yet I must live with the truth, because that is what I
have done.

I still feel that I probably couldn't have loved that child conceived
of rapc, but there are so many people who would have loved that baby
dearly The man who raped me took a few moments of my life, but I
took that innocent baby's entire life. That is not justice as I see it. Nly
first marriage ended in divorce, so the reality is that my first abortion
was done for the convenience of two very selfish people.

15) Edith Young

Edith a thirty-right years old. itheri she Eras twelve, she became pregnant as thr
result of rapelinrest by her stepfather lb rover up the incident, her parents
pracurrd an abortion for her without telling her Oat teas to happen. The
emotional and physical scars of her incest and abortion experiences are still
with her today.

Where do I begin? Rape, incest, and abortion. For most people, these
things will never happen to them or to anyone they know: When
reported in the media. rape/incest is usually called by the watered-
down term of child molestation or sexual abuse. By any name, it's still a
tragedy Abortion, though legal, is also a tragedy Both take away from
the victim things that cannot be replaced.

My remembrance of most of rhe occurences are very vivid, even
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though they happened twenty-six years ago. These events began in
1960, and their effects continue still in 1986.

When I was eleven and a half years old, I began my menstrual
period. Shortly afterwards, I became the victim of rape/incest. Rape,
because it was violent and by force. Incest, because the perpetrator was
my stepfather, who by marrying my mother had assumed the position
of my father.

Several times before the attacks my stepfather entered my room
and laid on the floor beside my bed. In the beginning, he didn't touch
me or say anything to me. He'd pretend to be asleep, bt.t I knew he
wasn't. My mother, who was home during these times, would come to
my room and make him leave. All she ever said to him was, "Leroy. get
up and come out of here." She didn't say anything to me. She'd just
leave, too.

One night she didn't leave as usual. Instead, she lifted my covers,
opened my legs, and asked if he had messed with me. I told her "No.-
! began to be afraid after this. Questions started going through my
head: Messed with me how? What was he supposed to do to me that
made her look between my legs? Oh. God help me. whae5 going on?

Not knowing what to expect. I started getting my two younger
nieces to sleep with mc. I felt safe with one on each side. But mom
stopped them from sleeping with me immediately, while my stepfather
continued to enter my room. Often I have felt that I was set-up for all
that was to happen to meso conveniently being left alone with no
assurance of protection. Frequently. while mom was working. I was left
alone with him. My sister and brother would be out, unaware of what
was happening. They were both older than me, my sister by ten years
and my brother by two. I also have a brother who was about five at this
time. I can't remember much about him except I resented him. He is
the only child my mother and stepfather had together.

Although there were several, the attack I remember most vividly is
the first one. There was no one home but us, maybe my younger
brother was in bed, and I had also gone to bed. My stepfather entered
my room the same as before, mot this time he did not lay on the floor
but started to climb onto my bcd. I was terrified. I didn't know what he
was going to do. but I knew I had to get away. In the struggle. I

knocked over a table lamp. He grabbed my leg. pulled me back onto
the bcd, yanked my clothes off, then hc began to sexually attack me. I
recall screaming, "No! No! Get away! Leave me alone! Someone help
me!" But it was all to no avail. There was no one to help me, no one to
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rescue me. So he continued, obviously sure he had time to do what he
wanted, with no fear of being caught. This attack continued for what
seemed to be forever. I was wondering to myself, "How could he do
this to me? How could he be enjoying this? It hurts so bad. Why
doesn't somebody help me? Why don't I die? Help! Help! Help!"

When he stopped, he threatened to hurt mc and the rest of my
family, including my natural father. Hc walked out as if what had
happened was so natural. It meant nothing to him. But it meant
something to me. I was left alone, crying softly so no onc would hear
me, and I was so scared. I didn't move for a long time.

Mom came home, checking me as usual. I could tell from the look
on her face that shc knew, after all I was bleeding. Nevertheless, she
said nothing. She didn't even ask the usual, "Did he mess with you?"
Instead, she left my room and got into bed with him. This was the last
night she checked me.

From that night on, terror reigned in my life. I was being sexually
abused, threatened by him, and betrayed by mom's silence. Even
though she knew, I w'as still left alone with him, therefore the attacks
continued. In the midst of these attacks. I tried to deny what was
happening to me. But I have learned that denial is temporary, reality is
forever.

I told no one about what was happening. Who could I tell? llom
and he were considered "upstanding" members of the community and
church. People were always commenting on what a wonderful job they
were doing in raising us. Several times I wanted to shout the truth,
especially when I had been attacked the day before. But fear kept me
from saying anything. What if I told and no one believed me? I would
have to go home with them. Would he make good on his threats? What
would mom do? She hadn't stopped him. I believed silence on my part
was both my protector and friend.

One night in January of 1961, mom and I walked to the doctor's
office not far from where we lived. I didn't know why we were going.
He was an elderly man with a kind face. He examined me and told
mom I was about three or four months pregnant. I knew being preg-
nant meant having a baby, but I said nothing until the doctor asked me,
"Who did this?" I replied, "My stepfather." Of course mom denied the
truth. She said. "It was some old boy she's been messing with." Her
answer was so strange to me. I had better not look at a boy, let alone
have one for a boyfriend. I didn't have any desire for one, the thought
terrified me. Wc left his office and went home.
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Within a couple of days mom started giving me some large red
pills. I didn't know where she got them, but I took them for a few days.
Every day she would ask if I had started bleeding. She didn't explain
anything, she just kept asking over and over, "Arc you bleeding?"
Suddenly I realized I was no longer being attacked sexually. Relief
didn't come though. There was a constant fear it would start again.
When the pills didn't bring about any bleeding, I was taken to another
doctor.

As we entered the office, I noticed no one was there but us. He
led mc to where the examining table was. I was too seared to talk. He
said things such as "Hi," "How are you?," "It won't take long." As I
laid there, I looked around, asking myself, "What won't take long?" It
was an ordinary doctor's office; he saw patients every day. My eyes
wandered toward the foot of the table. I saw a red rubber tube in his
hand. This was inserted into my vagina, there was a tug, then thc tube
was removed. I got off the table and joined my mother in the other
room. We went home.

I had to stay in her room, in thrir bed. Again she began to ask if I
felt or saw anything. I was told to use the basin whenever I felt
something coming. I was alone when I began to feel "something." I got
the basin and out "something" came. The "something" was a babs
girl. Yes, "something" was unquestionably a girl, my daughter. I saw
her with my eyes, after shc came from inside my body, lying there
dead, in a cold white basin. What happened to her? I don't know: but

never forget her. She had a face, hands, arms, legs, and a body.
Everything I had, she had. After seeing my baby. I don't remember
what happened. Did I scream, call my mother or what? I really don't
remember.

Mom came in the room, told me to lay down. while she got me
some bath water. She bathed me in the tub as if I had become as
helpless as the baby in the basin. Maybe for the moment I was. Almost
with every stroke, she made me a promisepromises she has never
kept. For a while I believed things would get better if she would just
keep her promises. I believed rhe confusion, fear, and pain would
disappear. However, all the stroking and promises in the world could
not erase what I had experienced. It was like being in a dream world
where all the dreams arc nightmares. I thought I would awaken and
find the nightmare was over. But it was not a dream, and thc nightmare
continues. . . .

There weren't any more sexual assaults, but my mother started

PIC
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beating me for any and everything. It seemed as if my mere existence
was excuse enough. Mothers are supposed to love and protect, not
betray and destroy.

It was when I was in the tenth grade (fifteen years old), taking
nursing courses, that I began to fully realize what happened to me.
Imagine the shock whe- 1 understood what took place that day. The
day I passed "something," my baby, my daughter, Lori Ann, into a
basin. My textbook said, "life begins at conception." Reality really
sunk in. A life had ended that day. Murder had bccn committed.

After this revelation. I started drinking. Liquor was easy to get.
My stepfather drank all the time, so I began stealing his hidden
alcohol. I did not worry about being caught; in fact, I didn't care.
Alcohol helped mc through the next few years. Drinking made existing
easier; it. distorted reality enough to go on while truthfully my life was
in a turmoil. Yet no one knew it. I was an honor roll student. In fact, I
was in the National Honor Society in high school. From the sixth to
twelfth grade I sang in the school choir. In high school I participated in
intramural sports and was the captain of the girl's basketball team.

They stayed together approximately twelve or thirteen years after
the abortion. How she could continue to stay with him, I'll never
understand. . . . I tried to kill him a few times. Once by making him
move when his nose was hemorrhaging, by throwing something out of
his reach. Three times I attempted to stab him, but mom intervened
each time. How I hated hcr for that. During those attempts I was upset
by my failure to kill him. Now. I'm grateful to God that I didn't
succeed. ',ming with the memory of sexual attacks, pregnancy, abor-
tion, and beatings are more than enough without adding murder.

When I was a senior in high school. mom decided she didn't want
me around anymore. I moved in with my natural father. You may have
been wondering where he was during this time. He and mom separated
and divorced when I was abo.it three or four years old. I saw him often
enough. Since he was included in the threats of my stepfather. I did
not tell him about the attacks. I had vowed to never tell him. All I kept
thinking was, what would he do? Would he bc killed like my baby?
Would it kill him to know? %%Could he kill them and end in jail? I was so
afraid to tell him, and I only just recently did. It was a few days after he
turned seventy-seven years old in September, 1986. After serving as
Delaware State Director of WEBA, press conference was to bc held,
and I didn't want him to read about me or hear it from someone else.
Telling daddy was one of the hardest things I have ever had to do.

1
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God's timing was perfect. Our national president, Lorijo Nerad was
there to support me. Daddy wept when he was alone, but he said he
was sorry; hc didn't know.

The Lord has blessed me with three living children. I became
pregnant before I moved out of my mother's, while I was a senior. The
school's answer was adoption. Arrangements were made without my
knowledge or consent. Refusal was made in not so polite terms by me.
The pregnancy was not too bad; I carried my son full term. My third
pregnancy, I had to wear a maternity corset. Without it my abdomen
felt as though it was being torn apart. Ironically, this daughter was born
on January 22, 1973, the day abortion was legalized. With my fourth
child, also a girl, my water had to be broken by the doctor.

Throughout the years I have been depressed, suicidal, furious,
outraged, lonely, and have felt a sense of loss. I have felt, and at times
still feel, that my mother and stepfather owe me something. What? I
don't know. Maybe a sincere, "I'm sorry." Even if my daughter had
been put up for adoption, instead of killed. some of the pain would not
bc present. Often I cry. Cry because I could not stop the attacks. Cry
because my daughter is dead. And I cry because it still hurts. They say
time heals all wounds. This is true. But it doesn't heal the memories,
at least not for me.

I've suffered many physical problems and continue to do so. Ever
since the abortion I've suffered chronic infections of my tubes, ovaries,
and bladder. The pain from my menstrual periods was nightmarish and
continued from the time of my abortion until my partial hysterectomy
in November, 1982. In April of this year. I again had surgery. There
was a growing, bleeding cyst on my left ovary. On my right side, there
was a massive amount of adhesions, and the ovary could not be found.
Twenty-five years have gone by, but the consequences of the abortion
arc still going on.

As you can see, the abortion which was to "be in my best interest"
just has not been. As far as I can tell, it only "saved their reputations,"
"solved their problems," and "allowed their lives to go merrily on."

My daughter, how I miss her. I miss her regardless of thc reason
for hcr conception. You see she was a part of me, an innocent human
being, sentenced to dcath because of the selfish, sexual gratification of
another and the need to "save reputations." She was a unique individ-
ual whose life was exterminated.

Yes, the abortion occured before the ill-fated legalization of abor-
tion in 1973. Not in a back alley, but in a sterile office, on the

1 S
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ABORTED WOMEN

examining table of a doctor, much like the abortion mills of today.
Everyone is still living except for my daughter and both doctors.

In situations like mine, emotions are something you are expected
to control no matter what. I wasn't allowed to cry, scream, react, or
grieve. These things arc also true of women who have abortions today.
Whatever the reason, a baby is killed and his/her mother is left to face
the reality of that decision, often alone.

In the past, incest was not spoken of. It, like abortion, was taboo
in our country. But a few years ago when incest stories became a
common headline for reporters, I wondered what was happening psy-
chologically to the many women who have bccn victims of incest. What
changes were they going through? Now I wonder what's going to
happen to the millions of women who have had abortions when report-
ers finally get the guts to write as honestly about abortion as they did
about incest. All the legalities in thc world will not remove the reality
that a baby is a baby. For many women thc aborted baby is the only one
they ever had a chance to have. For many more, abortion is the start of
physical andtor emotional complications.

The attacks, the abortion, and my baby in the basin frequently
return in my dreams. There have been a countless number of nights
whcn I've gone without sleep just so I wouldn't dream. I still have
these sleepless nightsnot for me. but for the millions of babies who
arc still dying. I lose sleep whenever I picket or sidewalk counsel at an

abortuary. Watching woman after woman go i hurts. I know that thc
solution to their situations will not be found in there. Problems arc not
ended by abortion. but only made worse.

Even though I didn't have any say about thc abortion, it has had a
greater impact on my life than the rape/incest. About nine years ago I
accepted Christ as my personal Savior. He has since become not only
my Savior, but also Lord of my have repented of thc sin of
abortion because of my years of siknce. I am free. It's because of Christ
I am able to tell my story. It's not easy, but I pray that by telling it an
abused person will seek help. a baby will be saved, and most impor-
tantly, a woman who is considering abortion will save herself.

f
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PREPARED STATEMMT OF LrE Ezzu., NEWPORT BEACH, CA

I would like to add my thanks to you for all your expressed
compassion and concern for rape victims, suCh as myself. I, too,
as an inner-city teenager, was raped and became pregnant from that
experience over 27 years ago.

As a representative of those rape and incest victims wbom you
seek to protect, I would like to offer you the following thoughts.

Over the years since I gave birth in a county hospital in Los
Angeles and relinquished my baby for adOption, at no time did I
regret giving life. Althcmgh many times as I have reflected, I
have been so grateful that no state legislature had provided an
easy, instant answer of a free abortion for se. Like any woman in
a crisis pregnancy (whethermarried, unmarried, raped or not), this
woman would welcome an instant answer to her problem.

Abortion is too permanent an answer to a temporary problem.
The answer to problems resulting from rape is not abortion.
Abortion, over sy years' experience, is not a solution, it is an
additional problem.

Providing an instant abortion for a woman in trauma may sound
desirable to her at the time. For a woman who is depressed,
sniffing cocaine gives instant relief. For a woman overwhelmed
with her problems, drinking may be an instant relief. But those
answers only lead to further probless as much as an abortion also
sets a women up for future problems.

I agree that in the case of raps some drastic action should
be taken but I believe that repercussive action should be taken
against the rapist, not against another innocent victim of his
violence, the child con:laved.

Wby should the baby receive the death penalty for the violence
of the father?

Since the release of my book about my own experience, "The
Missing Piece" (Bantam Books), I have met probably a hundred other
folks who, like sy own beautiful daughter, announce themselves to
be known as the result of either raps or incest. In every 7ase,

similar to my own Julie, I have found these peop!0 to be
emotionally stable individuals who are so grateful they had the
opportunity to live, without an instant answer wiping out their
lives. They all agree it did not matter how they beo,n, but what
they have become.
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FREPARED STATEMENT OF JUUE MAKIMAA

Chairman George Miller
Reeking Minority Member Thomas Bliley Jr.
Members of the Committee

I =writing to you to tell you my story and to address the issues
of sexual assault pregnancies, and abortion.

I was adopted as an infant in Southern California and raised by a
loving family. At the age of 7, I found out from a girlfriend that
I was adopted, at that time I did not fully understand what that
meant, yet I knew that I was different. In 1979 my family moved to
Northern Michigan and shortly afterwards I met and married my
husband. After reading through my adoption papers, that my porents
had given me, I made the decision to look for my natural parents.
My adoptive parents w4.11 always be my mom and dad, finding my
natural parents would be an added joy in my life, but they could
never take the place of my parents. Three and a-half years after
I began my search my natural mother called me, and during our first
phone conversation we set a date to meet in person. It was amazing
to find out the interests and abilities that my natural mother and
I had in common, even though I was not raised by her. It was during
our first meeting that I was told about the circumstances of my
conception, that I had been conceived as a result of the rape of my
mother. I feel that what's important Is not how you get here but
what you do once your here. How many of us really know the
circumstances?

I have now formed an organization called, "Fortress", who'L purpose
is to defend both victims, women, and the children conciwied, in
sexual assault pregnancies. I an now conducting a national survey
for women who became pregnant through sexual assault, and for
children who were conceived. I feel that there are a lot of myths
that surround these pregnancies, and that the truth has not been
told. For the first time we will find out from the actual people
involved what their needs are, and how we in society can best help
then. We now have nearly 300 women, children, and adoptive couples
participating in the survey, and are still receiving requests
daily, we hope to have the first set of results done by ths end of
the year. We are already finding out that we in society are looking
at these situations very negatively, and that we are not offering
these women and children help, but are rejecting them. A lot larger
percentage of wvaen, than +diet was originally thought, carry their
children to term, and in addition a larger percentage also raise
their children. Contrary to Wilt beliefs women are telling us that
the number one problem they faced was not the pregnancy, but Was
the reaction of those around them. These are just a couple of the
things that we are finding out so far. We see tremendous
opportunities to help women and children with the results of the
survw.
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If abortion would have been ms Available back in 1964 as it is
today, I would not be here writing to you, my life would have ended
in abortion. My mother is so thenkfua now that abortion was not
available to her, for it was, impart, because of the difficulty in
obtaining an illegal abortion, that My mother did nOt have one.
Many of the letters that I receive fele women who choose abortion
In these kinds of situatians, are new finding that the abortion
aftermath is harder to deal witA than the sexual assault itself. I
feel that we need to offer help to these women and children, help
that considers both individuals immolated. Abortion should never be
though of as a compassionate solution, for the mother or the child.

Ply natural mother and I now have a wafterful relationship despite
the fact that I was conceived in rape, she also enjoys being with
my two children, her grandchildren. Cur story is just one of many
that prove that good thing* can ammo out of these pregnancies.
Thank you Chairman Miller, Thanes Bitley, and the members of the
Committee, for allowing my story to be submitted into the record.
I can be reached at (217) 529-9545.
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PIO/FARED STATEMENT OF DOUG JOHNSON, LEOISLATIvE DMECTOR. NATIONAL RIGHT TO
LIFE COMMITTEE., WASHINGTON, DC

national
RIGHT TO LIFE .h="crsaTtg-

fallIal
2),M IN OM -), vro low

The low Amendment" aiNrowed by the Mouse on October 11, 1989,
alleteencted due to Presiarntbueh's Ma of the original FY 1990
IMPIS/Labor appropriations bill (Hlt 2290)-- could have resulted in federal
funding of tens of thousands of ellarthwns annually. Moreover, it could have
the legal 'side effect' of forcing SUMS to fund Abortion on dement with
slag funds.

This is the 'Bower kimendeent' abortion lenguage approved by
Frfrilialanssas part of the originate's' 19913 Labor/HMS appropriations bill
(111 2990), Ankh was vetoed by President lush. (A subsequent replacesent
bill, 1* 3566, extended the Hyde Auentimant, whi,-.h appears here underscored.)

Or nog .or s cs
necessary or t v ctimnot rape or incest, when such rape

or incest has been reported preeetly to a law enforcement agency or
public health service. Nor an pelmets prohibited for drugs or
devices to prevent implantation of the fertilized ovum, or for medical
procedures necessary for the termination of an ectopic pregnancy.P

The Boxer AUWWWflt 0:0014 ritglt in lelme-scale tax funding of abortions
which are Agagenuinely related to forcible rape or to incest. In
considering these problems, ose 4Mit kW in mind that such language
would be construed not only OWL beta/ o by federal judges carefully
selected by pro-abortion legal strategists. Recall that the Hyde Amendment
was subjected to for yearsof euttiple legal attacks, and was twice
enjoined nationwide, before being se0ald 5-4 by the Supreme Court in 1940.
New 1 particularly veins Unpile will invite new litigation,
with potentially disastrous results.

Regarding the Sonar Amendseents

1. The term 'rape' is not defined. Unless the term 'forcible rape' is
substituted, the result would !withal arsleNedicaid-eligible fetal. who
becomes pregnent outside the bounds of a state's age-of-consent law would

sotootticollY Qualify for a fed:Pill 17 funded abortion. There are at least
29,000 pregnancies a year in feeeles gliiitAitua, and at least 133400 a
yesr in females age 15-17. The age ff-cik4mwqrvaries from state to state,
and is as high as 111 years in sou stops.

2. Boxer reguires that claies of raptor incest be 'reported promptly' to a
'public health service. Whet is a 'public health service'? an abortion

BEST Cory AVAILABLE
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POINTS AGAINST TNI "BOXER AMENDMENT,"

clinic? The telephone counseling ServiCei operated in many major cities by
"feeinist health' groups? A rape crisis colter? A hospital? A federal
judge eight inludi all of these, and more.'

3. The term °promptly reparter is not defined. Under the Carter
Administration, this term was originally defined as 'within 60 days. There
is obviously potential here for grave abuse. (Some .tates have abortion
fuoding laws which require reporting of forcible rape tO a law enforceeent

211gYudthin 48 hours, if the victim is physically able to report, and
require reporting of incest to a child protection agency.)

4. Mast importantlys 30 states currently fund abortion only to save the
life of the mother. Addition of az rape exception would make federal law
inconsistent with the laws of these 30 states (and perhaps some other states

as well). If the courts folkou the precedent of a 1960 ruling by the U.S.
Court Of *Oils for the Third Circuit, the result af this inconsistency
mould be that

;tap

In 1980 Congress responded to the Third Cirevit decision by adding a
'states: rights' clause to the Hyde Amerman, guaranteeing the right of
states to exclude abortions from their Medicaid programs ta the degree they
believed apropriate. However, this clause was dropped as superfluous in
1964, since tartars no longer rapa/incest exceptions in federal law.

:As Secretary Louis Sullivan pointed out in an Oct. 10, 1969 letter to
Congress, the second (bracketed) sentence is superfluous, since the Hide
itmefidment already permits anti-isplantation drugs and devices, and already
permits termination of ectopic pregnancies.

2In Februiry, 1985, Pennsylvania won a five-year court struggle, anti a law
went into effect prohibited state funding of abortion except in Cases of
lift endangerment, rapt, or incest. There was no martins rgeuirgegnt for
the rape/incest claims. Pro-ebortion spokespersons made thinly veiMI
public comments, noting that a mere verbal assertion of rape qualified a
Mediceid-oligible woman for a state-funded abortion. Sy mid-I968, the
state was funding an average of 3 ebortigns moth based on such rape
claims (excluding incest). Effective July, 1988, the Pennsylvania
legislature changed the law to require that rape or incest be reported to a
lewenforcestet agency or, in the Celle of a minor victis of incest, to a
child protection agency. In addition to deterring fraud, the purpose was to
protect the victims from further abuse and to assist in apprehending the
perpetrators of these heinous crimes.
claims droned 'pre than tenfqld. to en iletLiailiardiUTIOr"Viteeeerion.att

hue 1979 Pennsylvania laws prohibited state funding of abortion, under
Medicaid, except to save the life of the mother. Out the Federal
restriction approved by Congress for FY 1979 included exceptions for rape
and incest, as well as the lifo-endengermen ekcption. The Third Circuit
ruled that this inconsistency invalidated both Pennsylvania laws in total.
The ruling had the effect of requiring Pentsylvania to pay for
Mani with 1004 state funds. See floe x. Casey (623 F. 2nd 629111Stereil
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President Bush vetoed the original FY 1990 Labor/NMS appropriations bill
( 19 2990) beCeuse it included the lour Amendment, which would have loosened
restrictions on federal funding of abortion. The President objected to the
proposed weakening language on grounds that 'it would be difficult to limit
to the few casts of actual rape or incest, and could have the unintended
consequence of allowing the taking of countless other lives of unborn
children "al beyond the few cases argued as reasons for the proposed
legislative change.'

The National Abortion Rights Action League svbiequertly published an ad
calling the President's position 'insulting, arguing that 'the integrity of
%VIM has been impugned by your search for 'safeguards' to assure that women
could not falsely claim rape or incest.' The following items may be helpful
in evaluating such demagoguery.

GLORIA STtINEN

Radical feminist Gloria Steinem said in an interview in gSAJodav (May 20,
141,51i

'rnhe administration's suggestion to mike abortion legal only
in cases of rape and incest would force women to lie.' (attached)

Kea NeCONVEY

Norma McCort/ley, who as °Jane Roe' was the plaintiff in the 1973 Roe v. Wad{
case which legalized abortion on demand, in 1967 admitted that she had
fabricated her rape claim in thy hope that it would help her obtain a legal
abortion. "1 found out 1 sas pregnant through what 1 thought was love...1
did not want to carry the child for economic masons,' McCorvey said.
Nctorvey did not obtain an abortion. Her daughter-- whose life was saved by
the Texas enti -abortion law later struck doyen by the Supreme Court-- was
adopted, and is now a 19-year-old college student who "is staunchly anti-
abortion.' (See attachments.)

SECRETARY LOUIS SULLIVAN

in hit Oct. 10, 1969 letter to Congress, HMS Secretary Louis Sullivan wrote:

'An onerous responsibility for legal judgment *Quid be placed upon State
Medicaid programs, the Department, and health care providers if this
[rape/incest] language is accepted... a state would need to prove to
the Federal government that a rape or incest had occurred.'

BEST COPY AVAILABLI
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11111111ILVAIMA's UPERIISCE WITS A LOOM 'EXCIPTION CLAUSE°

Fiiary, 1188, Pennsylvania Mal a five-year court struggle, and a law
went into effect prohibited state funding of abortion except in cases of
life endangerment, rape, or incest. There los pg reoortipe_rgouireeent, for

the rape/incest claims. Pro-abortion spokespersons made thinly veiled
public comments, noting that a mere verbal assertion of rape qualified a
Medilaid-eligible women for a state-funded abortion. Sy eid-1988, the
state was funding tfl average of 36 abortions e mon% based on such rapt

claims (excluding incest).

Effective July, 1988, the Pennsylvania legislature changed the lew to
require that rape or incest be reported to a law-enforcement agency or, in
the caSe of a minor victie of incest, to a child protection agency. Ihit

lumber of repe-baseirebortion claims drooped eve than tenfold. to en
perm of three 13) ner loth.

Because the Sower Amendment would provide the option of reporting to a
'public health service, which could be interpreted by a court to include an
abortion clinic or telephone counseling service, it is likely in practice to
result in the kind of abuse which occurred in Pennsylvania free 1985-88.
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